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Introduction .

,

The Institute on Futurism and School Media Develepment which was
held at Western Michigan University August 11 - 17, 1974 brought

. together 104 state leaders in the field of educational media. For the
most part, these leaders, representing forty-four states and two trust
territories, either held state level media supervisory positions or were
presideEts or presidents-'elect of state media organizations.
/ The Institut*, was planned to- provide an opportunity for these leaders
to (1) examine and study the forthcoming. 1975 national guidelines for
school media programs, Media Programs: District and'School,s(2) gain addi-
tional insights and skills necessary for implementing unif$ed media programs
at the state level, and (3) develop goals for providing leadership to
local school systems planning to implement the new guidelines for'media
programs.

Many issues relateeto the future of school media program develop-
.

ment were studied and discussed during the five days of the Institute. .

While consideration of the guidelines was a substantial and important part
of the week's presentations and discusOons, other cdncerns of future
developments inschool media pry grams Were also given attention. Don Ely,
Margaret etter, Mary Kingsbury and John Belland focused on.futilre trends
in curriculumT,-school mediavro ram development, the roles and functions of

_ the school media-specialist, an modes of cumunication. As accountability,
evaluation,-and networking are -levant issues to Odle program development,
series of distinguished speake s addressed themselves to these topics.

TheproCeedings.of the Ins itute are presented in this document with,
the hopes that they will lake a eaningful contribution to the literature .

on school media program developm nt.

Of

41,
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Dr. Donald P. Ely
ti

Director
Center for the Study of Information
andEduCation
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Syracuse, New York

PROJECTIONS, PROBES AND PROBLEMS OF INSTRUCTIONAL

MEDIA IN THE FUTURE

Prologue

The future of Instructional edia is a most difficult topic. Where does

one begin? I'd like to take you through the cognitive map 'I explored as. I

prepared this presentation in order that you will understand the context from

which I operate.

A basic premise':

The field orInstructional Media does not exist as an entity: it draws life only

as it relates to the larger context of which it is a part. The larger context

is education and larger yet our society.

The dilemmAs faced in preparing this presentation were: (1) where to

begin? (2) how global the discussion should be? (3) how to relevant to r.

4

Instructional Media without making it the total focal point? and (4) how to

relate futurism to the new standards.

The alternative were overwhelming:

1. Review the vast literature on futures in general of which Toffler's

F4ture Shock, Kahn and Wiener's The Year 2000 and Bell's Toward the

Year 2000 are only 3 examples. -

2. Select those future forecasts which impinge on education,- genetSc_.,
f.

7
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_manipulation, laser technology, man-machine Symbiosis, increased

lifespanc chemical manipulation of the bia-inTntrasensory percep-

tion,
)etc.

3. Describe societal trends - in population growth,"in economic develop-

ment, in governmental control, in technological developments.

4% Report the findings pf"several studies on.the future of, education,

such as publications .of the EPRC"s at Syracuse and Stanford,

Morphet's Designing Education for the Future and Worth's A Choice

of Futures for the Province of Alberta's Commission on.Educational

Planning.

Where Do We'Begin to Consider the Future ?
\"

.
',.There is no escape from the society in which we find ourselves. To consider

the future of instructional media without -the broader perspeCtiveig like
..'wearing blinders. Therefore, we will briefly consider broa ute\projections.

o 43ut most Cr us will live our: professional lives, inAhe,
E

Therefore, we will emphasize educational futuresb

of education.

The individuals attending this meeting are froM the field of instructional,

media. Therefore, we will begin,with where we are (a d where we have been) and

then return to a consideration of instructional media in the future in light of

societal and educational"' futures.

My'purpose is not to predict the future. No person or group can do that.

My purpose is simply to help us,all to recognize the changes that have occurred

and are occurring to help'bring about the kind of understanding that may

render the changes less painful; to warn of hazards along the way; and to

attempt a few glimpses of what the future could be if we would but help to

create it.

WHAT IS PAST S PROLOGUE-OR IS IT?
a

We seem to be preoccupied today with a concerti for the future. There has been

a proliferation of publications dealing with the future over the past few years.

There are series of films dealing with the future. Centers for the study of

the future have been established. More and more'protesSional meetings follow

the theme of the future. Books have been written. Study commissAons have been

formed. Concern for the future is pervasive.

It's not so much that we haven't been concerned about the future in the

past. We have always looked ahead and tried to estimate what is around the

next corner.

aor

Future Orientation has usually been based on the next two to
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five yoars. (How many 5-year plans were created for developihg nations?)
,. a

The new emphasis, however, looks at the future as ten or more years away. The
. .

year 2000 is mentioned with some frequency.

TO consider tfie future of one discrete field, such as instructional hedia,

is becoming increasingly' difficult. There are too many societal variables

which `impinge upon the field to look at it in isolation. On the surface it

might seem simple to estimate what new inventions appear to be on the ,horizpn,

e.g., drugs to enhance learning, easy computer access, and lasers. The.simplis-

tic application is to ask what implications each new development might have for

instructional media. This approach would bea serious error In my opinion. We

certainly should-have learned that educators over the decades have embraced

each new technoloy and have tried to create a relationship between that tech-

nology and education. Just within this century we have heralded the motion

picture, radio, television, programmed instruction, language laboratories,

cable. TV systems, computerS, and satellite communications as significant new

developments which would substantially alter the educational environment. In

every case, for those applicationi which have been around long enough to be

stpdied, the results have been far from those predicted and the effects on

children's learning (which, after all ought to be the sina quo non df,our'

efgrts) has been negligible.

The lack of significant results has probably stemmed from the disease I

call media miopia - the belief that a single medium will provide answers 01 all

educational problems. Our projections have fallen far short of the mark and

our aspirations have been dashed only briefly enough to move on to a new medium

which always seems to be appearing on the horizon. Today it's, cable television

and satellite communications and tomorrow it will be laser transmission and

drugs for learning. Shouldn't we learn a few lessons from our past experi-

snce? Those who don't are doomed to relive the past! Perhaps the tools we

have used tp make our estimates were simply /he wrong ones. Perhaps our focus

on one medium, or even on one field, has caused a type of tunnelvision which

excludes the rest of the world. Perhaps we have emphasized things first and

diminished the importance of people and processes. Perhaps we have been reac-

tive rather than proactive. A reactive persbn'is one who sees something coming

but waits for it to arrive. A proactive person is one who feels that something

is coming and does something before it appears. The reactive person adjusts to

the situation in which he/she is immersed while the proactive person helps to

shape the situation in which he/she wants Co find. himself.
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The more I consider the future of instructional media the more I believe

that_, if the gals of our field amore attained, the 'field as a discrete entity.

will disappear. Considox our brief history. Our beginnings in the early part

of.thi:S century were marked with a primary concern, for educational products.

Saettler calls this the I:physical science" approach to instructional media. We

were concerne0 about getting the right materials and equipmento the right

place at the right time and, hopefully, helping the teacher to use them in the

right way. Once the picture was,on the screen, or the book was delivered,"our.
. .

job was done. The functions performed by professionals, many of whorl' were not

.trained ih the field, were largely storage ,and retrieval administration, and
4

relations. Gradually there was a shift to a concern for the communicatioh

of i,deat and we borrowed heavily from the commUnication theorists. At this
.

4
point our materials and equipment were considered to be the carriers of the

Messaps, but we st11.,.had to provide the support services to make the whole

process work. It, was natural in our evolution that some of the behaviorism of

communications would have led to the consideration of operations research and

systems:' A note of credit-should go to the.learning psychologists who. pioneered

the programmed instruction movement in the late 1950's.. Eraut of the

Uni'versity of Sussex in England goes so far as to say that "...if'programmed'

-learning had initially been developed with texts rather than machines the term

educational technology might never have been invented. Nobody would have seen

the need for an umbrella title to includ6 both audiovisual specialists and

jearning theOriits." With each of these new dimensions the field bepri to

form and to,beCoMe what it is today an amalgam of.several disciplines and

fdelds in an applied setting.

But another.theme. was emetfing as well. As each new emphasis was developed

and adopted, media began to be part Of the process, and lost some of their unique

ness as vehicles for 'carrying information. Thus, in the.communication paradigm,

media became the channels which encoded messages for decoding by a receiver. The
i

channels could not*easily be separated from the entire process of communication.

As programmed instruction developed, the medium was diminished as part ofJthe

process which structured learning based on behavioral objectives. It was

usually quite an irrelevant matter whether the ,information appeared in book

format, on a roll of paper passed through a machine, on a filmstrip or a motion

(icture, or in a computer storage banks And with the development of instruc

tional systems, tI-e medium became one component of a series of ordered steps

which assisted in the creation of an instructional system. The. instructional

system is riot a medium or series,of media, it is ordered process of teaching

' ' 13 Fb.



which uses a variety of formats in the presentati01 of information. What we

have seen here is the gradual' fading of media as domInant concerns of the pro-
.,

fessional and emergence of media in context. Current innovative departures in

education today knvolve media in context, not mediafor the sake of media. For

. example, individualized instruction in its various manifestations depends, pon

media; alternative schools'draw heavily upon community resources and the full

spectrum of me4ia; and so-called open education'requires an arsenal of resources.
,

The important thing to remember here is that media has assumed a role among

w' othpr variables in many contexts.

As media begin to be parts of the larger whole, the roles'of the person-
:- .nel, who :teal with mediamust necessarily change. We still need delivery suppor,t

systems which get the right materials and equipment to the right place at the

right time but the professional is now able to delegate these responsibilities

to'staff peoiSfe who.work under his direction and do not need extensive profes-

sional preparation. The proqssional,-at the same time, has'to become familiar

.with the broader context in which he must operate and therefore has to have

professional education and experience which will permit him to work effectivel,

-in this new environment. Those who have grown up in the field and have not

done 4heir homework are being relegated to more insignificant positions with

less influence and consequent bitterness and paranoia. Those who have done

their homework and those who have just recently completed professional educa-

tion programs which emphasize systematic instructional developmipt from a

largely behavioral point of view are the ones who seem to be emerging as leaders

and who are making a difference. Keep your eyes on these people'since they will

chart the future of the field.

So much for the past and thecagtext. On,:to the future!

4P
Ways of-Looking at the Future

'There are a variety of approaches which are used to view the futurd.

.(You may .wish embia-Ce one-or more of them during this presentation and later

on in the week.)

1. Tie Passive Observer - thisindividual sits back and lets the future

happen to him. The passive observer r'ee'ls adaptable to any,situation

in which he finds-himself.

His motto: "Que sera, sera." '

2. The Extrapolator - this individual puts her finger to the wind two
,

or three times and on that asis-drawsthe curve. Even though the ,"
..a 14
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'data are based on discrete events she feels safe in maki the

projections. The most frequent result is more of the sam . Her

motto: "Bigger is better."
-

3. The Crystal Ball Gazer - this individual is,usually creati4 and
..,

comes, up with fantasies of the future. Science' fiction wri.ers fit

this category. The crystal ball gazer is a future historian who

prepares scenarios for 1985-and2001. There is just enough truth

to make his projections seem very Plausible. 'His theme_song is

"Fly Me to the Moon". (Here is an example of one crystal ball

gazer's projection in 1939.)

4. The Synthesizer of Indicators this person-carefully studies

related delielopments in science, technology and society and makes

estimates of future Cultures. the fieldsof social psychology and

anthropology contribute to this'category. Motto:. "The futuret1Wt

how these synthesizerswhat it used to be." (Here is an example of how

piece together indicators to make future projections.)
.

.
.5. The Scientific-(or Pseudo-Scientific) Investigator' - this person

uses accepted research methodologies to come up with her fprecasts.

The Delphi technique, is the sina quo non for gathering data but

other "accepted" approaches are used. Her motto: "When you don't

know what to do, gather data." -
. .

6. The Proactive Participant is really qUite different from the

previous types since any but the first type of individual could

possess this qu'ality. The proactive participant is one who would

help to make the future happen. This person is able to set goals

and deliberately move toward them. The proaCtive participant is the

exact opposite of-the passive observer. Motto: "If I can't find a

way, 1'11 make one."

-My hope is that each of you will embrape the approach of the proactive

participanr. It is imperative that each of us remembers that the individual is
-

responsible for what happens in the future, no matter what has happened -in the

past.

Methods for Studying the Future

Traditionally planners have relied upon quantitative projections of past

trends to establish the parameters of the future. This approach has two pro-

-blems:

(1) In a world where the basip values of'society seem to be changing at

15
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an' accelerating pace one might expecl substantial discontinuities

which could make the future. significantly different from the past.

(2) Extrapolations from past trends do not help when one is forecasting

the adoption of new and unfamiliar systems.

For these reasons qualitative methods df forecasting are necessary. Two

such methods are available to the futurist today these are scenario writing,

in which the forecaster, either individually or with the aid of t group, inter-

prets the eesults of the cross impacts of all the relevant known variables and

creates a scenario (or alternative scenarios) of the4future world. The second

qualitative method is the Delphi technique. With the Delphi method a panel of

individuals, who are knowledgeable in the area to be explored, forecast likely

developments in that field. The distinguishing feature of the technique is that

it relies upon several rounds of questionnaires to explore the views of the panel

with statistical data and summaries of view of the other panelists being fed back

to individual participants after each round'. This procedure creates a modified

form o4woup interaction and exchange of.views. At the same time, it removes

many of the counter-productive elements present in face to face meetings such

as the effect of status, group pressures to conform to majority opinion, the
*

perNasive and dominant personality whose views may be quite wrong, and many

other interpersonal variables. It replaces these influences wit)) some dis-

tinctly different characteristics notably anonymity, iteration and controlled

feedback- all of which tend to foster calm, contemplative consideration of the

issues. Reasonaply comprehensive evaluations of the technique have found that

it ispsignificant improvement over normal group meetings both ill terms of

arriving at a group consensus and in impro'ving the accuracy of group fore-

casts.

Much of the information gathered for this presentation was generated by

these two methodologies.

The Future Society

My personal synthesis of the'future's literature indicates the following

projections, trends and forecasts:

1. There will be a 25% population increase in our nation'by the end of

the century with a higher percentage ocpepple under 25 years of age

2. 80% of the population will -live in urban areas by 1980 (vs 70% now)

increasing to.90% by 2000

3. Per capita income will increase but buying' power will not increase
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proportionately since inflation wil/ reduce effective income. Gross

national probuct will increase by 50% by 2000.

4. The influence on our lives of religion, work, marriage and the family

will decline in the future. The decline will be balanced by increas-

ing sensitivity to human relationships and increasing individual in-

volvement and participation in all 'aspects of society

5. Mental,illness, crime, drug abuse and alcoholism will incfease

46. Tensions between groups will increase non-white-white; rich-poor;

faculty-student; and especially young-old. The greater proportion

of the youngill'question leaderihip control in the hands of the

older population.

7. Advances in technology will continue in nearly every arena of

society but will be more noticeable in developing nations where

modernization and industrialization will increase.

K
On Change

One of the most frequ9ntly used words in all the future's literature is

change. Many futurists see the institutionalization of change. To me, the

understanding of the change process and the ability to cope withcitsand man-
.

age it is so basic to our personal and professional future, that it 'is a hollow

. .exercise to go further without some consideration of this process.

When we pursue a new goal, the result4is perceived as sufficient if we

succeed. When a similar goal is pursued later, we tend to repeat our suc-

cessful strategy. We develop habits on the basis of successful strategies.

As habits form, the actions we take are less and less open to change. As we

get older we carry our habits with us into our future and we are lets open-to

alternative ways of behaving because we have an investment in our habits..

If we are to have a future qualitatively different from the past, we must

concern ourselves' with discarding our once-sufficient habits. There can be no

alternative futures if the future is perceived as linked to past. As new

ideas, products, processes and concepts confront us, our habit,barriers inhibit

consideration of the innovations.

A central prob m is - how much change the human can accept and assimilate

and the rate at whi he can take it. Can he keep pace with the ever-increasing

,rate of technological change alone, or is there some Poirit at which the human

organism goes to pieces? .Can he leave the7,,hahits and static, guidelines which

have dominated his past and embrace new ways-- which will be, required for
r
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survival?

It always seems easy to identify "those who are resisting change, but diffi-

cult for us to see the barriers in ourselves. ton Williams, to whom I owe 'much

for my own professional development, often admonished me to calm down when I
.

observed the laggards. He said: "Everually they will die off and then change

can begin". But if they don't die and genetic research appears to be lead-

ingto this intriguing eventuality -41-low will old ideas and old habits disap-

pear? hill we be able to change if habits don't disappear with the demise of

the pebple who hold them?

Carl Rogars Sees, the hope for coping with change through therapy, inten-

sive encounter groups and in dynamic organizations. He says:

It is thd magnetic attraction of the experience of change, growth

and fulfillment. Even though growth may involve intense pain and

suffering, once the individual or group has tasted the excitement

of this changingness, .persons are drawn to it as a magnet. Once
.s

a degree of actualization has been savored, the individual or the

group is willing to take the frightening risk OT launching out

into a world of process, with few fixed landmarks, where the

direction is guided from within.

This is one way of beginning to prepare ourselves for the future. There

are other ways. Consider them!

The Future ofEducation

,
Those who have ventured to posit future developments in education tend

to reflect the societal changes of which education is but one dimension. A

period of change in education is forecast during which concepts, curricula,

methods and the role of the teacher in the educational process will alter

steadily over the next twenty-five years.,

1. There will be increasing access to educational opportunity.

Massive improvements in programs for the culturally deprived will

be instituted. (ACCESS)

2. There will be greater diversity of post-secondary education oe ing

a restructuring of higher education. Demands for continuing educa-

tion to meet changes in industry and the professions will create

opportunities for individu4ls to acquire new skills and competen-

cies without classroom-attendance and constant teacher interface.

(DIVERSITY)

18
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31 Educational coalitions will emerge. Community-resources will com-

bine with schools to offer integrated work-related experiences.

'Institutions and schools will develop more consortia and regional

service centers to offer resources that one institution alone could

not offer. 4ulti151-e use of community facilities for education,

health, .government and communications will increase. '(COOPERATION)

4. There TAM be greater participation in planning and operating educe-
1,

tional programs. Citizens and parents, will demand. more direct in-
-,

fluence on curricula, methodology and school expenditures. Education-

al goals will be jointly developed by parents, educators and learners.

These goals will reflect the perceived needs of individual learners.

(PARTICIPATION)

5. Greater openness to change and experimentation will foster a greater

willingness to employ technology as it becomes-more!integral to the

process of teaching and learning. But, this technology must meet

certain design criteria. Specifically, it will have to be capable

of fostering self-expression, involvement-in the learning process,

individualization of instruction, and it will have to ensure that,

school work is more rewarding. (ACCEPTANCE OF TECHNOLOGY)

X
These are only a few of the many trends which are on the horizon. They

appear to be the mast salient trends, but others can and should be added.

The Future of Instructional Media

It would seem logical at this point to provide a list of trends for out

field, but isn't that the purpose of this leadership conference? I believe

that it is your job, and mine, to help,create that future. We need to become

the proactive participants yin this process. This conference should not start

by examining where we are now and then how much can realistically be achieved.

Rather, it should first look for the ideal and then examine how we can bridge

the gap between the present actuality and the ideal. (Perhaps the new stan-

dardswill provide the ideal goal.)

Let Jrle suggest an agenda for this conference an outline developed by Dr.,
.

.

Walter Worth for the Commission on Educational Planning of the Province of

Alberta. His report, A Choice of Futures, should go on your "must read" list.

The report lists ten principles on Which educational planning for the future

should be based.

"Ten principles. Our future educational system should obey the follow-
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ing principles: the system, the programs, the people ell should

respond.suCcessfully to change (Adaptability). Educational progfams

should demonstrate relevance to today's realities' and tomorrow's pro-
..

babilities (Context). Functional harmony should exist within'the

system, and between the system and society (Coordination). Broad

educational choice must be available to suit differing individual

tastes (Diversity). 1 Maximum results must be obtained at minimum

effort - and cost:(Efficiency). Equal educational opportunity

must be available to all (Equity). All of those affected should

have a voice in program yolicy (Participation). Education should

be related to the needs, aspirations and rights of individuals

(Personalization). Education should strive for excellence in all

it undertakes (Quality): Education should develop those behavior%

which cement our common humanity (Unity)."

1.1

I close with.a statement of urgency. The time for leadership and change is

now, because the potentials are here. This is clearly a time for us to create

a design for the future of instructional technology. If individuals and groups
4

within the field do not move and use the resources. available to them, we may

find that others have done it for us. This field can close down, can becobet.

.unchangeable, and become - to put it bluntly - impotent. The choice is ours.

I hope that we will not say it is impossible, but instead will resolve to make

it possible.
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MEDIA PROGRAMS: DISTRICT AND SCHOOL

A PERSPECTIVE

(Helen Lloyd - August 12, 1974 - Monday A.M.)

13.

4,

After the New York conference and the state assembly meeting, one'of the

state presidents (and I don't know whether the perton is here or not) came to

me and said, "I want to draw a picture of the way you look at the podium." It

was of a head without a body, and she sail., "You should keep this in mind when

you're speaking because short as you are that's the impression you leave." I

.

probably look again like a head without a body, but I don't think it'll matter

to you today. I'll try to remember on other occasions to come out from behind.

4

I could give a history of the sAandard'sbeginning with the Certain Stan-
,

dards of 1918, but I'm not going to do that. I think we all know that school

library standards and media standards have a long tradition,La long background

and history, but certainly the collaboration of DAV/"(now AECT) and AASL in the

1969 Standards was a momentous occasion. The Standards for Schodi Media Programs,

published in 1969, brought together these two organizations for a,very important

activity. Moreover, that joint committee recommended that standards be contin-

uously revised, and to that end both groups appointed committees in 1971 to

revise and to develop standards. :nod tasks were appointed in 1971. Task

Force I was charged with revision ',of the existing standards for media programs in

schools, the_qpntent-of the 1969 Standards, and-this task force incorporated members of
64'
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both associations. Task Force II was charged wi h the development of joint

standards for media programs at the district leve , content which went beyond

the scope of the 1969 StandardS.

These documents were then submitted to the tw. boards of directors, of

AECT and AASL, in the Spring and Summer of 1972, a d a Joint Editorial Com-

mittee was appointed to revise and to edit the repo ts. Happily I think, this

Joint Editorial Committee decided to combine there orts from the two 'task

forces into one publication, which has resulted in -dia Pro rams: District

and School. In 1973, the boards of he two associat ons endorsed

\

this pro-

posal and gave encouragement to the work under way. In the Spring and

Summer of that year, 1973, open hearings were held at,both national confer-

ences, so that there could be input from the membership of both groups.

Board members, of course, discussed in detail the draft available at that

time. I think it's important for us to remember that themembers of the

Joint Editclkal Committee have,, for the most part, been very active in both

associations, so that a meeting of the minds and a feeling of understanding

developed very naturally.

Again, the task forces and the Joint Editorial Committee recommended

continuous revision, so we have a finished document but not a finished procets

here.

Agree4ng in gederal on the content, but not completely with all the lan-,

guage, the Boards of the two. associations appointed an edito lal teams Mary 44,

Frances Johnson,, representing AASL but again a member of both organizations,

and Bill Hug, also a member of both organizations, representing AECT. They

were joined by an outside editor, Elizabeth Noon, who had been editor of

Instructor Magazine, to go over the document carefully and make changes which were.

Yx

,k

primarily stylistic but in a few cases philosophical as well. In the Spring

of 197G, this past Spring, the two boards agreed in principle to the draft,

AECT met at their board meeting in April, and AASL held a telephone board

meeting in May, which was for me an interesting experience. '1;1,e agreed to

let Ben Franckowiak, President of AASL, work with Howard Uitchens, the

Executive Director of AECT, to reach final agreement, on the text.

Happily, this has been achieved. On August 6,'a final agreement was

reached, and the document is now in the hands of ALA Publishing. We a e

awaiting the signing of contracts, but we hope this is simply a,floxm lity,'that

things really are under way to get the document in final form (to known as

Standards for AASL; Guidelines forqCT) to you just as soon as possible. What
,
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you have now is a draft incorporating most but not all of the changes agreed

upon by Johnson, Hug, Hitchens, and Franckowiak. I think you are well aware of

that.

As we work tooether this week, we should keep in mind the purpose of these

standards/guidelines, a purpose which should direct us all, the improvement of

educational opportunities for learnersi. Media Programs: District and School

provides no patent medicine which promises to cure everyone with the same dose,,

and r think that is an important development, an important change from earlier

standards. There are quantitative recommendations, yes, but they are tied to.

program goals, and as such they are/flexible.

What Media Programs: District and School does not do (I think we must

address this problem) is provide examples, case studies if you will, to illus-

trate good uses of staff, media and facilities in the amounts recommended.

This is a need that the AASL Board.of Directors recognized when we discussed

this final draft. In'giving general approval of it, we also recommended thar

examples of goo programs be identified and described in one or more subsequent

publications. I believe'we need to develop program packets for local program-

ming as well, and we need the kind of discussion guides andtleadership guid-

ance that the School Library Development Project provided for the 1460

Standards.

So I challenge you to work toward meeting these needs after we have dis-

cussed the principles incorporated in the standards/guidelines. Media Programs:

District and School can, I feel, lead us far beyond this week, next week, and

the coming year, to thinking about the future.

24
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Ms. Maryjrances Johnson
Chairperson'

Library Education/Instructional 'media
Program

University. of North tarolina' at Greensboro

MEDIA PROGRAMS-: DISTRICT AND SCHOOL

An Insight

(Mary Frances Johnson)

On August 6th in a telephone call between Ben Franckowiak representing AASL,

and Howard Hitchens for AECT, the manuscript for Media Programs: District and

School gained final.acceptance.by the two associations, thus concluding the task

which began in March of 1971. We shall have a publication soon, and it will be

better Th the 3 years of effort that have gone into its preparatiori. Bill

Hug and I, whO can only speak as' representatives of the Joint Editorial Committee

for the preparation and final editing of the manuscript,.are going to try to

highlight Media Programs: District and School: the rationale on which the docu-

ment is based, a bit about how it was developed; key features of content and of

its organization, some key terms and their usage, and what we view as potential

uses and possible contributions this document if used well, can offer.

Our approach will be as follows: I'll start with some very basic nuts and

bolts kinds of information about the manuscript and its development. Bill will

then continue with a slide presentation to highlight key concepts.of Media

Programs: District and School. Then we'll begin a dialog concerning the role

of national standards or guidelines, and that will lead, we hope, into open

discussion, back and forth questions and answers, suggestions, ideas---whatever

you wish. The one thing we can't do is amend the manuscript at this, point in

2 tr
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time.

A rhetorical question to open this introduction: Why the new publication?

Standards,for School Media Programs, published in lt69, carried in itis,preface

the recommapdation that the national standards be revised frequently, "at least

biennially.*- 141,e can identify many reasons for publishing the new document,

perhaps the least significant of which would be to honor that published commit-

ment. Another reason, again obvious and not significant enough by, itself, would

be to keep pace with changes in the material resources available fir educational

programs: new.preSVntation forM4:4 increasing optiOns in materials and related
4

equipment, as well as their rising costs: 'A third and more important reason

stems from the impact of the 1969 Standards on the media Trofes-sions, a kind of

"ecumenical" movement beyond where we were in 1969. I think we've come to a

deeper understanding of the roles and the contributions of various kinds of

personnel, including professional and support staff, and a broader acceptance

of the concept of staff differentiation as basic to program realization. Still

another reason lies in the fuller recognition of the role,W4a programs play,

in the schools and the districts oflOich they are a part, and the concern for

approaching national- recommendationsh the context of tailoring the media pro-

gram to its particular institutional setting. Then, there s the grdnaing recog-

nition of the interrelationships, both existing and pbte , among media

programs at all levels--the schools the district, the regionif the state, and

the networking potential--with, again, the concern that these inextricaSle

kinds of relatidhships need to be built into, reflected, and1addressed in any

statement of standards. Ahd finally, thefe was die concern fpr fUller concept-

ualization of media programs, which is probably the most chal enging of these

reasons for a new document. (tn that context, I can hardly w4it to hear Dr.

Brickell's assessment of how much progress we made toward this goal, which we

know is not fully realized.) These, then, are reasons behind

of a pew document offering standards or gtxidelines for school

programs.

he preparation'

nd district media

Helen LloydLloyd has reviewed for you the process of development of the manu-

script, beginning with the appointment of task forces in March of 1971. My

check of those repres.ented here who shared in the work was based on our pre-

liminafy-directory of participants; I may have left some names out and if so

please let me know. We have among the Institute participants representing Task

Force I, which worked on the school media program, Bill Hug; for Task Force'II,

the district media program, Betty Fast, Ben Franckowiak,'Joe Giorgio, Johnny

2() ,.
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Shaver, and Mary Ann Swanson. The Task Force draftswere reviewed in the Spring

and Summer of 1972. 7The Joint Editorial CoMmittee, appointed in the fall of

1972 to review these drafts and rework them for compatability in content, in-
4

cluding terminology, and in format, is represented hereby Betty Fast, Bill Hug,

Johnny Shaver,-and myself

IV
.

'' Wt began our workin January of 1973, and soon reached agreemerit that the
.

. 1
document should address, in one publication, recommendations for both the school

(

Oo and the district media program. We then moved to work.on terminology, an unend-

ing'opertion. Each meeting of every committee session seemed to'begin and.end

with review of terminology and this process Continued not only through the,com-

pletion,of the manuscript but also through its review..and revision. We developed

an outline (which alto changed as time went onand began drafting content for

sections of the document. The draft presented to the boards in the summer of

1973 was reworked in, August and September by the Joint Committee. Following

-that, Bill and I-were named to represent the group for further editing for con-
.

sistency and approach in style and to try to flesh out sections whose content

was still iff outline forme

This draft,was still unsatisfactory. Rewriting was needed to achieve more

clarity, effectiveness in expression, and balance. The rewrite editor, -Betty

WOon, produced a manuscript in April, 1974.: The date I will not soon forget

was April 23, when Bill, Betty, and I dealt with Bill's and my responses to the

April draft, in a conference call that lasted 5 1/3 houri, and gave me a cauli-

flower ear.that persisted for two weeks.

The May draft,'incorporating most of the things Bill and I had called in

to-Betty, was reworked July 4 -6, and I delivered the manuscript incorporating

the.latest revisions to Ben Franckowiak on July 11. The manuscript was accepted
. t

on August 6: Publication will now be set in process. Many in this room read

one.of the various drafts--or two--or even three.

The copy you have, in view, of the time pressures we have referred to, is

based on the April draft, into which have been pieced many of the more signifli-
.*

capt changes made in July. One' such change was the reorganization of what had

once peen Chapter 4, Operation of the Media Program, into several chapters. Not

included in your copy are some of the stylistic changes made in July, nor the

final revisions jointly agreed to by AECT and AASL, It was agreed that the most

praCtical way of giving you-such chahges, if you need them, would be to ditto a

list of changes., rather than attempt tO,have you edit,your manuscript\on the

spot. We'll do our best to help you find your way in the document. Please

27
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understand that it does have portions that have beercsince edited. If there

are that you think are terribly redundant or unclear, please take a pdsi-

tive view:* These are the ones we've cleaned up.

Now let me emphasize some central concerns of the Joint Editorial Committee,

most of which have been introduced by Helen. The committee worked as a whole.

It worked to consensus -a very genuine concern. Its members represented the

total piofessions, rather than takin& a single 'association stance, to the best

of their ability.. Committee members, I believe, shared the following views on

the document.

It should focus on the learner. In'doing so, it should also emphasize the

role of media professionals in working with teachers, administrators, consul-
-

tants, who are facilitators and shapers of learning experiences. We see no

dichotomy here. We have heard reactions expressed to some earlier drafts of

the document to the effect that people perceived an imbalance, an emphasis on

curriculum more than on the individual learner and his total experi nce. I

don't think you'll find such an imbalance in the final document, and I would

ask, simply., how do you define the word "curriculum "?

Secondly, the document must reflect the inter-relationships among and be-

tween media programs at all levels the school; the district, and so on.

Third, it must emphasize program rather than things. The media program,

rather than the media center, is the basic fraMb of reference., That is an im-

portant point of term±no o ._ Well call attention to others.' The document

de rts-ffom the typical .age, "the media center," to emphasize the media4

program rather than the place from which it may emanate within a school or dis-

trict.

Fourth, the document sh uld contribute to the further conceptualization of

media_program. .This,commitme t reflects the assessment Henry Brickell made of

\ the 1969 Standards in which he\said, "I doubt that the description of the pro- .

gram is adequate." As further Oomment here, this manuscript requires creative,

Perceptive reading... As :reading instructors py, we bring meaning to the Printed

than taking it.away. The publication will prObably be-Most meaning-

ful,as a docUMent, then to media'professionars--and the implications of that fac-

tor or'aliof,us, in interpreting and implementing Media Programs: District

.ancrskhwo-l-,--de-setour close/attention at this institute.

Fifth, the document should emphasize systematic approaches to program devel-

opment. This is a thrust to be discussed more fully by Bill.

28.
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And sixth, it must eriphasize flexibility, underscoring the peed to select

wisely among alternatives in relation to the user group And the institutional

setting - the school, the district, whatever. Some, evidences of flexibility with-

in the document include the chapter on'personnel you'll note alternatives in

staffing, patterns, and the section on Collections - choices among related pre-

sentation forms are presented. There are groupings of materials and their

related equipment; there are ranges in quantitative recommendations, from a

base collection,in the school to ektended proyisions.

A word on terminology, or several, to be more accurate, One Of(the more

diffivult tasks foi. the committee was establishing the terms to be used'and

then capturing, in words upon which people could agree, the meanings assigned

to these terms.

in the text--and

the professions.

The terminology section is provided to clarify the usage with-
.?

only that. It is not intended to stand alone as a glossary for

4 was moved to the end of the manuscripts because in truth ttte

terms are "defined" in context, and they heed the kind of amplification posr

sible in narrative. It was thus agreed finally, in July, that the terminology

list could best follow the text as a kiftd of checklist for verification of

usage. All of us here arersensitive to the problems in communication that P

result from differing definitions and interpretations of terms. Again, there-

fore, it seems important to give attention during this Institute to recognizing,

and ho 'pefully at least adopting for any discussions here, the usage of Media

Programs: District and School.

A,few examples of terminology may be useful. The term "media" is used in

reference to all forms and all channels of communication. It is not a synonym

for materials or equipment, but has a larger meaning. A "no-no," edited out

of the drafts but unfortunately not out of your copy completely, is the phrase

"media and equipment."

Further, as examples of terminology, the document distinguishes between and

'among program functions, which Bill will discuss; resources used in carrying out

functions:such as,pkrsonnel, materials and eqUipment,4facilities, and budget;

arid operations which include purchasing, maintenance, access and delivery sys-

tems, production and the like. As stated earlier, the media program is the

bastc,frame of ieference,.not the media center-=place from which it comes.

In style, the manuscript is declarative. It employs "is" and "does", not

"should" and "must". The committee felt this approach was in keeping with the

national statement of what a media program is and does.
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Now, a few specific comments On the document. The Foreword happens to

appear in your copy as "forward". Perhaps this title aticipatedJDon Ely;S

phrase, "westering", or Dave Bender's choice of "futuring" as the frame of refer-
,

ence for the groups we'll be in, but the foreword, underscores the long prbcess

of development, review,' seeking of suggestions, and revisions that led to the

document. It recognizes the 1974 publication as part df a' continuum, a publi--

cation that will need to be revised periodically. It doesn't claim to have

fixed the future - -a task we left to,this Institute, to our keynote speaker,

,and ,to the study groups' work.

Chapter I, "IntroductioNR" states the focus on program, the emphasis given

to qualitative concerns over counting of resources. It underscores the need

for flexibility so that the media program can respond to the needs of a par-

ticular school or district. It establishes the primary audience for the pub-

lication, that is,.media professionals, along with identifying others it could

and should reach. A central concern for us here is to explore our role in in

terpreting and implementing recommendations of the document, considering the

audiences to be, reached and what kinds of information, beyond what is contained

in this document, theymay need.

Chapter II., "The Media Program," presents key ideas which will be highlight-

ed by:Bill in his slide presentation. The concept of program focuses on human

behaviors and interactions.

Chapter III, "Program Patterns and Relationships," discusses ro-levand:

relationships of media programs at different levels proceeding as follows:

the district media program and its responsibilities; those of the school;

regional media programs (and note that here the region is viewed as an area

within a state); then the state media program; and finally, networked. Please

note that this chapter provides further delineation of typical media program

activities; following thb more general discussion of program in Chapter II

which focuses on basic functions common to media programs, whatever their

level school, district, other. Chapter III, which discusses media programs

at the school level, the district level, and beyond, can be somewhat more speci-

fid in describing typical responsibilities and activities. This is a point

you may want to call to other's attention as you present the document: they

can put ChaptersII and III together for fuller description of what goes on

in typical media programs.

s;

. When the manuscript was revised for the last time in July, the Old Chapter

IV was broken down into several separate ones. Among the sections it had con-

tained, the one pulled to come next in sequence in the document was what is

3 :0
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now Chapter IV, Personnel. The logic for its position reflects a line I remem-

ber long ago from Paul Witt, "Programs. are mainly people." In this chapter

begins an approach or pattern of organization that used throughout tfie remain-

ing chapter up to the covlugion; that is, the chapter begins with a statement

bf guiding principles and proceeds to discussion of factors that are common to

the schocil, thedistrict, and any other levels of program. In Chapter IV, for

example, types of personnel, including professional staff and support staff,

are discussed in,general; then the document moves on to the district media

program, identifying kinds of staff needed for/various program elements.; then

it moves to the school level, with'similar treatment. As a further general note,

fewer quantitative recommendations will be found, for obvidus reasons; concern-

the district media program, reflecting the many variables that influence the

scope of its operations and the staffing needed.

Another'basic point about terminology needs to be made here. (Earlier I

commented on the fact that the media program, rather than the media center, is

our basic reference.) As a second major point, note the term "media profession-

als", an umbrella termfor all professionals in the area of m ia. It's the

catchall phrase, one best used in the plural, in our view. A onym would be

"profesSional media personnel." This is an overall term to enco pass all pro-

fessionals that work in media programs, and the document identifies. many kinds

of media professionals. One kind, whose name and definition persjst from the

1969 Standards, would be "media specialists;" another, instructional develop-

ers; another, television specialists; another, cataloging or technical services

specialists.

Chapter V discusses "Operation of the,Media Program." It includes a sec-

tion on "Planning" which discusses the planning process and emphasizes that

this process isn't set apart (as,it must be.in a linear document) but pervades

all operations; you'll hear more on this from Bill. The section on "Budget"

underscores this approach; note the emphasis given to proCess in discussion of

budget and application of planning to budgeting. Likewise, the recommendations

on budget reflect flexibility; that is, the standard for annual expenditures

for materials and equipment gives one percentage figure to encompass both

materials and equipment, reflecting the belief that you can't have one without

the other. The section on "Production" takes a broad view of the purposes and

uses of local production of materials. It gives attention to tIT creation of

materials by students and by other users as means to enhance expression, as

avenues to self discovery. This is part of that emphasis on the learner, which

we hope remains in focus throughout the document. A feature in the "Production"

31')
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section is the chart of production capabilities needed for individual school

media programs arranged on acontinuuRfrom the,static forms through sound to

motion, "Access and Delivery Systems" underscores the view that the ,total con-

cept of access extends beyond dissemination of district and school media collec-

tions.to include inter-institutional loans and cooperation with other informa-

tion sources and agencies, through plahned arrangements that are the responsi-

bility-of the media program, The "Public Information" section highlights the
441,

importance of public information programs and provides a list of audiences, sug-

gested kinds anil levels of information they need, and means for providing such
4,-

information a checklist that should be useful for our purposes here. The

chapter ends with "Program evaluation," section which gives specific attention

to the concepts that were introduced earlier, notably in Chapter II: Evaluation

is concerned with program effectiveness in relation to user needs and program

objectives. Obviously, this section follows from the opening section in this

chapter on Planning. One final comment about Chapter V - all its sections

discuss aspects of operations. These operations lead to program.

I'm going to highlight only one other chapter, Chapter VI, "Collections."

In view of the Joint Editorial Committee, the content and organization of this

chapter may represent a significant new step in the document. The recommendations

for'collections group related presentation forms; for example, print materials

including books, periodicals, newspapers, pamphlets, and microforms; visual0microform;

still images; visual materials - moving images; audiAt'Y formats;
4;47

then tactile formatS; and instructional systems including textbooft%, Secondly,

these recommendations group the materials and their related equipmOn an ap-

proach that worked most of the way, although sections had,to be addedfor mis-

cellaneous equipment and additional considerations concerning local production

equipment. Finally, these recommendationsprOvide for options in many ways.

You can vary the proportion of different presentation forms. For example, de-

pending on styles and preferences in a partiCular school, you might,acquire

more slides than transparencies, or vice versa. The ranges allow for different

emphases and include a base collection in the school as well as extended pro-

visions. Another significant point: the document recognizes the role of media

prpgrams in relation to instructional systems including textbooks, and discusses

responsibilities in organizing housing, distributing, and inventory of-these

resources. Likewise, i4calls attention to the need for staff and facilities

tb carry. out these, responsibilities.

Chapter VII, on "Facilities," again has the same kind of perspective on

planning, on considerations that influence decision making. Chapter VIII, the

3AL
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conclusion, is a very brief wrap-up chapter, parallel in length to the intro-

duction, which higH.iv,hts central concerns and concepts in the manuscript -- points

that Bill will address particularly in his presentation. The end matter includes

the terminology list.

The copy you have in hand does not include acknowledgments, which is a list

of some 51 persons who served on Task Force 1 or 11, served on the Joint Editorial

Committee, or served in ex-officio capacities during some stage of the process.

The acknowledgments list cannot name the hundreds or probably thousands of otherse

. who have responded to drafts as have most of you in this' room, who have contri-

buted suggestions and ideas, and generally contributed to the development of

the manuscript.

(33
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Both the Association for-Educational Communications and Technology and the
A

American Association of School Librarians have historically played key roles.in

formulating and prpmoting criteria for building strong media programs. The new

document Media Programs: District and School, like the 1969 Standards for School

Media Programs it replaces, is a cooperative effort by these associations. I

believe it is safe to say that the majority of the members of the various task

forces and of the editorial committee view a publicatAdh such as this as a work-

ing document rather than as the final word even though Pt does represent a wide

consensus. During'this period of rapid change, a continual program for revision

seems in order. Consequently, any standards published at this point in time, as

far as I'm concerned, are a kind of interim report that needs to be revised per-

:. "iodically to provide direction for the field.

Media Programs: District and School is of value'only to the extent that it

is used to help create better educational programs for individual students. It

is a tool that practioners can learn to use. i Media Programs: District and School

is neither a how- to- do -it, text nor a solution to the problems educators face in

any definitive sense. Rathery the document is but one of many forces that can
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help improve education. Its power rests in the hands, of media professionals

who understand the document well enough to mdke it work for them. With intelli-

gent use Media Programs: District and School can help move programs%forward,

but it can also be ignored, and it could even block program improvement, especi-

ally if it is flaunted in the faces of administrators as some kind of bible.

Media Programs: District and School is organized into\ight chapters.

Chapter I presents the general purpose of the document as well as introducing

the reader to the next seven chapters. Chapter VIII, the last chapter, attempts

to summarize the general thrust of the document.

Chapter II discusses the nature and purposes of school media programs, iden-

tifying many observable activities that characterize quality media programs..

Throughout the document, an attempt is made to encourage professionals to iden-

tify and develop quality activities. In other words, the emphasis is on whit.

users are doing. A number of lists have been generated to put the focus onthe

media program user in the center. For example, in quality media programs users

are observed finding needed information on an appropriate levI.and in an ac-4:-

ceptable format, users are seen utilizing instructional sequences of tested.

effectiveness to reach personal and program objectives, and users may be seen

receiving assistance, both formally and informally, in the use and pfOductiop

of learning resources.

4

Chapter II also suggest four general functions--design, consultation,
1 .

!S. tos
.

information, and administration--that cut across operations such as planning,..
141

budgeting, accessing] and evaluating. Typical activities associated with the

design, consultation, information, and administration functions are also listed.

The attempt is to identify broad functions that relate to each of the operations.,

Chapter III, "Program Patterns and Relationships," describes differences

and similarities between And among school media programs, district programs,

regiOnal media programs, state media programs, networks and telecommunications.

Typical responsibilities of the school district, regional, and state media

.programs are listen: `Making generalized statements that apply nationally is

difficult. Obvigusly the state media prograM affects the kind of district

program needed.

Or, to work from the other end, the nature of the school media program

determines many of the operations of the district media program. The presence

or absence of a regional program again affects what is provided at the state

and the district. Nevertheless, there seems to be certain activities that are

best associated 1.iith each of these level. These are identified and discussed.

3,9
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Chapter IV, "Personnel," Chapter V, "Operations of the Media Program,"

Chapter VI,"Collections," and Chapter VII, "Facilities," presents points to

consider in building programs and principles to apply in making decisions in

each area. The keynote is flexibility for purpose. Each chapter raises many

questi6ns to be considered as a particular media program emerges as a part of

an individual curriculum. There are not right or wrong answers; there are

only possibilities to consider before decisions are made.

'Toward More Purposeful Programs

I hope that Media Programs: District and School will cause people to won-

der why they are doing what they are doing. I hope the document stresses why

media as much as how media and what media. Consequently, I would like to try

to set the tone for looking at the standards and try to reflect the intent of

. those who worked on this document. From this point on I will refer to speci-

fics only as they are needed to illustrate why the task forces and the editorial

committee did.

Before we begin to use the standards, we should ask ourselves: What are

our commitments? What is our vision of education? Of the future? What are

we determined to have, come hell or high water? If, for-example, we are deter-

Mined to have things, to build,collections, then the standards provides numbers.

If we. are determined to have more power, more cgntrol, then the document implies

a role, the implications of which should make any superintendent blink. If we

are looking for a safe place to hide, then we can dismiss the standards as im-

practical or use only those parts that help us mend our walls. Or we can con-

demn the standards for using jargon, this is an excellent excuse for ignoring

anything.

On the other hand, if we are committed to promoting a rich and variegated

curriculum, then the standards suggest ways and means for accomplishing this.

If we believe in the power of communication, then the standards promote

the use of a wide variety Of media. If we believe the media program should

provide assistance in the instructional development process, then we can use

the document to back this position. Or, if we support the humanistic movement,

then we can use the document to promote media programs that directly relate to

the intellectual, emotional, social, physical, aesthetic, and spiritual growth

of users (Arthur Fosbay).

I am trying to say that, regardless of the document's intent, it will

36
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probably be used only to the extent that it can serve individual ends., Conse-

quentiv,'before any of us uses lis document as an authority, we must do a

little soul-searching ourselves. If we can decide what our commitments are,

then we might have some insight into how we as individuals can use the docu-

ment. A good activity for this institute might be to determine where our

priorities are and then look at the standards to see how they could be used

to develop that which we feel is of paramount importance. And, I'm sure,

that as the week unfolds much dialogue will center around "this I believe"'

kinds of statements.

Now back to what I hold as a central purpose to this presentation: that

is,,to provide a basis for understanding the document as well as thq intent of

its authors. In order to do this, we might spend a little time'looking the

way certain words'ate used. To understand what the document is saying, 6 under-

stand its power, and to overcome its limitations, we must understand ho certain

t,rms are used.

Definitions

The document defines a number of terms under the general headings of Person-

nel, Progfam, and Process. Definitions were not meant to be conclusi e. Rather,

definitions establish usage within the standards themselves. The editorial com-,

mittee attempted to bring the terms into focus, to apply them practid.ally, and

to avoid the controversy that surrounds many. of the terms. The intent was to

communicate, not to settle the theoretical issues in the field. To use the de-

finitions as the ultimate authority would be to accept half-truths, over-sim-

plifications,,and incomplete concepts. The editorial committee is well aware

that groups such as information scientists, communication theorists, academic

librarj.ans, administrators, programmers, and curriculum theorists would bring

a different set of meanings to these terms. So it is for this-reason that I

will make my remarks in order to clarify and justify the terms defined under

the headings of Personnel, Program, and Process.

Understanding the use of the terms media, specialist and media professional

is basic to the understanding of the document. The media specialist is defined

as the basic professional prepared at the master's degree level in discreet com-
:,

petencies that enable him to build and manage a comprehensive school media

program. This'is the professional that most of us think of when we refer to

the merged role of the school librarian, a-v specialist, and instructional pro-

duct developer. He is a specialist in building school media programs in the,

4
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same sense that a teacher is a specialist, that a counselor is a specialist,

and that a principal is a specialist. The broad genetic category employed is

the media professional. Media professionals are all personnel qualifiecrby

education and experience in areas such as television, programmed instruction,

instructional product design and development, technical processing, and so'

forth. The media specialist is one type of media professional.

At this point we could stop and argue for the rest of the week over indi-

vidual perceptions and preferences for terms such media specialist and media

generalist, or over what, constitutes professional and non-professional. I

suspect we could likewise spend the rest of the week trying to determine the

role of the teacher. I personally find a certain amount of this kind of

dialogue fun, sometimes, even productive. But,.for the purpose of understanding

the standards, one simply has to read the document in light of the way words

are used in it.

In the consideration of a media program, the new standards move beyond a

curriculUm guide, beyond an audio-visual support system, and beyond a school

library. This move is toward systematically establishing relationships between

and among people, materials, machines, and facilities that interface to Tom

the program. If this is jargon to some, or mind-boggling to others, let's say

it in &Idther way. It is not what you have that makes the program; it is the

way resources are used. It is the way things work together that tells you what's

going on. Components only suggest a potential for program development. What

all this means to me is that any media program can improve and that genuine

improvement results in establishing more productive, more comfortable relation-
.

ships between and among program elements as well as establishing needed functions

that didn't exist before.

The various task forces and the editorial committee all seemed to agree

that the document should continually stress the importance of the quality of

contact between the student and media personnel, between the student and materials,

between the student and environment. The term interface is therefore employed

to describe these all important points of contact. Since teachers, administrators,

students, and community people benefit from t e school media programs, these

groups are collectively called users. These Perms underlie the document's de-

finition of a media program. The media program is a pattern of interfacings.

among program components * such as users,, materials, machines, facilities, and

environments. It then becomes a media professional's duty to establish and

improve the interfacings between and among usei,s and the universe of information.



In this sense, those responsible for writing the document believe that some

new language is necessary for people to think differently about media programs.

For this reason the word services is never used to describe the relationship be-

tween the media program
s
and the educational program. Rather, the media program,

like the educational' program, provides students with essential information and
f

activities leading to the achievement of both individual and curricular objec-

tives.

The last group of definitions relates to process. Process is defined as a

series of steps formulated for achieving some purpose. A group of gerieralized

steps are presented as each relates to educational, technology, instructional

technology, instructional design, instructional development, and instructional

product deign. 11/46oirtunately, in the literature, these terms tend to blend one

into the other. The standards try to separate them by identifying a central

thrust or purpose and to arrange them in hierarchical order from the most general

to the most specific.

I want to stress again that the purpose of defining these particular terms

is simply to clarify to the reader the intent of the document. The point of

agreement that I hope all of us have relates to what one must do in order to

identify quality media programs. This, I believe, is a central concern of the

authors. Consequently, the document continually underscores the necessity of

observing what the media program is doing for students as well as to students.

All of the fancy facilities and materials that one too frequently associates

with quality media programs are useless unless users are doing what they need

to do and experiencing a certain amount of joy in the adventure. To this end,

I hope the standards will help focus the media program on the user and overcome

the obstacles that programs experience as they attempt to penetrate all aspects

of the curriculum.

And, above all else, we must continually remind ourselves that media pro-

grams should not simply be,a collection of stuff in response to some artificial

need. Media programs must be built on real, not percieved needs of human beings.

And, somehow, someway, differing needs must be accomodated, or reconciled.

Problems and Considerations

Building educational programs and media programs will continue to depend

to a large degree on best guess, political expedience, and personal prejudice

as much as on know-how. The shape of the media program will be influenced by

the values and beliefs held by those in control. They will reflect the deter-
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mination of the powers that be. Media programs of the future will spend a

great deal of their energies justifying what they are doing in terms of the

assumptions they are making since little hard data exists that tells us, in
4

any definitive sense, what knowledge is of most value, where people learn

beist, or how people learn. And so, if adminiStrators are going to change

priorities in favof of the media program, they must be convinced that the

assumptions made about teaching and learning that are supported by the,media

program are simply better than those in common practice. 'Supporting /list one

strategy is probably dangerous. For example, the current thrust of'competency

based curricula gives the impression that competency based 'curricula are the

only answer. Yet, one is hard put to find a clear cut consensus as to the

definition of competency based curricula. In short, we are not sure what we

are supporting when we back the competency based movement since those on the

bandWagon are defining it in so many different ways., A much safer and effective

position is to sell media programs because they provide better ways and means

for a wide range of teaching and learning strategies and fit many philosophical

frames. I believe the building of strong media pretrgms is facilitated when

media professionals use a softer, more thoughtful approach to building Programs

that continually strive to establish a sound, empirical Vase. In other words,

we should make our, decisions on the best information and'research available

and avoid being associated with any one camp.

Along this same line I would like to draw to your ttention some research

that has been collected on the ordering of values, a process which we'll all.

up against. Let's suppose that Media Programs: District and School provided

for a totally rational methodology for building Oronger media programs and that
s-s

this rationale was accepted by the field at,large. Granted, this is a wild

assumption. Nevertheless, even though we were to provide this united front, w,e

still have to sell others on the value of a media program which is, in my

estimation, more difficult than selling ourselves. So, when we talk to ac -,

crediting agencies, boards of education, and administrators, -we have to be

aware of how they order their values.

In 1968, the National Opinion Research Center conducted a value inventory
4

sampling various sectors of the American population. Eighteen values were

identified. It's important here to note that the'supporters of the seven

1968 presidential candidates placed intellectual and logical fifteenth and

sixteenth out of the eighteen in their value statements. In other words, most.

qualities' were placed above rational attributes by people looking for 11,2adershiP.

What this, \s well as other research, says to me concerning values is'that we,
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... as individuals, are not going to sell media programs td everyone simply by con-
, . ......

:vincing them of the logic, we employ. ,

;-

,
-. .: - i, t'.

I
ii' t .4

;le message`, that comes through to
.

me isthattiw
.-

logical and rational pro-,

cesset employed oF the standards_must.be used 4ifferently by individuals and
I

-must relate to their, individual settings. ,The sttndards must, in addition. to
v1' ti \

providing better ways,, also stress the qiialityr.:OrAAtdividual-life that has to
A " " .

be central-id decision .making. This is the reason why (have continually stressed.
, i

the -necessity for identifying our pri.orities gii&comMitmerits, and the reason I -..:. k;,

a,bolie*re that the power of the -standards resides in-the-indlVidigal'and how he
__..,

. .... .

integrates them wIthh.is value.system in order to:Use them most effectively.

. .

/I`,
In closing let me quote from CurriculLm for the Seventies: An Agenda for

.

Invention by Arthur Foshay: "If.the world is a long array of splits,
.

then it

is the individual who must find the means of sanity, and he has td find those

means 'Within himself. Society is schizoid; only the individual can be whole.

If tion produces a new peed for individual identity,it is not society

.
th t ill coAfet it; each Man.must do that foe, himself. If new means for re-

lating to other,people must be found....then the means must be based`on in-

dividual integfity." We are now challenged to bring Media Programs: District

and,,School into the context of our individual worlds and to make it a Fart of

the whole in our own individual ways.

4r4
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MEDIA PROGRAMS: DISTRICT AND SCHOOL

A Dialog

(Mary Frances Johnson and William E. Hug)

Hug: Until approximately 11:30, we'd like to start a dialog that we're sure

will continue the rest of the week and start bringing up somepoints

that we think might be productive'tediscuss. We don't have a fixed

ending for this. We do have a fixed beginning,' but we don't have to

get through anything. We would like to proceed, Mary Frank and I, in

terms of a dialog and encourage you people to stand up and to say what

you think, bring in information, give examples, challenge, whatever

you feel that you'd like to do, as we proceed. We can take as long on

any one poiht as the group feels necessary. We're going tb start with

some basic issues and considerations.' One which I think we've been

trying to address ourselves to all morning is "what does this publi-

cation represent?" .What is it?: It's not the end, we've said, but it

is a force, and it's a force whose power probably resides in the hands

of the user. It's not particularly self evident. What do national re-

commendations do? How can we use them ?, To what effect? To build our

vision of what an educational program ought to be.

'We're going to talk also about some of the relationships of the national

standards to the regional and state guidelines such as.accreditation and

4 2
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so forth. We'll start off with "what does a publication represent" and,

again, we're going to encourage you people to contribute along with us.

Johns: One way of looking at this question relates to the different postures

toward preferred terminology from AASL and AECT, one association favor-

ing theuse of the term "standards", the other "guidelines". Bill, do

.you want to comment on that one?

Hug: Well, if you listened to Helen Lloyd, she couldn't avoid that word "stan-

dards," the way it came rolling out. Same with me because it's one word ,p'

it's easy, it's almost natural to say. It's awkward to say "Media

Programs (colon), District and School." Nevertheless, I don't care,

and I don't know k_anybody does, if people want to refer to them as

the Standards.Standards, the committee felt, had a hard line, prescrip-

tive, you count and you-do it, kind of a connotation. Guidelines was

a little too wishy-washy, a term that invited people to accept them

or ignore them at will. Really what we were talking about were media

programs and what constitutes a good media program, so we stuck by our

guns and argued that for the title of the document.
4

Johns:. And so the title ducks the issue. Another way of looking at it would

be in the interpretation given to either standards or guidelines. Are

they goals or are they measures? I think it's safe to say that this

document represents some of both.

Hug: But regardless of what is is, it'does provide something so that you can

identify a discrepancy between where you are and where you want to be.

In that sense, it is a kind of a measure.

Johns: Another question then that. Bill has highlighted: what can national

recommendations do? What force do they have? What effects could we

eXpect or are possible? For instance, Henne, in reference to the 1969

Standards in an article in an issue of Library Trende, identified four

areas of influence as she saw them. One of these was to reflect goals

for the kind of media programs required for quality education. Your

comments, Bill?

Hug: There are several examples we can give for this. The document places

more emphasis on the decision making ability of the professional. It

doesn't encourage using the document in a dogmatic sense, but it en-

courages professionals to make their Own decisiOns based on certain

principles, certain guidelines. It stresses throughout that the

t.4 3
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quality of the media program is in relation to the quality, of the exper-

ience that users are having when they are engaged in activities in the

program. One other thing, drawing from some of the things thatDon Ely

said last night in terms of encpuraging us to be proactive individuals,

there's an interesting phenomenon that takes place in the Delphi (he men-
,.

tioned that last night, too). If you ask a group of potential leaders

what the goals are, what the future is, and if these leaders represent

a significant portion of the power structure, when you get them to agree

on something, they frequently have the, power to. make what they've agreed

upon happen. We hope that there'll be some of this that will take place

as you go back your states and associations.

Johns: Another function Frances Henne identified was to provide impetus for

media program development. Give us an example of that one.

Hug: I suppose the thing that the document does more than,anything else as

far as program development is concerned, is it makes visible the coh-

tiibutions media programs can make towards constructive alternatives.

One interesting thing that I might throw in here is that as media pro -

gramsdevelop, they (and don't use this with people yOu're trying to

-sell) replace parts of the traditional educational program. Now:that

becomes a sticky wicket because nobody wants anything, replaced. You

have to deal with this very carefully, but you ought to be aware of it.

As your, media program develops in its effectiveness, it really takes

over more and more of the educational program, so you're walking on

a tightrope.

Johns: I think too, the mere fact of the publication focuses national atten-

tion on media programs, for a time at any rate, a momentum we don't

want to lose. Another that Frances Henne mentioned was assisting

schools and districts in designing media prograds.

Hug: Here again the emphasis is on process, and in a very real sense, the

.name of the game in the future may be planning. If you plan better

and you have betteZ4reasons for doing what you're doing than another

component that is competing for equal funds, you have a better chance

of moving forward.

Johns: And still another was to furnish criteria useful in evaluation, in cer-

tification, and in accreditation.

Hug: If evaluation takes the form of looking at what students are doing in
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a media program, and if we're real) able to assess media mograms in

terms of user behaviors, then this has a great potential for affecting

the way we ackredit people and also the way we certify people.

Johns: Those then are four thrusts Frances Henne had seen in relation to the

1969 Standards. Bill and I tried to,Pull out a few others. They'll be

overlapping, rather than specifically separate points, but we thought

we'd talk back and forth a bit on some sp things we think the

new publication has the capability of helping to accomplish. You

first, Bill.

/fr

Hug: First, and again this is repetitious, but we think this is awfully irnr

portant, we hope the document helps, you think differently about a

media program. We hope it provides enough new language for you to

describe your programs in more accurate terms, for you to focus your

language a little more on what students are doing, for you to focus on

the learner and learning activities.

Johns: And very definitely I think, this new document can help more than before

to articulate professional resp6nsibilities and emphases, now that we

do have incorporated in one document recommendations for both the dis-

trict and,the school programs. Fdr example, there is a refinement of

lists of responsibilities for all types of staff.

Hug: The document does involve some futures forecasting. It's saying that

in the future there are going to be more alternatives, that we're to

give more credibility to new'and different ways, that the program has

the great potential of carrying more of the educational load; it sets

by implicatibn an information science posture and stresses the func-

tion of information in the total educational program; it says in effect

that unless you have a certain information base) you've severely re

stricted the educational Orogram's potential. It mandates a higher

level of training, especially for the basic profegOonal, the media

specialist, and it continually calls for cooperation at all levels by

stressing the importance of relationships among program components.

And among program levels - district, school, etC1, The publication takes

a few positions too, on specific professional issues. For a big, broad
example: what are the perimeters of a true media program? What are
the essential functions without which you don't reaLly have a media
program? We have had in the past school libraries that have by ter-

minorogy claimed to be media centers. This tries to look more

Jdhns:
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basically at what is a true media program, its perimeters. Another kind

of issue dealt with would be the posture on centralized technical pro-

cessing o.r other alternatives that remove operation from the building

level. Another one would be the definite posture taken on responsibility,

of a media program for textbooks and other instructional systems.

Hug: Back to terminology for just a minute - We have kind of soft pedaled,

terminology for political reasons as well as to protect ourselves I

guess, but we have to admit that if those definitions are things that

you easily remember; if they clear the fog; if they are something that

function for you, they may have much more of an impact than we realize.

They certainly are going to fill lots of firlt chapters in dissertations,

but whether or not they really change the way we look at things will

remain to be seen. In other words, again, the power or usefulness of

the definitions will simply be whether people are comfortable with

looking at these terms in these ways.

Johns: Another influence we identified, frequently claimed or traced to national

standards is influence on legislation. I wonder if Betsy Hoffman could

comment on that for us. Betsy, I might say as she rises to her feet,

is currently chairman of the Committee on Legislation of the American

Library Association.

Hoff-
man: As I look through the publication, there are a number'of impli-

cations for legislation, and this includes legislation both on

the federal level and on the state level, and of course through

ALA we're concerned with both kinds of legislation. First of

. all, as you look at the new proposals under HR 69 for ESEA, you

will see again the word standards is used in this legislation,

requiring states participating in the consolidated program to

continue working on this area. Now that doesn't mean you can't

substitute the terms that you're using here. This falls direct-.

ly in line with bringing schools into, compliance (and you see

this is one of the things that puts teeth into the recommendations

for schools to continue to-work) and there must be more than just

a tokenism compliance. This is one of the things that our commit-

tee is working on with Senator Pell in the Senate, and Perkins

in the House. This will also affect our work on copyright, and

I don't havd to tell ycju what a sticky wicket that is. When you

look at some of the recommendations in here concerning networking,

Ar
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this brings it right to the fore. 'We've been working with Frank

Norwood and Russ Shank to try to make sure that our recommendations

that are working through Senator McClellan's copyright committee

will work in there. And you see you give force and strength to
,

our recommendations by having statements like those that appear

here, to'tack up our arguments and our debates, to protect what

we feel is the right of the user to -rise certain kinds of materials.

Now with the reopening of the Williams and Wilkins case, this again

is a very touchy problem. Then in Chapter V, in your sections on

public information, you have legislative implications, as well

as in the section on networking. One of the things that we're

working on with ALA legislation and through AASL and their

committee, headed by Georgia Goodwin, is what is going on in the

states in legislation. They hake just completed a survey to

find out how states are funding school library programs. In

some states there is no statewide legislation at all. School

libraries are never mentioned. In other states there are per

capita funding& mandated and in others there are all sorts' of
,

variations. Right now in Illinois they've had a very exciting

time working through the legislative program. I think you're going

to find that ALA will have more of a voice on your state level.

Now you'll" say, well what's that got to do with building and

district standards? Well, the state level legislation can help

to bring the support to you, but there has to be 'something

happening on the building and district levels that can be point-

ed to, and that's why your sections on public,information and

program evaluation are extremely important in here, and this

I think is a real plus for supporting legislation on all levels.

Johns: Our analysis of participants didn't bring us to the paint of whether

we had someone representing AECT on legislation. Can you tell us that,

Johnny?, If anyone feels called to speak, please do so!

Aud-

ience: This is a cooperative effort in which AECT, AASI, ALA, NAVA, are

working together.

Johns: So then, those are some possible areas of impact which might be avail-

able from the document for pldnning media programs for the future,

which is our condnrn. We're trying to look at standards from the

national level (or ulidelines if you will) in that context. We

(4,:i.
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thought we shouldproceed to look briefly,at the relationship of nation-

al and regional and state standards or guidelines, and in doing so, Bill

and I thought we could sort out, perhaps, a difference in function and

a difference in applicability. For the difference in function, the

national publication offers goals and guidelines for what is needed

for good media programs. `Regional standards, frequently tied to ac-;

creditation, offer standards as measures. The national publication

looks farther ahead. State standards, as found today, can take either

emphasis. Many have a combination of goals and measures. State stan-

dards reflect most directly particular characteristics of that state,

the needs and opportunities there, the stage of development, organi-

zational patterns that influence ways in which media program components

get delivered. So, national standards then, speaking to a broader aud-

ience in terms of what needs to be, can then be perhaps broader in

their application. They tend in effect, to trickle down to influence

revision of statements of standards and guidelines of regional and

state levels. Is that your perception? Nobody is disagreeing at any

rate. Now, Bill is going to talk about how not to use the standards.

Hug: We've already enumerated several misuses. I guess that the poorest

use of the standards that any of us can be guilty of is to use them

for face value and not have a purpose for using them. In other words,

unless we really do have a commitment to what we believe constitutes

a quality educational program, then hard telling what we're going to

get it we try merely to apply-the standards. In other words, the

reason that futures are so important is because the standards may

provide in some areas ways and means for us to move into the future,
L;.

for us to have a better educational program, for us to solve some of

the problems that exist. Picking out parts is probably a part of this

problem. If you don't really know what your media program ought to be,

but you want more money and you want more things, you can pick out

numbers as we mentioned before and pick, out budget figures and attempt

to build collections. ,.In a way that is a misuse of the standards. The

correct use as far as I would perceive it is to use the standards to

justify your program in terms of better learning experiences for indi-

viduals, and if that takes more things, then that foltows, it doesn't

precede. Another use of the standards that probably isn't too good is

using it as a textbook to learn and regurgitate. It's open.ended. The

principles aren't all of the principles. The user behaviors aren't all

,4 8
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of ttie user behaviors. They were the best effort of the Task Forces and

editorial committee to try-to give you enough principles so that you can

add a few of your own and; enough quality behaviors 'so that you can' vis-

ualize what's going on in a media program. Of course many other things

can go on. We hope it's a start.

Johns: In that context the document enumerates operations that may be per-

formed in media programs. For example, at the district media program

level, the personnel chapter talks about kinds of staffing that may be

needed. There are all kinds of disclaimers built into the text, to

make it clear that not every district media program has to have all of

these"staff members, just adding them up. As for the place and time of

this document, as said earlier, it's viewed as part of a continuum

hopefully it is future oriented, sone of many tools that can help us set

goals and find ways of getting there.

Hug: The continuum is also a programatic continuum. Let's hope that the new

bookyill speak to everybody regardless of whether "it's a very rudimen-

tary program or a very highly developed program. All programs are on a

continuum. There isn't any program that can't improve, and there's no

program that is too understaffed and underfinanced not to gain a little -

it's a continuum. We hope that people will see this and that they won't

say, "Oh, that is so pie-in-the-sky, it doesn't even relate to what we're'

doing." The standards relate to people, and materials relate to people,

and we don't see that this is irrelevant for anybody, and we hope that

that comes through first and foremost. So the value of the media pro-

gram is directly related to quality of experience that our children, are

having in the schools. Everything else is subordinate to that: I,think

in our vision of the future that we should give primary attention, to

the quality of life that we're going to have in these United States in

the next 5, 10,or 15 years, and how media programs may contribute to

this.

Aud- .
ience: Will you connect the quality of life with focus on the individual

learner?

Hug: The quality of life, is only an individual matter. Only I have a quality

life or you have a quality life. The integrity of the individual, the

way you protect his freedom, how you respect him as a human being, whether

or not you're putting him into Bluebirds or Bluejays, these kinds of
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things have to do with the quality of 'life. I'm also thinking in a

larger context, the quality of life in the total society. When we

looked at the projeCtions last night, I'm sure all of you wondered "are

we going to havt more and more problems" in terms of groups fighting

groups, in terms of the economic instability and all of these kinds of

things. These I think, what we're determined to 'have as a population,

have to be before we decide what kind of an educational program is

revent. I don't know whether I talked around it or to it.

Johns: Here are a couple of points that occurred to me. For example, in the

Collections chapter, the recommendations for base collections in the

schools take into account the full range of needs in a collection to

provide for the total individual, his interests, his preferences, his

learning styles, without limiting regard only to the formal instruction-

al program at that school. Here's an example of the focus on the total

individual. The section on Production is one of many portions of the

manuscript which speaks to the need for involvment of the user, his

active participation in the program. He's hot a receiver, but a doer.

I think that concern permeates most discussions of program functions,

of typical user activities and the like.

Hug: Are there any other questions?

Johns: This document tries very hard to state explicitly the emphasis on

human interactions, the-encounters, the relationships, what happens

between and among people. This is the heart of the media program.

Chapter II addresses it specifically, and the sections on evaluation

and planning take this as a premise.

Hug: Let me give you an illustration. Perhaps you've heard this. We're

striving continually in the document toward what we call user satis-

factions. The user ought to be satisfied. As I mentioned in my pre-

sentation, there ought to be a certain, amount of joy that he experiences

in the activities that are provided by media programs. This illustration

shows how you change relationships and, how you affect the..user. A_

woman walks into a drugstore and asks for a tube of Gleem. The sales-

lady is terribly apologetic, for the Gleem didn't arrive this week and

they've been out, but she would be happy to take the customer's number

and give her a call or as soon as the Gleem comes in to put it in the

mail. The woman walks out of the drugstore, and you say to her, "What

kind of drugstore is that?" "Oh they're great. It's a fine drugstore."

50
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Ste walks next door and says to the saleslady there, "Do you have any .

Gleem?" "Yeah, I've gotGleem." "Do you have such and such a size?"

"Yeah," The saleslady replies as she slams it on the table. The

customer walks out of the store. You say, "What kind of a drugstore

is that?" "I'm not going to go back there;" she replies in spite of the

fact she got what she wanted. That's the kind of relationship we're

talking about,

Johns: Which kind?

Hug: We got both kinds!

Johns: One last chance for questions or comments.

Aud-
ience: Clarify terminology - the use of the word "service"

Hug: I stated that the service is never used to describe the relationship be-

tween the educational program and the media program. Service is provided

in many ways. There are all kinds of service involved. Thete's ser-

vice involved in the educational program as well as the media program,

but when'you're looking at the totality, the total media program and

the educational program, you're talking about each providing essential

experiences for both individual and group goals. You're not serving the

individual. You're part of the educational program when you're talking

of the total media program. We did not avoid the word service when

service is what we meant, but we*never used it to describe the other

relationship, because it's essential.

Johns: It's.a distinction between support service and being intrinsic or inte-

gral to the educational experience. We think by speaking of program

functions we help emphasize the role of the media program in the school

or in the district, whereas "services" makes us sound support and sub-

ordinate and secondary rather than basic.

Hug: We felt it was inaccurate when you talk about the total media program.

It's really not a service; it's an integral part of the curriculum.

Johns: It's 11:30. Are you ready to quit?
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NETWORKING AND SCHOOL MEDIA DEVELOPMENT

Mr. William DeJohn
DirectOr

Intertype Library Development
Illinois State Library
Springfield, Illinois

JBE ILLINOIS PLAN

Introduction

'= Thank you very much, Marilyn. I have a few comments on networking that I

want to make before I get into how-we do it in Illinois. The time is long past,
se

if indeed it ever existed, when a single type of information agency or library, ,

could serve the needs of all information seeking individuals. The 1960's wit-

nessed a development of long range significance, a new attitude in virtually

all types of libraries toward the user's right to information, and the library's

responsibility via' that right. This attitude reverses the traditional philoso-

phy that evcry library should be internally self sufficient, and that it's re-

sponsibility ended when the librarian brought the user together with informa-

tion in its own collection. Librarians are now taking the attitude that they

have a responsibility to assist the user and go beyond the immediate collection

if necessary, to wherever the needed information can be-located. This atti-

tude opens the door to the development of networks, and it does this at the

right time, because of the technological developments thal are going on, and

have been going on in the last twenty years. I'm not here to talk about tech-

nology because I'm sure that many of you know a lot more about it than I do,

152
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but about basic networking attitudes, involvment and people, because in my opin-

ion, people make networks work. In addition, I've been asked to describe the

Illinois library-networking scene, which I'll do in a-few moments. I want to

make some observations about the Media Programs: District and SChool (your

Standards or Guidelines, I'm not sure what you're calling them) at this point:

You very correctly state in these guidelines that no substitute can replace

the individual school collection and guarantee a high degree of user satisfaction,

but it's unrealistic to claim that any school can provide within it's own walls,

all of the materials and equipment that users need. No library can be self-

sufficient no matter what type of library. This is a fact of life today.

Well, what is'a network? As Maryann Duggaw indicates, a network is a

systematic and planned organization of separate autonomous units, interconnect-

ed for the purpose of achieving some goal that is more than any of the units

can achieve individually. Networking is sharing, giving, and receiving, and

trusting that your collection and services are not going to be ripped of by

your colleages or their users. Mutual trust because it goes both ways. When

you truly are into networking, you are agreeing to cooperate in a spirit of

unselfish cooperation. It's never equal. You must have the attitude of what

can I do for you, rathei' than what do I get out of it. A positive attitude

instead of'a negative one.

From a functional point of view, there are three types of networks, and I'm

sure you are familiar with them: One, the document delivery networks, or com-

monly called interlibrary loan networks. The primary purpose is to transfer

documents: books, magazine articles, films, frOvi one place in the network to

another for the satisfaction of a user need. Two, library processing networks.

These are discussed in yAr'StandaEds. Usually aquires, catalogs, totally pro-

`cesses media for use in a member library of the network, saving valuable time

at that library which should be spent with users. This can also become a 'bib-

liographic network giving location information for materials processed. Three,

information networks, or knowledge networks. This network emphasizes inorma-

tion transfer rather than a document and it is really indepth reference ser-

vices, such as information banks,, which provide printouts based on initial ques-

tions, or information banks such as audio-tape dial up systems.

These three networks exist in many states in various stages of develop-

ment.UA many cases only-one type of library is involved, such as,public li-

braries in a public library network, based on the state library. Some states

have separate academic networks. I forget how many they discovered in Texas
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about 15 separate networks. What an interfacing problem that's going to be.

The document, Media Programs: District and School refersto school networks

in district and school media programs. These are, I assume, single type net-

works, at least, as I read the document. Well, times are changing, and with

Title III, Interlibrary Cooperation of the Library Construction and Services

Act, many projects have been under way involving all four types'of libraries--

school, public, special, and academic. I don't think any definitive study has

been,done. One of the problems is reading about these programs getting under

way, and then seldom reading whether they are successful. You really can't find

out what happened to them. We've discoveied this as we've gone back to the lit-

erature looking for Title III type programs. Maybe people don't lilt&to. talk

about their failures, I don't know. I suppose a study would be helpful to all

of us.

These three types of networks that I mentioned earlier: document delilpry,

library processing, and information or knowledge networks; interfaced with each

other can provide, at least in my opinion, a fantastic way to fill user needs,

no matter where that user, As or what primary library he is using. Now let me

show you one transparency; As'you can thethe user has access to all three

networks through the primary library, if you're set up to function in this

way. You can see the question, "What does the user need?" This can be a

student: high school, elementary, college, patron, you, me, anybody coming

into a primary library. If there'S networking involved, he can haVe access to

either documents, information or knowledge. HoweVer, there are some things that

you have to keep in mind.

I think there is a problem with interlibrary loan where we have been say-

ing that what you want We'll get for you, and that's' not quite -true. I think"
libraries are coming around more and more to understanding that they can ill

afford to go around preaching that they can get anything the Pa,PrOn wants.

First, it depends whether4thepatron ihquires at a library hiving the attitude'

of "Yes, we will be happy to try to get it for you, if it's available," it

depends whether that library has access to another library through networking

so that there is confidence in referring a request to that library. I have

seen situations where a librarian will (in fact, I've been told this by a

libtarian not too long ago) say, "Well, I'm just not sure if we can get it for

you or not." I pUt myself in the place of a patron instead of a librarian

and I wonder what the patron's reaction Would be. I can demand, I knolthow

the system works, so I put them at a disadvantage in that respect, but think

5.1
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of the patron who is either put down or not encouraged to ask the question, or-
.

to:say "yes, it won't be any problem".

Think, if the time period is such that, the material or information will be

of'use when received, (This is a major problem, as you know, with school as-
,

signments. ahen.I worked in a regional library with headquarters in Columbia,

Missouri, I'dealt with students doming with last minute assignments, and

know they waited until the last minute, just like I wait to fulfill my assign
.

ments)-, but it is a problem and.it can be overcome in some cases, if some

networking is involved. For instance, in Mi4souri, we had a reference hot line

to the State Library. Any public library could call collect, andwe had many,

calls ftbm very small libraries for student requests to-fulfill school assign-

ments. Usually anything that came in on that hotline was mailed out that after-

noon, at all possible. So we felt at least in that way we were helping not
s .

only students, but anyone who happened to come into the public library. We

thought we were at leb.st getting information to their library as fast as possi-

ble. Some times it isn't possible to d6 something, but in many cases there's.

more that you can do that you can't do, if you at least take the attitude of

"what can we do tocether?",to try to fulfill various user needs.

If the material is Ivailable-for loan once it's located. Now in many

cases you can find some things located in another library, but iCcan't be
r

loaned. In many caSesipSers will understand this and they may be able to go

and use the material. But again, you may have to refer the person somewhere

else. "Well I cant help yob. You'll have to go elsewhere." That depends an

awful lot on whether that person will go elsRwhere, whether they can go
.

else-

where~ .So this is sdrt of my' (not mine, I borrowed it from somebody) schis-

matic, if yoli: will, of the_ primary library and the access that' librarY can

give users. A,recent article in,the Public Library Association Newsletter

(Spring, 1974) commented on the Concept of the primary librarY,'which I've

been rather interested in lately. It suggested that the most feasible way to
,

promote effective utilization Of information resources is by impleurnting the

primary library concept, which would mean that all requests for information of

any kind--documents, citations, answers--would flow from the user through his

primary library: school, pUblic, special, or academic, to the total ijifor-
.

mation resources of the locality, region, nation, and world. I would suggest

you look at that article if you're interested in dealing with the primary

library concept. It's by Ralph Blasingame'and Mary Jo Lynch.

.ThisThis s a concept that could foster A change in the thinking of many libia-

g7trid
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rians, whose sole responsibility, under this concept, would be to make it poss- .

ible for his clientele to tap the total store of recorded information as effec-

tively and efficiently as possible within whatever practical constraints are

imposed on the network. To me, this is very exciting. The example given is
.

that there no tnore need be only one primary library foi each per-

son than there need be only one bus stop for each person. The concept needs to

be studied sand explored, but I personally find it fascinating because it an-

swers one problem that I've been concerned about for many years, and that is

what I mentioned earlier--a user who wants information and thinks of the li-

brary, goes, hoping and expecting and desiring assistance. If he or she sent
.

somewhere'else, many-variables come into play. Can'he get to where he is Sent?

Is there time? Will he indicate,. 4Kevermind, I didn't really need it," When he

really could Like to have it? He doesn't want to cause you any problem: 1-1614

much better to take the request and put into the network, and attempt,,to get

the information to the, u . Nbli, I realize in some cases users have to be

referred, and they will go for'the information, bUt you almost have to know

where to refer them, and that is another part of networking--knowing where the

resources are in your own locality.

Shat -are the benefits of networking to a participating library? As I see

it theye

I
are 6 benefits and possibly 6 disadvantages.

blik
.

1. Access to greater resources than, available in-any one library. This

can give the library a chance to strengthen areas of high demand by
4

users, while relying on networking for low demand items.

2.. Freedom from routine processing tasks; providing more user contact

with librarians.

3. Access to special information banks, reference services in depth.
,

4. Provision of multimedia and learning centers to a greater audience.

, 5. The interaction with the community in an'active way; anticipating

services geared to local needs and problems, and discovering where

the resources are.

6. Sharing of expertise and unique resources to strengthen the whole.

All of us have various expertise, andlby sharing theft we strengthen

our community and their information resources.

ADVANTAGES

-DISADVANTAGES

.4 -
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°Network do require standardization and compatibility. If yod're

going get into,networking,you have to-be able to fit what you

need to the network, and the network should be set up to take

that eed. But, for example, in interlibrary loan, we do need

veri ication of requests. When we don't have it, a request gets

sid tracked while we attempt to verify. When we do have verifica-

tio the request moves right into the flow f things the same day.

Th s is something we ask local libraries do in our particular

n twork, and we can show them the differ ce When they verify, and

y don't verify, in the response time for the user.

2. illing abandonment of self sufficiency and acceptance of a sharing

oncept.

3. participation in group decision making and abiding by those decisions.

4. phifting of some power from local to network.

5. Retraining of staff.

6. A total commitment lo network concept.

Networking basically depends on what you want to do with it. I notice in

the Standards that there is an emphasis on sharing of resources among the schools

in the section on collections. Sharing of materials between schools is truly a

cooperative venture. I applaud this, but I was told by a media person last week

that they didn't know whether this was really going on or not. I'm in no posi-

tion to tell whether it is or not. You are. You know what's gofng on in your

areas and I would hope that sharing of resources among schools is going on

because it can really pay off in unanticipated benefits.

Networking is built on mutual trust. You have to be willing to share what

7rou_have-with others in a spirit of unselfish cooperatibn, and as'I indicated

earlier, it's never equal. Its based on the concept of "what can I do for you",

not, "what's in it for me." That's an attitude, and you're in the best posi-

tion, I think, to at least talk about that attitude with your school media people

in your states. It's an attitude, and I guess in terms of networking meaning

people, networking also means attitude. People have to do it, the technology

is there to help. But if you don't have the attitude, your staff doesn't

have the attitude, then I don't care how sophisticated your network is, the user

probably will not get' what he or she wants. I think that attitude is crucial

for satisfying the needs of our users, and I think this is true for the whole

library profession. The attitude between the librarian and the user, and the

attitude* between the librarian and other librarians in the network is very

important. A condescending attitude by large libraries who suPposed1S, have
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it all, towards small ones won't work any more than a defensive attitude of

small libraries who need other resources, toward large ones. Soma. of us

tend to be very inflexible in our thinking. We can always think Of sixty

excuses why something won't work.

A major problem is inflexibility: The urge to say no, "it won't work for

us"; no, "I can't let that out of the library, somebody might want it", doesn't

work. We need to be more flexible. Before we answer negatively, we need to

step and examine what biases *are coming into play within ourselves. Are we

being selfish and thinking only of our inconvenience or are we really think-

ing of the user needs? These are not easy questions to ask, and very few of

us ask them of ourselves. We need to approach sharing of our resources in a

'positive way., If we would at least attempt to determine what we can do to

work together and what we can share, I'm very certain that most of the problems

would work themselves out, but if we start with the problems we'll never get'

into the sharing.

The Illinois Network

Now, let me get into the Illinois network. In 1965, in Illinois, the

Library Systems Act(01\passed by the state assembly, providing for a cooper-
ative network of public'library systems. The Systems Act was to be administered

by the state librarian and his staff. Subsequently, the state was divided into 18

systems which cover the state geographically. System membership is voluntary,

but all but 13 of the eligible tax supported public libraries belong to the

systems. ,In Illinois we have something like 54% of the libraries serving under

5,000 population, and about 551 tax supported libraries at last count. The

system concept in Illinois was developed because of these very many small li-

braries.,that we have to work with. Barry is going to discuss the systems with

you a little bit later when he talks about Illinois Valley Library System in

Peoria, and I'll leave a description of how the system is set up, at least ad-

ministratively, to him, and he can also comment on how they're funded.

The System Act also set up research and reference centers, in Illinois and

reimbursed them with state funds for services provided to the systems. In

Illinois we have the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, the Chicago

Public Library, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, and the State

Library as four Research and Reference Centers. The system map looks like
this. You see we have the whole state covered,'-and you see the geographic

spread here where you have a large system containing 15-16 counties to the

metropolitan systems. Chicago Public Library is one consolidated system.,
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for example. You can see the very small geographical area, but in the Chicago,

metropolitan area I believe there are roughly 6-7 million people.

The systems were built around the public libraries in the beginning. As

I said, we are receiving state funds. At the moment, it's 10 million dollars

of state money so support the systems and reimburse the R & R centers for

filling requests. Basically the systems are set up with directors and staff,

and the public library works through the system for interlibrary loan.

Let's just deal With interlibrary loan for a moment. A request goingto

a system hopefully can be filled by that system, using either its book meter-

ials,'media materials, or its member library materials. If it can't, that request

is lent to one of the four R.& R centers. If the R & R center receives a request, they

receive so much money to search the request; if they fill it, they receive so

much more. If they don't fill it, they at leastleceive the search fee. Re-

quests can be referred from one R & R center to another, and I'll talk about

that a little bit more in a few minutes.

The goal in Illinois, our state plan long range goal, is the assured pro-

vision of excellent library service for all,the residents of the state, so that

the need for cultural, educational, informational, and recreational resources

can be met, and the governmental and economic development of the state can be

fostered. If you want to read about the Illinois Plan you should take a look

at the November issues of Illinois Libraries. 1972 has the first plan; 1973

has the revised plan, and 1974 is going to have the new, revised plan,. We

usually start revising the plan as soon as we finish with it every year.

Our subgoals include: (1) the promotion and development of cooperative

library networks, operating regionally or statewide, to provide effective co-

ordination of library resources of public, special, academic and school li-

braries; (2) the promotion, support, and implementation of library services

on a statewide basis for the cultural, educational and economic development of
oh.

the state and the inhabitants of the state; and (3) the promotion, support,

implementation, and maintenance of library services on a state level for all

officers, offices, state offices, the General Assembly, the Judiciary, and all

state agencies, bodies, and commissions. The state' library is a library for

state government, and is the capstone for the Illinois library network.

Membership in the library systems is voluntary,, but we require public

libraries who became members of the system to agree to reciprocal borrowing;

that is, to join a system a local library must agree to honor the borrowers'
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cards issued by other system members. Recently, we've had some systems who

have signed reciprocal borrowing agreements with other systems, which gives

the users access to many more resources, especially if the user would like to

drive over and use another library or'happens to work within the boundaries of

another system. In Chicago, of course, this is rather important because so many

people live in the metropolitan area. They may work twenty-thirty miles from

where they live, and they pass through many different library districts. I

haven't seen a figure of how many libraries are in'that area but there are

five systems just in the Chicago Metropolitan 'area., SO, reciprocal borrow-

ing is very important from the user standpoint.

Regional intertype library councils have been established. We have a re-

glional library council organization in the Chicago metropolitan area cutting

across six different metropolitan counties, in terms of coordinating the various

services and resources in that area. This has been going on for about three

years now. Barry may wish to talk about that later on as he discusses his in-

tertytelibrary council in the Illinois Valley Library System.

This is wha. t the network looks like today. As you see, it's basically the

same diagram you saw a few minutes ago, but I put the colors in and I wasn't ,

about to put the colors on the other one after I got through drawing circles in

those acetate sheets, in order to fit theT into the circles Z had already drawn

on this. You'll see in red, the Research mid Reference Centers. You see in

green, in the 14.ddle, in the systems, the public libraries or member libraries,

the academic and special libraries, which are considered the affiliate members.

They're' not true membqrs of the system because of the Illinois law which re-
.

quires the public libraries to 00-htiVPmembers of the system. That is creating

a problem, which Barry will pt2obably address himself to, in our systems as far

as administration and representation goes. The schools y6u see are not colored

yet, because we plan to bring them into the network in some way in 19754 and

we are now beginning to figure out how we're going to do that. The blue areas,

,
over here to your right, are what we have termed Special Subject Resource cen-

ters. John Cierar Library signed a contract, starting July 1, as a special

resource center for the state, which means that material in the area of science,

technology, and medicine which cannot be filled at the local library on system,

or subsequently at the Research & Reference Centers, and will be sent to John

Crerar Library. The Crerar Library will be reimbursed for searching and filling,

in the same manner the other R & R centers are reimbursed. This opens up a

collection of over a million volumes in the health sciences, and science tech-

nology, to the citizens of Illinois. We plan a couple more "Special Centers,"
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in order to, again, carry out our goal of opening all of the resources of the

state to citizens, if they should need them.

Now you'll notice that the special and academic libraries are within the

system's circle there. This means,that they have signed an agreent, and that

agreement states that they will neither lower their budgets below the previous

year, nor will they lower their materials budget below the previous year. The

idea behind that agreement is that we didn't want the institutions of which there

libraries are a part to say to the librarians: "now that you have access to the

network and to all of these various resources, then you probably don't need as

much money as you've been getting." Pokdon't know how that's worked out because

the economy of the times has dictated some dills, obviously, but not because of

a library belonging to a network. The academic and special libraries go to the

system's headquarters for interlibrary loan; if the system's headquarters cannot

fill it, the request is sent to the State Library, or to one of the other R & R

centers.

This is the Illinois interlibrary loan'network. We have 101 academic li-

braries belonging to the network. We have 82 special libraries belonging, also.

If an academic library has over 200,000 volumes, it cant-go directly to one of

the R & R centers. We reel that forfr library of that size, the systems pro-

bably will not have the information wanted, so these libraries should go

directly to the R & R centers. They go primarily, I think, to the University

of Illinois, which as you know isone.of the largest universitY'collectionsin

the country. Again, this is networking. The basic regulations provide that

everyone goes through the system; but then there are exceptions as we determine

what those exceptions should be. Howeyei',.we determine these exceptions to-

gether. We try to determine that lit's going to be fair for. the other members

of the network.

We have the State Library card catalog on microfilm in all of the systems.

It's updated quarterly, which means that when an academic library, special or

public library goes to the system; the system staff checks the State Library cat-

alog to see if it is available. Systems also have the University of Illinois

card catalog, up to 1968, and we're in the process of microfilming the Univer-

sity of Illinois' serials catalog, which will be placed in the systems. So "'

you can ,see that we're attempting to put as much information at the system level,

especially in the way of indexing and accessing information, so that if the sys-

tem can tell where it is, they can go directly to the source. This will cut

down search time at libraries all over the.state.
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We have put in a mini-computer in the State Library for our circulation of

books. Four systems in Illinois will have mini-computers, which are going to

be involved in circulation and interlibrary loan accounting procedures. 16ne
s
iof our long range goals is to see f we, might be able to interface these mfni-

computers in the state.

Teletype writers are in most of the systems and they are used to connect

with the R & R centers,. Thus, they are primarily the mode for sending a re-

quest from a system to the R & R centers.

To show you an example of cooperation, the Shawnee Library System, (which

is at th0 bottom of the map I showed you a minute ago) the Kaskaskia and the

Lewis & .Clark System - three systems in southern Illinois-use the teletype

writer 'at SIU-Carbondale and Edwardsville, to access the R & R centers. They

do not have their own teletype writers. Since they're in that vicinity, they

work very closely with the University. They send staff members to the Univer-

sity to search their collections, and they are using the University teletype

writers. The R & R center takes the request and sends it in to the network.

This again is a form of cooperation.

This basically, as said earlier,''is the network in Illinois. There are

problems with it. There are problems with any networking, mainly because you

have people involved, I suppose, but we do wdnder how well the academic and

special libraries are working in the system mode. Have we just put another

level of bureaucracy in? How well are the systems able to fill the request?

How well are they able to handle it? It depends on the system., We have 18

library systems in the state of Illinois. We have 18 unique and different

systems because we have 18 unique and different system directors. The rural

systems differ from the urban'systems. They have different needs; they have

in some cases a little bit different goals, because their needs are different.

This creates problems in some cases. For instance, the salary levels are high-

er, in the urban systems so they're going to attract very top-notch directors

who are going to be innovative and attract other staff members who are going

to be innovative. Therefore, system programs are going to grow in leaps and

bounds. You may not have'that factor necessarily in a rural system.

As Barry will explain later, we have a financial fact in here of $0.70 per

capita and $25.00 per square mile, so you will notice that those systems in the

south which are large in area have a lot of territory to cover and very few

people. In the urban areas, also operating with a promise 70Q per capita and

$25.00 per square mile, they don't have_much area, but they have a heck of a

'82
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lot of people. So we try to'equalize the budgets out in some way. The systems

in the north obviously are getting much more income from the state than the sys-,

tems in the south.Although they have more income to do things with, their costs

are also higher. One system in the north has just hired aletworking,consul-
____

tant who's going to be working with all non-public libraries. He's a former

school and academic librarian. Het's working with the academic, special, school,

and institutional libraries in that system. We have a former consultant with

the State Education Office at the state level working as an assistant director

in one of the systems, and she's going to be a very big help as we work toward

bringing school libraries into the network. What we plan on doing is appointing

an advisory committee made up of system directors, school librarians, some state

library staff and sit down and fig'Ire out what's the best way to do this. What

' do the schools have to offer? What do we have to offer? How can we work to-

gether on this without going out and just saying, "You are now members of Illinois

Network and you request materials of so-and-so." The schools are different -

they differ in sophistication and level in various systems, and the systems in

some cases do not think they have the staff to handle some of the request,

including the volume that may come in. Frankly, some public librarians are scared

to death of school libraries and the requests that can be generated. I'm never

quite sure why, but I've run into some of them who say, "We dread this. We

just wish you'd keep putting it off." Well, if we keep putting it off we'll

never get there, but we do hope to sit down and reason together and try to

figure out the best way to do It may not be one fell swoop. It may be

on a project-to-project basis; it may be on a system-by-system basis; it may

'be dependent on what system is ready to tackle it. We think that school li-

braries have a lot to offer. District libraries have films and various media

that can be offered to the systems and to the public, to the public libraries,

etc. We can offer. school libraries access to a lot of resources beyond what

they have in their bwn area. School libraries can offer us expertise. You

have expertise in media and equipment that we don't have, and we could really

use it. I don't know that many public librarians really have a sound basis in

media presentation, or are even thinking th,t way. In large public libraries

we have A-V,people, but nat in the small ones. However, even in the small pub-

lic library areas there are some rather sophisticated school libraries existing

with access to media and various expertise. So these are some of the kinds of

things that we think can work out in Illinois.

Conclusion

One particular project that we probably will get a report on later this
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year is in a system which has rking with a school district. That school

has a coordinator who's gone to our wo kshops on. interlibrary loan and reference

and found out what we need in the network. That particular librarian is now

verifying all of the requests that come in from his schools. He sends those

equests into the system and they're taken care of very rapidly. He under-

stands what we need and he's doing a very good job of it. There are five
tschool districts up there and this person is in one of them. The proposed pro-

ject probably will deal with setting up a coordinator for these five district, who

will receive the requests, who will be sure that they're verified properly, and

who will send those requests to the system.

Don't wait for the state libraries 9. come and talk to you because they

may never do that. Go up and talk to them and be agressive. We are, of course,

attempting at the state level to more and more change the image of state li-

brarians from being public library oriented, which most of us are, I would

imagine, to being oriented to all types of libraries. This is going to take

a while, and we need the help of every kind of library involved. I can only

urge that you should get involved in some way. You may shock them, or you

may not, but don't wait. This is what I tell users. Go in and demand what

you should be getting. And this is what I would encourage you to do if you're

not already doing it. You're in a unique position at the state level, as well

as those of you who are presidents of.associations, to really do an awful lot

to change the thinking of some people at the local level.

I have a couple of final observations of the Media Programs: District and

School document that I'd like to.make before I close. You can correct me, and you'll
-notice I left this to last. In reading through that document, I was encouraged

of course, to see the attitude of cooperating and borrowing among schools at

the school level and the district level, and also I'm encouraged by your attitude

of trying to provide the learner with all the resources he or she wants. So you

will go out in the comMunity, you will borrow from the public libraries, region-
,

al library systems, ghat -have7-you. I think this is great. I didn't read in

there, though, and maybe it's impliee'that you'would be willing to lend your

materials to the other libraries. I know th re-many school libraries who

are already lending their media to the-public. I don't-know whether there's any-

thing formalized or it's just informal. I also-know there are a lot who are not,

just like there are a lot of public libraries who aren't doing very much other

than traditional services. I was sort of hoping and looking-in those Standards
for a statement that your materials, your expertise, etc., would be available

G4
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to ()hers. As I said earlier,. it's a mutual trust operation the whole thing

of networking. You have to give in order to get, and I'm not sure if it's in

there or not, and I'm sure I'll be corrected later on when Ben gets up if I

missed. I 'applaud you for going out to wherever you need to in order to find

the material and information for your users, but I also wonder whether you're

willing to lend your materials, equipment, and expertise to those of us in the

field who need it, because in many cases we don't haVe it. So I'll leave that

question for you to pOnder. Thank you very much.

""----....41641114614j
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Mr. Barry BoothN
Principal Investigator

Illinois Valley Library System
Peoria, Illinois

THE ILLINOIS VALLEY LIBRARY SYSTEM

My role in this section of the Institute is to discuss Illinois library

systems in general, and specifically, a pilot project in the Illinois Valley

Library System (IVIS) which has its headquarters in Peoria.

There are two kinds of systems allowed by the Illinois Law. There are

consolidat d ones. The Chicago Public Library System is the only example.

It consists of the main library and branches of the Chicago Public Library.

The other seventeen systems are cooperative. Cooperative systems are formed

by autemwous public libraries joining anorganization for their common good.

When'Whena system is established, the State allows it certain funds annually

With which to operate. The current funding formula is $0.70 per capita and

&25.00 per square mile within the system's boundaries.

Each system is quite different from the others except in its governance,

administration, and basic services. For example, IVLS has member piplic libraries

which serve from 600 population to those which serve 130,000. We have one

library that is a room in a fire station, and at the other end of the scale,

there is one of the oldest and finest public libraries in Illinois. Primarily

the Illinois Valley Library System is an urban-rural mix in contrast with other

systems' hich are primarily suburban or rural. Each system is govexned by a

68 4-,
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board of trustees chosen from the member public library boards. Each system is

administered by a professional library director and a consultant staff. Each

system provides for interlibrary loan and back-up reference service to its mem-

bers. The systems are restricted by law to public library memberships.

Illinois Valley Library System

Background

The first multitype library cooperative to be established in'Illinois was

the Illinois Regional Library Council in the Chicago area. It was originally

established along the lines-of the Chicago Standard Metropolitan Statistical

Area, cutting across established system bouridaries. Their potential membership

was over one thousand libraries. It is an additionV level of library coordin-

ation within the Chicago Area.

The second multitype library cooperative" was established upon a different

administrative premise and with library-recognized boundaries. It was decided

that a cooperative system could function in the multitype library coordinating

role. Since Illinois was library system oriented, the conversion of an exist-.

ding public library system seemed logical.

The Illinois Valley Library System was interested in this concept and re-

quested via a project proposal the opportunity to change its role. The project

was called, appropriately enough, "System-Based Interlibrary, Cooperation in the

Illinois Valley Library System." There is no acronym. It seemed inappropri-

ate for a conversion project.

The IVIS area includes+35 public libraries of whidh 33are members of the

System; six academic libraries, ranging from a medical School to a private,

five-year university; fourteen special -libraries; and nearly 70 school dis-

tricts, unit, eleMerAary,and secondary; and covers three full countia-and
ti

parts of six others.

I am as Principal Investigator a full-fledged member of the System consult-

ing staff. However, I function sonewhat differently than the other staff members.

In terms, of the old line and staff relationships, I perform a staff relation-'

ship. I act as a gadfly. I design, monitor, and evaluate cooperative activi-

ties but permanent System staff implement and operate these activities. There-

fore, when the project is over, cooperative activities will be integrated into

the on-going responsibilities of the System staff.

4
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Barriers

Attitudes are one of the greatest barriers to coopdration. System staff

begin the list. I thought we had enlightened staff members. After all, they

were in on the generation of the proposal. Yet their thoughts had revolved

around public library needs for so long that they could not think about the

general needs of libraries in our area. Even though public libraries are sup-

posed to be for All citizens, public librarians have difficulty remembering

that when a secondary school student walks in with a class assignment. Library

education today helps to force us into that ivory tower. Look back to your

library school days. Did you take a course in library administration? I would

guess not.. We took courses in School Library Administration, Public Library

Administration, and so on. Before we are on the job, our scope of librarian-

ship is narrowed to a particular type of library. So my first approach is to

try to imbue librarians with a sense of commonality. "We are librarians, first

and foremost. It is our responsibility to see that the people in our area are

served as effectively as possible." Everyone deserves access to all-the re-

sources within our area, no matter which library has them.

Strangely enough, there is often a lack of willingness to cooperate: Here

is a group which wanted the project, helped Write the. proposal, offered-their

'support. Once I was hired, they were through. "Go to it," they said, "but*I

can't help you. My administration will not allow it."

There is a lack of statistical data upon which to make decisions. No one

seems to keep statistics which are meaningful outside the primary institution.

There seem to be no clear guidelines as to what one should keep and the defini-

tions of what is kept. So comparing data is extremely difficult. I'm certain

that I'm not telling you anything new. Decision-making is difficult at best

undnr these circumstances.

There i$ a lack of understanding of what can be done jointly by libraries.'

Often,.I hear that old tune, "We're so different. Our collections are differ- .

ent and so is our Clientele." That is true in part. ghat we all forget by em-

phasizing our differences (this is imbued into our profession inpart by library

education) is that we all are libraries. We have common problems, and we ought

to utilize a common methodology for the solution of problems. That's where we

make inroads. Common activities, prOcedures, and problems are where one begins.

For example, every library has some sort ofreference function; every library,,

deals with personnel; every library has a cataloging function.

Legal jurisdictions can be trouble makers. ,A public library has its own

taxing area. Perhaps it is the city limits or, in the case of a district, it
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could folrbw any boundary A school district can have the same variety. Aca-

demic and special libraries have their own legal jurisdictions. To compound

this problem of separate and distinct jurisdictions and frequently overlapping

boundaries, is the "corporate" authority to which libraries report. Trying to

get "corporate" authorities to expand their minds--to see that "their" library

might give better service through cooperation - -is very difficult. There needs
0

to be a missionary spirit among librarians to educate the people to,whom they

are responsible and the people who, are -their responsibility (patrons and em-

Proyee8 alike) about the benefits accrued from libraries working together.

Viewed in their proper perspective, overlappi ng political jurisdictions can

be used to advantage in cooperation. The best example in the IVLS area is the

Peoria citizen who pays public library taxes,. supports the community college

district, the county law library, works for The Caterpillar Tractor Company and

is enrolled at Bradley University: Technically, this individual supports four

libraries and is entitled through his employment to the services of the Company4s

libraries. In three of the five cases, this person is claime'd 4s a membpr of a

library's "primary clientele." I maintain that as far as he is concerned, a

'library is a library. Why should we make him sacrifice convenience because

of our narrow concepts of what any given library should provide in the way of

services and materials?

At this point let me leave you with one basic criteria under which all

cooperatives should operate -- mutual suppo rt. This should be not only in the

are'asof4procedures and programs but also in the area of achievement of ex- ".

cellence. If, as in the case of many school districts in our area, library ser-
.

vices are at the bottom of the list of priorities (or not on the list at all),

then it behooves us to force schooladministrationsinto prcAliding better ser-
.

.

.vices. In some cases the decision.must be made,to "pick up your marbles and

go home." -Cooperation is based upon each doing its share and each providing

the best library service 1t can--striving to meet its own standards.

The Beginning of the project...

When I was hired by the System to direct thit project some decisions faced

us. Primary among these was what direction should we undertake, and which area

needs the most attention or has the highest priority. These decisions could

not be reached based upon gut reactions. Clearly, planning of some older was

required. The CIPP Model for planning and evaluation was chosen. This model,

developed at Ohio State University and required by the U.S. Offic..? of Edutation

G)
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for statewide planning by LSCA receiving state agencies, was a natural. The

Illinois 'State Library was using'it in its long range planning and I was

%familiar with it.

. The first requirement of.the CIPP Model is Context Evaluation--what and

where you are. So I spent the first six months of the project gathering and

.analyzing data for this pyase. We decided that this must be an objective

evaluation. Libraries were not surveyed individually but as members of their

type of ,library and were measured against the latest professional standards

for libraries.. This process generated a hundred-page document filled with

tables from which we could draw our analysis into planning areas and begin

to set goals:

Four planning areas Were establishedpersonnel, resources, services, and

facilities and operations.

...And the Future

Persol0 Professional development" is at the top othe priority list

in Personnel° developmentt Librarians in our area simply do not have the kind

of ready access to continuing education programs that they need and feel they

need. The System has had a program of workshops for public libraries and as

I looked at the program from the point of view of an outsider, I discovered a

great deal which could be of,benefit to librarians from all types of libraries.

For example: the System does,regional workshops every year. This year'one was

held on selection of juvenile materials. It's absurd that this was not offered

to school librarians at that same time. The-next series will be on information

services starting from "Knowing Your Community," through "Community Surveys,"

agreedto "Reference Interview." As a beginning, the System staff g to open one

to a broader audience. This is the first step towards an integrated program.

Although the librarians in the IVIS area have all been acquainted fOr some

time, we discovered that they really don't know each other, So we intend to

develop:a directOry of 'professional personnel which will give us some indica-

tion as to what their professional strengths and backgrounds are and whether

or not they will be available for consultation. It simply is an effort to better

utilize the professional expertise that we have on Nand.

Resources Our gut reactions an our observations tell us that libraries

in our area run the garnet from ,a closet full of books to those of over 400,000 .

volumes. You know that the Caterpillar Tractor Company is going to have mater-

ials in engineering, earthmoving, etc., but you don't know-at what depth they
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are collecting. We are going to attempt joint collection development but in

order to do that we must know what libraries do on their own. That, of course,

means written collection development policies so our first task is to get Bach

library to develop one. With these completed, we can look at the total scope

of collection development, identify overlaps, and identify gaps. It may then

become apparent which library is best qualified to fill the gaps. This may

lead us into some joint acquisition. This, however, will only be for those

materials which are esoteric or expensive.

Services Every library appears to offer a good range of services. Un-

fortunately, none of them are coordinated. Patrons who wander from library to

library looking for something are met by a barrage of various services, all
I

with differing rules. No wonder they go away in frustration. Perhaps this

s. is the place for some standardization.

In July we began a new service for libraries in the area--access to com-

puter data bases. We discovered a company in Chicago called EdiTec, Inc. which

is essentially a broker for data bases. They currently subscribe to about

twenty bases including ERIC; CAIN from the National Agricultural Library; New

York Times; LEXIS, the legal base; INFORM, business management; INSPEC, engineer-

ing; and the chemistry data base, CHEMCON. The System has a $9,000.00 contract

with EdiTec to provide us with access on a per request basis for all the libraries

in our area which are cooperating. Each search is costing an average of $20.00.

The System transmits the requests and receives the results via telecopier. We

have had questions about schools benefiting from this service. I can tell you,

two months later, that they have. The 'pest example is the high school debate

topic. How many of you have seen debate teams struggling over literature

searches? In Peoria, we just cut through an expense at District #150. They

used to take a bus load of students to the University of Illinois Library once

a year to do a literature search on the debate topic. This year the total cost

was $20.00 for an 4xhaustive computer search which generated a bibliography.

What good is having all these resources if you don't have access to them?

None. So we're going to attempt,a program of controlled access. I say "con-

trolled" to overcome the fear of inundation that librarians have about serving

patrons of other libraries. Initially, we would add another level of library

card. It means that a patron being referred from one library to another will

have to be screened at his own local library. This extra card could then be

returned to my office with notations of what was needed and what action was

taken. In this manner we would be able to have somes-statistical basis for
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evaluating the effects of one library serving patrons of another library.

I suspect that we'll prove that it has little or no effect and can abandon the,

additional card and have free reciprocity. I wpuldn't predict that..this will

occur within six months. Hopefully one and a half year's data will give us

the information which we need. .

Facilities and Operations In our survey, we discovered (to our amazement

that library facilities in the IVLS area were fairly good. This is not to say

AIthat the majority m L ndards. Operations did not fare so well, however. We

could find little evidence of any coordination.

For .example, I found seven delivery/courier services operated by or for

libraries within the metropolitan Peoria area. None of them were coordinated

or connected and some stopped at the same places. Yet there are libraries which

are not reached by any delivery service. This is just wasteful. We hope .the

System can take the leadership role by linking these delivery services and

encouraging the elimination of duplication.

There are at least five libraries in Peoria which have media production

facilities. They vary from good to marginal. If wehad bne well-equipped,

well-staffed media production center, we could serve all the libraries in

our area much better than we do now. It is a prOgram which needs to be inves-

tigated.

We also will be investigating computerized circulation control utilizing

minicomputers. If there is a group of libraries which can fund the initial

installation, we could jointly have more accurate records and reduce the amount

of staff time involved in circulation control. Proper programming would also

yield a wealth of data on the use of our libraries.

I would like to leave you all with one idea. We are all in libraries. We

may call them media centers, information centers, or libraries, but we deal with

the same types of problems. We come to grips with those problems using a library

methodology,., If we concentrate our cooperative efforts on,our common services

and problems, we will jointly make progress.
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"....

Mr. Bernard Franckowiak
School Library Supervis

Wisconsin State Depar ent of Public
Instruction

Madison, Wisconsin

SCHOOL MEDIA PROGRAMS AN NETWORKING

I want to preface my remarks with some statements about where I am from,

so you will understand my frame of reference. I work for a state library agency,

and have for 6 1/2 years. It represents public libraries, institutional library

services'and schools, and is placed in the State Department of Public In-

struction. The Division I work for is responsible for public library services,

systems development, school progra s, audio-visual and library programs, insti-

tutional library services, and handicapped library services. So, when I say

things that sound critical, I am talking about the people I work with` and for.

I also want to warn you about a danger you are well aware of,--making general-

izations about school media programs or public library services across the

United States' I am going to have to make Some of those statements as obser-

vations of a person working in the field.

I would also like to say with regard to my two professional colleagues

who appeared before me Oat I have a great deal of respect for what Illinois

has done at the state and regional level. It is one of the systems trying

to do a more sophisticated job than anyone else. in the country of bringing

schools into full membership in public library systems at the state level

and regional level. It is a state with one of the more effective state level

library agency programs in the country. With these prefatory remarks I shall

feel free to say anything about anybody, either from my state or from other

states in school or_public library areas.
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I have heard all of the cliches about protecting your primary clientele,

which is a favorite one of anybody who worries about cooperation or networking.

I have also heard talk about the desirable goal of universal access to informa-

tion through whatever 5rimary library you enter. I think*the idea of universal

access is one that we are going to be working toward and perhaps even may realize

increasingly across the Country as we try to serve overlapping constituencies.

I want to re-state what I believe about school media programs. I believe

very firmly that they need to be strongest near the student; that we need the

resources and the services close to the students and teachers, for as you re-

move those services you curtail their utilization. The new Standards talk about

involving district and regional level backup services for schools, and reaching

out for resources to other libraries. We have to realize that you run the risk

of having a much more difficult job of coordinating the utilization of those

services every time you take another step down the block, around the corner, at

the center of the city, or somewhere 80 or 90 miles away at a'regional center.

The job of *coordination is a phenomenal one because it is people-engineering.

It isn't just,a nice technological hook-up that's easy to set up and operate.

I believe the schools are responsible for a basic provision of services at the

building and district levels. Good service, excellent service, the kind of

media program services spelled out in the Standards, that is what we are talk-

ing about at this meeting. We are going to have a problem dealing with other
.

institutions that have developed programs to serve specialized clientele and

the general public because of the weaknesses in school media programs. We

have to face up to that realistically. I think we have made some tremendous

steps in the last 10 or 15 years in the school media area in developing more

effective programs, but we have a long way to go. Federal programs have help-,

ed, NDEA and ESEA have provided tremendous impetus to get that kind of growth

going. LSCA has helped in the public library area. The money put into in-

terlibrary cooperation titles has started some things, but it is simply not

sufficient to do the job on the scale which is needed.

I think that Bill De John's statement about "we'll never be self- suffi-

cient" is one that the schools haven't fully accepted. The idea of networking

has thus far tended to be an informal kind of arrangement to get something from

somebody else who happens to have it, rather than making a concerted effort

to develop a systematic way of transferring materials and finding out what

others have, reaching beyond the building level for the resources that are

needed. Among school peoigic'particularly we need to sta wo king at the

concept of mediation, and the fact that you are not ever going to have all the
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resources you need. Your users are on one side with tremendous needs and you

have the whole world of information, not just this collection or this program

to manage. Between the user's needs and that world of information, you are the

one that articulates t,he need and presses the right buttons, reaching out, get-

ting something here, producing something somewhere else and going beyond to

reach those resources and bring them to the user in a reasonable time.- One of

the problems we have in schools, of course, is the immediacy of the need for

information, and the procrastination of people many_times when they know in

advance of their need for information. I think it is important that we start

thinking about systems that serve the needs of the user, and I think the em-
.

phasis in these Standards is on the user. What bothers me increasingly is that

the more systems we set up, the more we create new rigidities in which to jam

the user. We don't say, "The system will serve you, whatever your need is."

We say, "The system will serve you if you can adjust to what.the system requires,"

and that might mean validated requests coming through the Illinois Library

System. It might mean there is only one person in the school system that Barry

can deal with. There are all kinds of marvelous little things that we set up

in the name of intercooperation and coordination of services that are simply

new restrictions. I believe it was Don Ely's slide presentation which showed

cramming a person's head in a press and making it square. There are some real

problems with trying to create a new system where we simply force the userto

conform, and if he doesn't, "Too bad, we'll serve you when you reach our stan-

dards of performance."

I don't believe schools have ever been really serious about the whole

0* business of cooperation and networking. Public libraries are well ahead of

schoOls in the concept of organizing regional resources and bringing them to

bear on problems`. .America is an information rich country. Nowhere in the

world have the information resources been assembled such as we have right now,

and happily, most of them have been paid for with taxpayer's money. What we

lack is a setting to make those materials available maximumly to the people

who need them, and not just materials, but information. We do not have the

connections; we have all the barriers; we do not have (using the body as an

analogy) the veins, the arteries, or the nerves to make the information need-

ed available to people who need it, and that's what networking is all about.

There is a very interesting book you should read, edited by Joseph Becker.

It's 'callod INTERLIBRARY COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION NETWORKS, published by

the American Library Association. It is the result of a conferencd held in

1970 at Warrington, Virginia. The results of that conferce were a series of
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papers. The material that came out of, this meeting is being used as a basis

for the National. Commission on Libraries and Information Services National

plan which is going to affect every one of you and the programs you are re-

sponsible for.

We.have talked about the concept of networking--what it is and what it

is trying to do. I think we realize that there are tremendous information needs

of students and teachers that we simply will never be able to meet. We have need
e .

for the whole world of print and audiovisual resources for student use. We have

the same need for professional materials. We have need for access to the data

bases and information sources of various kinds for students and teachers. I

am convinced that in 10 to 20 years, a far greater percentage of information

seeking will be &The remotely, through accessing, possibly through mini-com-

puters, maybe in your elementary school and junior and senior high school media

centers, most certainly at school district media centers. Computers now can
.

interrogate CIJE and ERIC. ,Both of these are good sources and have tremendous

potential in Serving professionals. As we are now teaching kids how to use

filmstrip projectors and other pieces of audiovisual equipment, we are going to

be teachint second, third, and fourth graders how to operate these terminals,
0to find information, to have it displayed for them. I am convinced that com-

puter technology is going to revolutionize the way we'deliver information. Now

it'sounds kind of wild 'to stand here, as a person who has worked so hard to

try to develop building and district_ programs, which we do not have yet in

many places, to be talking about something as far out as a technology that
.

can bring remote information sources to 'schools, but we are going to use things

like telephone lines and cables that are there, or are now being installed. The

media program of twenty years from now is going to be much different if we do

our job. If we don't, some commercial firm will come in and sell the service,

and the demand for media programs will atrophy and disappear. I think there

is a real danger in the country of information becoming commercialized, of the

concept of free public access to information becoming a private Monopoly. If
.

/

you.want information, all you have to do is pay for it--$20t00 a search and
. ,,,,

we'll tell you whatever you want to know. That same thing can happen to schools

and it may well happen because the commercial concerns are fat ahead of us,

technologically, in developing sophisticated systems for information retrieval.

What then is the role of school media programs in networking at the state

and national levels? I think we are responsible for preparing the student

through local school programs or district programs to live in a different kilid
,4
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of information environment than we have ever had in the past. If the public

libraries and other institutions were shrewd, they would understand that the

program has to start down there when that student is in first or second grade

if he is going to be a discriminating user of those services as he leaves

school and moves out into the adult world. There is a very important question

being posed to schools in regard to networking. Barry alluded to it. The ques-

tion is: What kind of standards are we going to force the people who enter the

system to meet before they can enter? Or are we gbing to say to 68 of the

systems Barry deals with, "Sorry, you don't meet the standards; therefore, you

can get your information elsewhere." The people will answer, "But if I met the

standards, I wouldn't need your service." There are some very important pro-

blems with the whole concept of networking. The National Commissioll will be

asking, "What standards shduld schools be forced to meet in order to join a

national system?" Should we require that everyone have certain kinds of pro-

grams, certain kinds of staffing, before we'll deal with them? A single ac-

cess person at each school district level? Or one at the building level?

'''......4../feTme-taik a it about -some of the problems that I see that schools have

in participating ih networks and any kind of intertype cooperation. I think

one of the basic ones is what I like to call the prpblem of the student as a

first class citizen. That is a very real problem. Public libraries parti-

cularly are a little schizoid when it comes to the whole problem of students.

They love the students --for their circulation and their attendance to build up

their statistics so they can justify their next budget increase, but they

-dislike the student because he comes in and uses all the materials, and inter-

feres with the other programs they are'trying to carry on. I think the public

library has to come to grips with that question, whether it is a public library,

or a "semi-public" library. I speak as a person who works in a state agency

responsible for both public.and school library services. We still have that

problem. As I said, I think the schools are responsible for basic'programs

and services at the building and district level. I think the public library

has to decide whether it wants students or not. If it doesn't, a sign should

be placed above the door that says, "This is the Peoria Semi-Public Library,

and we do not serve students. We do not accepttaxpayers' funds to purchase

materials or services or hire staff that will serve students, so go somewhere

else and find it." Unless libraries are willin to do that, they, ought to

jo it all the way, as a publ c library.

\ .

Going back to the problem of students as citizens. Somehow, if a lady

comes in and wants a copy of a play to read, that request seems more valid

7
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than a student's request for information for a paper ortassignmept they have

in school. For some reason, the requests of students are less legitimate as

a students than.when they walk in as a citizen. They somehow change from the

time they ask for an information piece fOr a 'paper or a speech, or a media

presentation, or whatever it is they are developing, to the time they walk

in, somehow mysteriously changed, as a citizen of that community.

We have some serious problems with a number of areas that have been pre-

viously referred to, but which I think should be summarized. Ifiwe are really

going to join wholeheirtedly. as school media people in the whole concept of net-

working, there are a number of serious problems that every one of you are going
9P

to go home with, and that aren't going to disappear when you get there. The
3

whole buliness of inservicing present and future staffs of school media pro-

gramc to utilize the services, to change the educational programs and to

prepare people that go out to work in our programs with the proper attitude

toward service, some.kinct of concept of networking, reaching out for resources

beyond those you tave at the build'ing or the district level--this has to be

built in,'and the whole business, of inservice and changing people is the real

basic problem of the whole networking concept. Another extremely important

one that probably'deserves first. mentiOn is that of determining needs Of

schools for information itself. OUnhappily, too many librar4programs are based
,

on someone else's perception of another's need for information. The tedra

grams are built on very real cu rriculum related demand so tie are probably in

better shape than the public library in'determining reAction to the user needs,

but we don't have. much good research on the information needs of students and

teachers. I don't think that a survey is the way t& get it, because as Barry

mentioned, they can't articulate their needs. to mention, in regard

to the book that was sent to me by on Ely, who gavea preseqtation the other

night, (and Don authorized me to say that he has a limited supply available;

that if any of you are interested in this book, publiShed by tht Center for

Study of Information andl4uCation of which Don is the director, heN.Ibuld be
willing to send it to you. When the supply dwindles, he will send you the

ERIC number, because it is going on ERIO AN INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION NEEDS:

COMMENTS AND READINGS.' It is a fascinating g atheringtof readings on the whole

\business of information andA information needs of various groups and I think we

eve to start getting serious about that whole area.

A basic problem which has been mentioned three or four times is what we

are here talking about, essential* the topic of this conferend, providing
. .

7.8
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the basic media services that all students and teachers need at the building

and district levels, as a precondition of effectively networking to support

those programs. How to go about doing that--the whole business of futurism

and standards implementation--is wrapped up in that basic program needed at

the building and district levels. How do you serve in a networki situa-

tion where there's no local contact, no one to articulate the needs of the

network, no one to determine needs? How are we going to provide financial

support for the development of the basic programs that we need at the build-

ing and district levels? How are we going to eliminate the.human and legalfi

barriers to cooperate activities? How are we going to deal with the la* of

acceptance Of school media programs and their needs by public, academic and

other libraries and Information centers? How are we goingto coordinate the

efforts across institutional lines to get networking activities and coopera-

tive activities going? HoW are we going to find the money to provide the

technology that is needed for more sophisticated determination of what is

available, to affect delivery, whether it be delivery of material or informa-

tion from remote sources? How long are we going to provide connecti ns from

the local level to the state and the national networks for information, How

are schools going to be able to contract for services with these network when

they won't pay $2.50 for film rental? How are we going to cope with the whole.

business of managing change in the concept of mediation and networking as we

try to get out people to understand what it is all about and the possible

benefits to them and the students and teachers they-try to serve?- For those

of us from state agencies, in many states the state agencies are separate for

library services and for school services, and there, is such a gulf between them

that people rarely see each other. There is a real problem of.coordination at

the state level.

What kind of agency or agencies, could provide -the coordination we need to

develop a networking concept? I would like to refer you to an exhibit I

brought along. I have already had some disagreement over this book with the

American Library Association, the Publcation and the work that went into it.

TOTAL COMMUNITY LIBRARY SERVICEOs a report of the conferen'ee sponsored by the

Joint Committee of the American Library Association and the National Education

Association, edited by Guy Garrison, 1973". This paperback summarizes the results

of a combined meeting held using J. Morris Jones grant funds to determine what

was necessary to coordinate total community library services. Unhappily, the'

American Association of School Librarians did not participate very actively in

the planning of the conference; neither did AECT, and we learned of it when

7 9.
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someone was recommending to the Board of Directors of the American Library Asso-

ciation that we should all implement the results of this study. This series of

meetings brought together some people to talk about trends in learning, new

directions for delivery of public services to the community, man and media,

present efforts in coordination, and some recommendations for what we should

do in the future. I think there are some very interesting points in the book.
.....

They speak at one point about the problems that must be addressed to be solved

in the immediate future: 1) Duplication of resources between information ser-

vice units serving the same client group, especially public libraries and chil-

dren who have young adult service units in school; 2) the multitude of collect-

ing agencies for non-print resources, especially such things as motion pictures;

3) restrictions on access to information in libraries, especially young people

trying to use adult sections in libraries and people attempting to access the

contents of specialized collections; 4) continued emphasis on print as the

prime means of providing information through the libraries, when so much of

the information in our environment is non-print media; 5) lack of availability

of display equipment for newer informational storage units; 6) lack of profes-

sional role identity of personnel in the library and information field; 7) the

lack of long range planning or futurism planning for libraries as one of the

agencies that will continue to operate in society. A number of recommendations

are made. However, I would just like to say that the general recommendation

is that they move in the direction of coordination at the community.level with
\ .

a community coordinator of learning resources. Who does that sound like? What

combination of people is that going to be? Who will that person be responsible

to?

The second recommendation of the conference was that we urge continued

,exploration of the concept of a community coordinating council. There were

10 or 12 other recommendations. Briefly, the whOle concept of combining school

and public libraries at the community level, particularly in the small commun-

ity was one the whole conference addressed inself to rather energetically. One

of the topics discussed was the Olney, Texas, project in which they are trying

to merge in the small community of about 4,000 people the public and school

libraries into single institution. I understand it is not going very well

in recent days, ecause they have not yet found a facility, but they are moving

by using some federal funds to the concept of the small community combining at

the community level the three or four schools in the public library situtatton.

One of the things ttley say in Appendix B under Lab Report from dlney, Texas, is:

"The feasibility of merging the public library and the school libraries and

.
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and thereby increasing the efficiency of library service is a potential method

of improving ne use of tax dollars in increasing the social services of the

community to its citizens." Most of you would say; "We've been there already.

We're not interested." But that isn't going to solve the problems of Olney,

Texas, or any of the other small communities that have inadequate resources to

provide either the schools or the public with the information needs they have.

Let me raise a question that is extremely difficult. Mow about the public

library as a possibility for the manager of the whole concept of networking the

state and national systems of information? Is the public library now, or can

it be changed into an agency that is capable of acting as that multi-type libra-

ry networking agency? I have some reservations about whether or not it indeed

can fill that role adequately as an agency to coordinate networking for infor-

mation purposes. The only one trying to do it though, the one far ahead of

where we are, is the public library. Dramatic systems development across the

coun.5ry, such as in Illinois, an excellent example, or Washington state--they

are takiltk the lead in the concept, of regionalization and networking, mostly

in public libraries, as mentioned. They are trying to move in the direction

of bringing together all kinds of resources into an information network con-

cept.

What will be the relationship of this kind of network, supposing it does

stay in the public library area, to the whole beginning development of region-
.

al school media centers? We have people here from Iowa, Michigan, Texas who

represent three of the more sophisticated states in terms of developing re-

gional media centers specifically for schools to back up their needs. What

is the relationship of these regional Centers, specifically designed to serve

the regional needs of schools, to the whole concept of netwerking and the

system now being developed in public libraries for accessing information and

networking? I think those states have made the deci,sion that they need speci-

fic programs tailored to and aimed at the regional suprt of the needs of

school media programs at the building and district leVels. Perhaps a network

such as the one being developed by public library system /inmost states will

be able to 'serve some of the needs of schools, and there will need to be re-

gional media programs-to serve those other needs that these agencies cannot

serve. Perhaps we,cannot, because of institutional protection, prior e'xperi.

once; and jurisdictional problems, do it through the public library system..

If we can't, should we create some kind of multi-type library coordinating

agency with legislative power to fotce all to cooperate, making your funding
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dependent on it? I's there enough power to do that, with all the'institutional

interests that are involved in that kind'of program?

I would like to discuss briefly the National Commission on Libraries and

Information Science. That agency should become very familiar to everyone in

school media programs, because the National Commission is about the business

of setting the tone for the 1970's, 80's, and 90's in terms of libraries and

information networks in school and colleges, public and vocational schools and

otter information sources, They are in the process of developing a national

plan for libraries and information networks. That plan is going to be, I'm

convinced, to.the 70's, 80's, and 90's, what LSCA, NDEA, ESEA and the whole'

federal posture toward libraries and information, public and school areas,

were for the'1950' and 60*s. We're seeing a change in, the federal direction..,,

right now toward support for programs with the consolidation of ESEA and NDEA.

LSCA funding recommendations are being slashed. The National Commission has

published one edition and is in the second edition right now-, of A NATIONAL FRO=

GRAM FOR LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES. If yoU don't have a copy of this,

I'll tell you how to get:one. ThiS is a second draft prewedby the National

Commission, dated May 1974. Write to the National Commission on Libraries and

_Information Science, 1717 K Street, N.W., Suite 601, Washington, D.C., 20036.-

This'nattonal plan is going to be revised one more time, about next January,

based, on the input they got Starting in May and June. When it is revised one

more time, it is going .to be the master plan for a legislative package to be .

proposed about a year later to the Congress of United States. It'will call for

a whole new federal Vosture toward library and information science, based on,

the creation of a sophisticated, techological national network involving allL

kinds of libraries and information in the public and private sectors. If you

don't think school media programs are going to be affected by that, then you

just don't understand the magnitude of what these people are attempting to do.

Get this and read it. It has tremendous implications for school ams.

AASL was able to get a two day conference with three of-the commissioners

and Rod,Swartz of theCommission last March in Chicago. ome of you who are here

were also at that meeting and had a chance to spend abowt a half-day telling the

Commission what school media programs are all about. /I understand that AECT had

a similar meeting with them, so we have had some inp t into the Commission and

its staff in terms of their programs. We critique the national plan before

.,this edition and that critique appears in the SCHOOL MEDIA QUAtTERLY, Summer,

19'74, along with critique of the critique by person from L. I think it
.sk

is past time for schools to make a dramatic s art on the,1whol4,,concept of net-
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orking. It has been far too, long for us already to come to this point-without

having made a greater commitmepr Xhan we have to helping people understand and

start to articulate and implement the whole'concept.

In elqing I would like to offer some questions for discussion:

1) Will school media programs or centers be considered primary libraries?

2) How will' we develop the networking attitude in all the school library

media personnel working in the country?

3) Will schools be willing to share their o erialS with the community?

if you Start networking, remember,. it's a two, way street. You don't, just

get, ycu must also share.

4) Will t..Te be willing to enter that with the same kind of openness we require

of other agencies in terms of sharing resources?
'

5) What will you'do when you &:back home to promote the concept of networking

in the schools, in the cstrictsr inAydur states?

0
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EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY AND SCHOOL MEDIA DEVELOPMENT

-

Dr. Philip Hawkins
`% Michigan Department of Education

Lansing, Michigan

Dr. Henry Brickell
Policy Studies in Education
New York, New York

ACCOUNTABILITY: A STATUS BEPOR(

My assignment isato put the context around the accountability discussion,

to talk a bit, about *here we stand in the Summer of '74 with respect to accoun-

\tability. Then you get the state and the local case from Michigan to explain

what it all means. And you should think about your Guidelin s when I.talk;

Cr Phil 'tansy when Bill talks. Half the states, by now, have egislated some

form of accountability using different definitions, and mayb- all the states

will have them by 1980. Doubtless over half the states of tlie 44 represent-
,

(
ekt here this'mording haye some kind of accountability scheme on the books.

1

At the very'implest, to understand and think about accountability, you

can derive it back,to a single pair of words., At the simpl st it has to do

with cause Ad efact, ends and means, processes and c)odilic s, inputs - outputs,,

costs.- benefits,teathing - learning. It's of course more complicated than

<;1-iy two wordin catch, blit those pais Of words, and some more complex sets

that you'll hear from Phil, and from Bill, I imagine, have to be part of

lexicon or you can't understand accountability; you can't even think about it.

4
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What are the roots of the accolitability movement? Ten years ago,none

of the states had an accountability syltem, certainly under that name, and

today over half do, and maybe soon all. Why is that? The commentators in

explaining it look back 20 years and say things like this: "Over the past

two decades, observers of the educational scene have Witnessed a decided in-

crease in criticism leveled at" public schools by various segments of society."

Until the mid-1950's this was the typical commentary. "Criticism was gener-

ally concentrated on a few areas, such as reading. Johnny can't read, or

maybe inadequate science and mathematics in the wake of Sputniks" One com-

mentator says: "We've progressed today.to where there's a general decay of-

public confidence in the -whole system of public education. Spiraling costs

without much evidence that the money is buying' anything else. Lack of clear

direction for the schools. Inefficiency in the operation, and no data to

show that We're gertinanything done." And he traces the accountability

movement to the national concern over the purposes and effectiveness of public

education. That is: the national concern about the purposes,and effectiveness

is the driving force behind the accountability movement.

Another writer, in words that are /remarkably similar, says, 'the past

two decades hive witnessed the development of an acute confidence gap be-

tween the schools and the public." He begins irii1957 with post - Sputnik and

says the confidence was further shaken in the '60s when we began to realize
If

that schools were not taking care of minorities, the culturally different, the

poor. The public pressure for change in schooling began to mount in the 60s.

He goe. on to say that we offered the public a lot of innovations in the 60s,

oversold them, they (the pslic) overexpected, but the Coleman report and

other indicators said, "th stuff doesn'i work,"'leadIng to a further decay'
3

.in public confidence.

So that must be at st one of the roots to the accountability movement.

diiferent-one, a differen cialconcern has to do with productivity. I

mention that partly because of he anti-inflation battle that our current.

President will be waging, ut you'll be hearing more about. productivity. Pro-
.

duCtivity in the public sector by public employees has been a matter of serious

concern in the past half decade. Productivity and accountability have something

to dp with each other, so the roots in part, one of the roots anyway, can be

traced to productivity.

us

There are also technical changes in education that have paved the way for

Performance-based,, instruction'of pupils and performance-based education4
-4\
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of teachers represent a couple of technical advances, some would say, within

the profession. It makes accountability a thinkable thought. And there have

been technical developments outside of education, like PPBS, and more generally

the systems approach, that make accountability a thinkable thought and maybe an

achieveable goal.

79

The definitions of accountability vary enormously as both Phil and Bill

will no'doubt point out and illustrate. "Accountability is the condition of the

public schools being answerable or liable to the citizenry for efficient use of

resources in achieving the goals established by the people," says one definition.

Another one: "Accountability is the process in which responsibility is deter-

mined and performance is analyzed for the purpose of understanding behavior and

allocating resources in relation to specified goals."

AnothSi- one: "Accountability is the ability of all relevant parties in a given

educational setting to supply information about their past action, in relation

to mutually arrived agreements and decisions as,to what they're going to accom-

plish". . .it-goes on . . ."whether they try to do what they said they were going

to do,' whether they achieved it, how much it cost."

Think about cause and effect, processes and products, inputs and outputs,

teaching and learning. The characteristics of accountability systems, the

backbone of a typical one will have a number of vertebrae in it. You'll hear.

language like selecting goals, determining more specific objectives, analyzing

program alternatives, developing or revising program alternatives, developing

. budgeting procedures, establishing timetables, evaluating objectives, reporting

to the public, and evaluating and revising the whole system. A cycle of ac-

tivity,. from thinking up what to do, to figuring out how to do it, to trying
a

it out, to chearng on whether you did it, reportineit, and changing the

method to redd'6; the discrepancy between intention an accomplishment. You'll

16
i

hear language ii,ge external audits, where somebody el s chec p your

Yaccomplishments; perfOrMance contracting, one.of the means; Ott er plans, one

of the means. What those Kaye in common, nd.this in a seiri'se is he hallmark

of an accountability sysem, is a bargain i struck and agreed upon exchanges
..

made. You give me the money, and I'll give you the effect. Give me the re-
e

sources; I'll give you the outcome.

If you move outside of education, the exchange is not the exchange DE

money for-a process, i.e. in return f5 my 2500 dollars, I'm not looking for

47 ;ATOur weeks in the hospital. -What I'm looking for is to get well. The exchange

of money for results, the exchange of school money, nbt for teaching, but for
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learning. A bargain is struck between the people and the system, between the

teacher and a principal, the teacher and the pupil, between a media-specialist

and the administration. A bargain is struck in which something, roughly money,

is exchanged for results (I want you to think about the Guidelines, we'll talk

about them later).

There are many hopes for accountability and many doubts. The hopes in-

clude;, improved communication with the public: we'll tell them what we're

doing and they'll understand us and appreciate us better; a higher public con-

fidence: better decisions because it is clear, we now know which way to aim

the arrow; better resource allocation: that is what most of you put your money

on what aspect of the program guarantees the results - the appropriate assign-

ment of credit--we'll know who to thank; we'll be more able to track where the

money went and what it bought. It'll be clearer what the roles are. What am

I supposed to do? What are you supposed to do? The team spirit will be height-

ened. We'll get greater satisfaction in our work; programs will become more

flexible; and we'll all think better about priorities as to what to accomplish.

The hopes include those. The fears on the other hand include anxiety about

simplistic interpretations. Like: the student is accountable to the teacher,

the teacher is accountable to the principal, the principal to the superinten-

dent, the superintendent to the board, the boardipto the community, and so on.

'Too simply, say most writers by this Summer of 1974. It's a two-way bargai\

The teacher is accountable to the principal for producing certain learning ef-

fects, but the principal is accountable to the teacher for producing certain

classsize and materials and other conditions. The student is accountable to

the teacher for studying and she to him for good school teaching. The state

will set the goals. Soon Michigan will mandate goals for all local school,

districts, with a consequent loss of local control, a loss of privacy for the

local district. Its record will-be splashed on the front pages of the Detroit

Free. Press for the whole State to read. These are among the fears. The result

will be conformity,- crushing out individual differences among schools, build-

ings, teachers, and even children. It will be thought of as a panacea for the

ills of the schools. It will result in lowered spending for public education.

It will result in simplistic measures - we'll come to evaluate schools based on

the' learning of spelling because you can measure the teaching of spelling.

Children will be labeled. Whole-sohools will be labeled; indeed, whole commun-
ities will be labeled as low-achievers. Those with bad labels will stop trying,

will give up hope. Unfair evaluation of teachers, administratos, students,
boatd members. Accountability today---merit pay tombrrow.

A

817
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Many hopes and many fears. So the thinking about accountability has

brought us to the point of scientific, technical concern about cause and effect,

inputs 'and outputs, processes and products. As you 1-isten to Phil talk about

the State of Michigan and to Bill talk about Kalamazoo, thiiik about the Guide

lines.

4
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Dr. Phillip Hawkins
Michigan Department of Education

Lansing, Michigan

AN ACCOUNTABILITY MODEL
MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

I have a little media of my own to take care of here. I must tape my mi-

crophone to your microphone. The session is being taped, of course, but you

know how it is. There, I've got a little help. You're not going to help'me?

Oh, it's a criterion referenced test. Can he tape the microphone in one min-

ute and 30 seconds on a Wednesday morning? This is al rigged, you know, as

an example of accountability. "(Brickell - this is rea ly an indication -- he

made a promise, in effect, he promised a performance an now we're seeing

whether we can hold him accountable for achieying it.) Part of the bargain

-was that Mitch would give you most of the information that I wanted to give

you so that I could just stand up he and chat.

Unfortunately he didn't go back far enough when he started. He said that

the roots of accountability can be found'in the '50s. Well, that's true. The

roots of accountability can also be found with Plutarch: Plutarch said "Some

fathers, after entrusting their sons to attendants and masters, dq not them-
k

selves take cognizance of all their, instruction, by means of their own ears

and eyes, Herein they fail in their duty, for they ought themselves, every

few days,-to test their children, and not rest their hopes on the disposition -:

of a higher person, for,even those persons will devote more attention to the

children, if they must from time to time, render an account." A

8.3
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Let me give you another paragraph--one from our forMer President. In his

April, 1970, message on education, he said, "To achieve reform in education, it

will be necessary to develop broader and more sensitive measurements of learning

than we now have. New measurements of educational output. From these consider-

ations, we derive the concept of accountability.. School administrators and

SchOci teachers alike are responsible for their, performance, apd it is in their

interest, as well as the interest of their pupils, that they should be held

accountable." Now, with all that's going for accountability, I don't see how

we can lose this morning.

What I'd first like to do is give you a very brief overview of the State

Board of Edventson's Educational accountability model. That model has six steps

and I'd like to run through those six steps quickly for you. After that, I'll

talk about some of the issues that have been raised nationally, within the state,

and at local levels, about accountability--its application really, more than its

concept. There's general agreement on the concept. It's -the application that's

the problem. And then, I'd like to discuss some of the activities the Depart-

ment of Education is attempting to carry out to =implement the accountability

model, perhaps not as a model but as an idea, hoping that at the local level

the alternatives that are devised will be appropriate and willrbeAaningful.

Mitch gave you a long lis of activities that could come within the State

Board's accountability model dr ny accountability model. In Michigan it has

six steps which I'll list then discuss. The first step is to identify goals.,

The second is to define performancejectives. The third step is,to assess

the needs of students, teachers, principals, the school inself in terms of

the performance objectives. Thee fourth step is to analyze the delivery system

or systems which focus on addressing the needs assessed in step three in rela-
..

tion to those performance objectives and goals identified 1.n the first two

steps. .The .fifth step of the model is ,W evaluate the adequacy of the delivery

system or delivery systems in addressing the performance objectives. The last

step is to make recommendations to improve the performance of the delivery

system. In all, you have goals, performance objectives, needs assessment,

analysis of delivery systems, evaluation, and recommendations.

'Goals are simply those general statements of purpose, those things you

want to see happen.

Performance objectives are more specific statements of goals. They give

you some idea of how you'll know if you've gotten where you want to gd. They

are sign posts. How many miles is it to a certain place? Once you achieve
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objective, you've gone that distance, you knoy where you are.

Needs assessment takes stock of your status in relation to your performance

objectives. It will tell you how far you've traveled on the road to your ob-

jectives. It will tell you how far remains to be traveled.

Analysis of delivery systeths simply means answering a number of questions,

How do you put-your resources together? How do you put together your instruc-

tional program? How do you use your building facilities, your staff, your media?

How are decisions made to use resources?

To evaluate the adequacy of delivery systems simply Means, take a look at

where yeu wanted to go in terms of your goals and objectives., You've got your

news assessment which tells you where you are, where the students are, where

the teachers are, where the administration is in terms of those objectives. You

know what you're doing betguse you've analyzed those methods you're using to try

to achieve those objectives,.and then you stop and look, and you ask, "Well,

how am I doing? Where am I? Has there been any result from my use of this par-

titular teaching strategy, this set of media instruments, or whatever?"

And then after yoU've made those evaluation decisions, you ask, "Well, what

should I do next? Should I change? Should I change this system? Should I-use

different materials, different teaching strategies?' Should I go from open class-
.,

rooms to Some other sort of classroom where it's self contained or whatever?"

If the recommendations are any good, and they work in your school district, or

your building or classroom, then perhaps they can be, used elsewhere.

Now I'd like to,, go very briefly to the national, state, and local levels.

This is the fun part, because I get to read a few articles, and paragraphs from-

articles. You've probably read some of them yourselves, but I'd like tp rAad

and thereby _emphasize a couple, given of course that I can find them here.

Here's one by Ernest House. Recently he was one of three members on the NEA

and MEA blue ribbon panel which_studied the:Michigan accountability model and,

more particularly,, the Michigan assessment program.--Prior to his membershipoon

that panel, he wrote an article for the National Education Association Journal,

and he discussed accountability in a parable:

"4 classroom in a small independent college in a Chicago suburb. The class,

a real one, composed of local elementary school pupil's who are poor readers,

Meets several times a week. Thd.time is within the-past five years. Four
Vfive teachers are' in charge, and they yell at the children, strike them,

choke them, and make them craw.wl around blindfolded. The purpose is to raise

the pupils reading'scores. Patients, who pay for their children to partici-
,
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pate in the program, are seated outside the classroom watching the proceedings

through an observation window. Some, who cannot bear to watch, sit with their

backs to the window. The unique feature of this program, described as forced

learning, is the physical treatment of the pupils, which the director believes

gets the desired results - a dramatic increase in reading scores. One mother

says that her son has made progress in spite of some adjustment problems.

(For several weeks he vomited every day, and begged not to be sent to the

clas's, but after a while he got over that, although he still cried occasion-
.

ally.) But this essay is not about the desperation of these school children.

It is about balancing means and ends, aboUt applying mechanical solutions

to learning problems.

This attitude toward a mechanic implementation of accountability is re-

flected in national and state level organizations', especially the Michigan

Education Association and the Michigan Federation Of Teachers. The February

5, 1975 issue of Accountability Alert, the MEA says, "Atcountability--as a

concept- -has everything going for it. The public is for it. Parents are for

it. Politicians are for it. And certainly we as classroom teachers are for

it. Perhaps it might help to remind ourselves (and others) that over the

years we as classroom teachers have performed many acts,on behalf of account-

ability. The problem--and we must get this out to our public--is not account-

,
ability as an abstract concept. The problem is accountability as a working

definition and a system for achieving what we all want to achieve - improved

learning,for.children." Well, like so many dilemmas, there seems to be agree-
,

ment on the conceptual level, and disagreement on the actual application level,

but unfortunately that's the only place that accountability can ever be of use

in schools, and that is the classroom at,-the local level. I'm sure Bill will

talk very specifically to that point after I'm finished.

So as not to give you the impression that the MEA thinks accountability,

although it-May have tome conceptually good thins about it, As not workable,,

let me tell you a little more. Ther, along with 'a group of educational Organ-

izations called the Michigan Foruin of-Educational Orgariizations, have endorsed

the model, have endorsed itt application, but stress'that it's something that

has to be applied locally, has to be determined locally, and cannot be directed

by the state. That's the current background on where we are at the state level

right nOw Of course I cbuld so back and talk about the ESEA Title

tion, the problems of the bucks, and then the congressman saying, "Well whee

ar.c, our bucks taking us; what are they buying?" Mitch alluded to that very

92
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briefly 'and I don't want to expand on it. What I would like to do, though, is

turn on that projector. I've got three issues, three issues seems to me high-

light what's going on and what you as media specialists, you involved with

libraries, you who have responsibility for advising people on how programs can,

be structured, ought to be aware of. The first issue it at the natinal level- -

What are the returns on the education dollar? The second one Growth of pro-

fessionalization, that is, teacher professionalization at the local level and

the state level. And then an issue of particular importance at the local level -

How to increase educational effectiveness in the scarce resource environment. It's

interesting how each of those three issues relates to two dominant factors in

our environment - economics and politics. It's also interesting that account-

ability has been picked up as the tool both by people who profess some know-

ledge of educational finance and those who profess to speak-for the people in

the political arena. Mitch said that accountability seems to have thering of

a two-word set: input - output, cause - effect, means ends; except there's

a lot more to it than that. He's absolutely right. Unfortunately, as that

first question points out, the area between the nd the ends, the cause

and the effect, is often neglected. Accountability becomes simply a Cool that

people use to say, "Okay, what are you doing; what are,the result's ?" There's

. little Aught given to what'comes between, the interacVion, the kinds of people

whp are inyolved, what their purposes are.

At the state level, one issue is the growth of professionalization. You

must be aware that Michigan is on the forefront, has been on tie forefront, of

teacher negotiations since the middle and late '60s. Professionalization of

teachers can be simply translated to autonomy. Autonomy to conduct the learn-

ing and teaching situation as well and to the ends that the teacher directs.

Thit means taking part in defining the policies that the school beard sets,

-.taking roles in determining what curriculum will be used, taking roles in de-

errrlining the evaluation eri'teria that will be used of teachers, and taking

part in the evaluattion of teachers. Mitch pointed out that accountability

,could mean merit-p.ayi Could mean the use of simplistic analytic methods to

determine whether teachers are being effective or not. Those simplistic re-

sults of accountability are ,trUe threats to teacher professionalization, to

teach6rs' autonomy. Since thWs'the case,, and since the NEA, the MEA, and

then the MET', are pushing very hard, and very rightly so, for teacher autonomy.4

for greater professionalization of teachers, you have an immedi4te conflict, a

conflict between the fear of what accountability can' mean, on the one hand, and

the striving of an occupational, group to gain professional status oz the other.

:3
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At the local level, the question is how can you use the available money,

time, people, buildings, and materials to their best advantage. Mitch talked

abovit striking a bargain, a bargain' between the person who holds the resources

and can make decisions about their use and allocation, and the person who uses

those resources, who tries to turn them into something. i'm.glad he said that

because that's what the Department of Education has in mind when it talks about

accountability. It talks about sharing responsibility. One way that it's try-

ing to get that message across is through conferences, workshops, publications,

but as all of You know, the written word, no matter -how persuasive, unless it's

backed up with some kind of immediate-feedback,or some sort of support, tends to

fall by the wayside. I'm here talking to you, giving you a lot of propaganda-

-probably, because I have a role in the Department of Education which is, in

terms of people in the field, as we call you, to try to show what.we mean by

it, what we mean by accountability, what we mean when we say "shared respon-

sibility." Those seem to be the issues that have put Michigan in the limelight

and have made this session come' about. You wouldn't be here listening td me or

to Mitch or to Bill unless there was some interest in accountability.

My next'step is to talk about accountability in terms of Michigan, in terms

of what this state has been doing. I gave you the State six steps. I gave you

some of the issues at the national, state and local levels. like to turn

back to those six steps and discuss them in terms of their application within

the state of Michigan. ,

'Why should a state department of education take on the horrendous task of

trying to convince people that something called accountability, something that

Ias_six steps, could be of use to them? Primarily because the State Board of

Education and Dr. John Porter have said that there is no reason that any student

,cannot be helped to learn allthat he or she is capable of. There should be no

distrimiriation in terms of the quality of an. individual child's education. Now

to get to that position,, which is pretty far down the road, Dr. Porter began

the application of the'accountability model to the Department of Education and

to Michigan, with the identification in,1971 of common goals for Michigan edu-

cation, common goals for the entire system. They were published in a blue book
.

and I've got copies down here in front, should you later, during the coffee break

or after the session wish to pick, one or two up and take them back with you.

These goals are divided into three sections. The first section is enti-

tled "Citizenship-and Morality." You may not be-aware of it, but in the,Michi-
,

gan Constitution, edUcat.lonls it is delegated to'the,state, is termed a process



financial resources,,parental participation, and community participation.

The third of the three goal areas is "Student 'earning." There are thirteen

goals, _in this *area. won't read-them all to you, but they deal with such areas

w, basic skills, preparation for a changing .society, creative, constructive and

critip.thinking, preparation for family life, continuing education. I haven't

read you anY of the goal statements themselves, but each one begins, ,,,"Michigan

education must..." 'the goals rr'late to the entire institution of education.

. %
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by which citizenship and morality shall be developed. Within that goal area of

citizenship and morality, there are three specific goals: morality, citizenship

__and social responsibility, and rights and responsibilities of students.

There's a second goal area entitled "Democracy and Equal Opportunity." In

that there are six goals: equality of educational opportunity, education of the

non-English-speaking. person, education of the exceptional person, allocation of

They relate to the Department of Education; they relate to the universities,

the community. colleges, private colleges, secondary schools, elementary, schools,

and they also relate to preschool education. But they're not mandated. They

are not things which people must follow. They are recommended by, the State

Board of Education as guidelineS and they're very general. The criticism bas

been leveled at them that they're too general. They're nice 5tatements which

everyone can fIccept, like the accountability model; everyone can accept it on

a conceptual 'level, but wh 're more specific, then you've got problems.

The Department of Education ,took a second step, which was to develop\Rer-

formance objectives. Those performance objectives, so far, deal with student

learning; and I can't imagine at this t=ime that the Department of Education, I

may be wrong, but I can't imagine that the Department of Education could come

out with specific performance objectives related to citizenship and morality.

That's not,Something that the Department of Education can do, but there are

specific performance objectives. for student learning and those deal in nine

content areas and they are becoming available this fall to anyone whO wishes to

write to. the Department of Education.

Now what are those Performance objectives? They are called minimal perfor-

pance'objectives. They're in nine subject areas, and they,, provide for groups

(:)( grade levels in the schools, those learning objeCtivcs that professional

educators, lay people, parents, believe ate the basic prercquiSites for a child

to move forward from one level tO another. There is a group for first grade

through third grade, the assumption being that if the ;school can, through those

three years, develop in that student an ability which meets the objectives, for

i
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K-3 or 1-3, then that child will have minimum basis, an acceptable minimum-
.

basis,for progrpssing to the fourth, !fifth, sixth grades. There is another set
. . _

ftr grades 4-6. Now this doesn't mean that the Department of Education is tell-
,

ing districts they have to use these objeCtives. They're not telling districts .

that'these are the requiremerits, that they will be graded on them. Mitch point-

ed out that districts could be labeled or buildings ar'classrooms could be label-.

ed, even communities could be labeled poor districts, poor classrooms, poor learn-

'ers - it's a bad learning community. Now, that fear would be very reams if these

minimum performance objectives were'to be mandated by the Department of Educa-

tion. and the State Bdard of Education to be the minimal requirements, set re-

quirementrthe schools. But they aren't. They are set out As exawles of

what the best attempt by professional educators has been to come up with those

basic things that students ought to be able to do in different grade levels, but

they're dot mandated. They are a start.
/

The next step, needs assessment. The Department of Education undertook

that inca. very preliminary.way in 1969, and fell into all kinds ,of problems.

As I say, I don't know how many o 'you are aware of the Michigan Educational .

Assessment program andits travais. It has, in its history, b criticizedcriticized /
. /

..-

by jut about everybody, including the people who administer' it - not only teachers,
.

%..but Departtent.staff.- Recently, a Department of Education official was quoted
'.

as saying, "It was like a ball rolling down a hill which nobody bothered to

stop until it gathered so much moss nobody could." But no, rolling stones

aren't supposed to gather moss. Well, apparently the assessment program did.

Then the Department of Education attempted and succeeded in, improving the

assessment program%

I'll give you a,little history. The assessment program began in 1969-70

through legislative mandate. The Department said it would take two years to

come up with something of real use to people. The legislature sa4d great,

let's have it in six months. The Department of Education didn't just grab a

test off the shelf. 4eIt went 1 to a good testing company and told them, "We have
, .

a pfoblem. Here's what we liAnt to do. We wapt to provide testing for every

pupil in Michigan at two grade levels, 4th and 7th grade." Well, the testing

qompapy wasn't about to say, "Well here, take this standardized test." You

know, go out and'give it and we'll score it for you, because they had a large

investment in this area too., It was just the beginning of states doing assess-

ments of student progress. So they started with basic tests and then they call-

ed meetingsof profesca/onal educator in Michigan and said, "Here's a test. Now

93 1,
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we're trying to find, out whether the materials that are being used in Oichigan

schools.Would prepare a student to take this kind of4a test." It wasn't. an' ,

apptit(ide test; it was an achievement test in three:areas reading, math and :

in something that was called, I think in the first year, English Expression, /

which'is\really sortAf an analysis of the child's ability to write effective

to'colimunicate his Ideas in writing- The test was given; the Department of Edu:

cation, all' of its naivete, thought that it could keep4the results quiet, that

it'could provide, as it intended to provide, each local district with the results

of its students. Not their individual students,_but the score for the=distrit.

Well, there was a legislatorp there were several legislators, who called and said,

"flay I pleasejlave the .scores for the districts in .T7,ty area?" The response was,

"No, I'm sorry, you can't have those. There's e State Board policy the -says

these are . . ." and so forth. "ell, it took a few wdrds bttween.legislators

and the 19partment then the order came through that the Department of Education

was not coingto keep these things secret. So, on Valentine's Day, printed in.

sort of a bloody red, sort of dried blood, sort of a dark red; a big book came

Out which not only listed all.of the districts scores,-7they didn't dot'just ,

a;p.hat5Aically,- they ranked them.. So you could flip through this thing, find

your district andthe one above it and below it, and you could call up your .

friends and say; "Ha ha!" arathey could say',"Oh yeah?" and somebody else could

.call you . . .That was a pretty bad 'job, but that was pat 'o'f the situation

at.the beginning of the assessment program.

t

. e The assessment program began with the intention of being able to show

through, the use(oP data, that there was a relationship' between the Rinds of money

a district had, 'the lev41 of spending of a district, perhaps the equalized val-

uation for earth student, and something stout, the teacher's qualifications how,

long have they beeninthe district, how much money do bley make, how many

degrees they/ have. Well, they thought' they could string all these' things out .

on one side, and then they take the student measures and say, "Well here- !s
.

reading, and here' math, here's English expression - we've even agt Some atti-
.

tude measures in .fiere. Do kids like school, do they like schNols achievement,

how do they feel 'about yourself" innocent questions like that." Well because,.
.

we're educated we know that yop can 't just relate the ,inputs and the outputs,
P

but you've got.po take care of some of those inflbences that coma.frpm the out=

side - those environmental influences, those things that schools.can't control,
r

because you know schools are handmaA. idens to the socio- Economic statesof the com-

munity, etc., .etc. They included a sooi.o-economic status-measure. All these

variables are what research says are important constructions, that is,.if you
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can use them withoSit raisirrg political' problems, or getting people nervous.

The Department used a socio-economicttatus neasure, which asked students

to-talk about ,themselves. The Department had a few problems thera( Questions'

that asked such things as.. "Who acts as father in your household?" Depending

on the sophistication of the household, you might ut a variety of answers.

And then in the honest terms it didn't work either when you took something ,

like the upper peninsula of Michigan and you asked, "How many rails do- you have?"

and the kid said,'"One car," but he didn't have a plare,to'wiite down the two

trucks and the three.snowmobiles and the boats and so forth. It didn't account

for that sort'of thing. There was another problem in some-of the reading

portions. One reading, passage-which gained a lot of recognition was a section

from an F. Scott Fitzgerald short story that began, "Let mettell you about the

Very rich. 'They are d ifferent from you and me." Well) that didn't sit too

well,with some "of the legislators, especially those representing ehe industrial

blue
A
collar areas.- It didn't sit,very well with a lot of people and probably

very rightly so. The Department of Education, in its attempt to initiate'an
c-

cassessment which would simply say, "What's the status? How are the kids doing

in Michigan?" gotitself into the problem of asking questions that almost

brought them into court on charges of invasion ofoprivacy. The test &sited ques-

tions which legislators Objected to as atrocious and, Of course, the Department
. Ak

was rommunist too because we were fomenttng-dissension, creating.class awareness.

-It's not very funny really, because these are the things that the Department had

to deal with. Its assessment program, in coming up with its measures, did show,

in fact, that ehere were differences'between.diStricts nd eventually that there
4e t .

were differences between schools wi!thin districts. Tha

tion that people were interested in because tliey wanted
. . c . -,

4

I.

,level, ,where, Avur buildings stand, and the Deilartment

kind of information. In the first year the Department

Abtut individual students, so the legislature.said, "Nei

's the kind of informa-

to know at the local

could give.themlhat.

ouldn't.teil districts

t year, let's have indi-

Vlidual student reporting." That was great, too. The lepartment:published for

each school district little tabs which can be stuck on student's folders -

Johnny Jones, these scores; Larry Lewis, these scores, and so fbrth this was
. - ...,

getting a little closer to the point because it said i effect; "We can p4ovide-
.

. 1
you some basic information about your students, some o the needs they ha.q."

Now.1OF do you get needs out of a standardized to 0 That's an anter4st-*
,

ing question. If yolk assume that the"district has no ay of preparing for 'tile

test, in tfie.sehse that they don't know what the objectives are that'-the test-

makers had an mind, exceptthat there's something about mathematios'and reading.

erg..;; '



It's not really very usefu)., 'certainly not as good as a teacher-made test in

the-sense' oT providing'some.diSgnostic data. The Department of Education at-

t.Mpted through the revision of its Michigan Educational Assessment Program to

deal with this problem. This is where criterion reference testing comes in.

In the 1973-74 administration of the test, 'after two' ears of development and

field testing, items were used on the assessment uYich were related to specific

objectives. Those specific objectivesare the ones that I just talked about
. .

and one included in the minimal,performance objectives. You could get a book

that included-a numb of minimal performancd objectives, and then you could
. ,

,

get test results that would provide, as a baseline, where the students are.

You could find, in fact, how many items, Which items-, the student missed. It.

is really a diagnostic tool of some merit. Unfortunately, to give this test

to.gain a-Pomprehensive diag sis of a student's real educational needs, it

world take 30 t 60 hours of st ent time. In fact, .for a classroom of 30, it, '

would_take all earrlong, just to_giye the total iSattbry, since a lot of it isdi

administered individually. What do you do? You limit it. You pick up a few,

about 20 objectives rathet than 300, and thereby you really gain a few indi-

cators of student needs. That was satisfying to peop14-whosaid, "Good, we're

having less testpg." It was not satisfying to,Jaeo_ple'whotaid, "But it's a.use-
t ,

less test. You're not giVingaus all the information we need." Well'again,_ the

Department was caught in a bind. Howlomuch can you do? The Department went

out to the, field with..these tests prior to Using ehem. They conducted teacher

workshops to iniorin teachers about the nature, content, and uses of the test.

data. They said, in, effect, it gives you some baseline data for beginning a

needs assessment in'your classroom." This program will continue. It will

eventually expand. Now at third and fourth grade., It'll expand to tle
.

first grade, which is.going to be really tough because it's individually ad-

,
ministerea With What we:called ." shoe box-items." The kid has to do some-

thing; you=can-q give somebody pencil and paper at that age and expect anything.
.

Now we are developing two more levels. There 'will, in the'future; be an assessffent in

10th grade; then it's going to be' in 12th grade. The, ones in the'4t, 7th, and

10th grade are academic in their, focus on what the 'kids are learning, what they

can do. The one at the first grade is developmental since it tries to key in
...

to what developmentallstage the child is in at the time. Then the one at the

twelfth grade is going.eb be a little different. That will deal, with.wh t are

:called "exit competencies." They're.not specific,,to a pArticular subje t area;

they're specific to the ability of the- adult to go oul",intoothe, world aid apply

his or her talents to 'earning a living, continuing hi s or her education, and so
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forth. 'Progress on that is slow, on those exit competencies: We started this
. . .

. Spring with groups around the state, attempting to develop exit competencies.

The fourth, step, delivery system anal ,ysiS, is the one that I deal with in

the Department of Education, and it's one that's'perhaps most important to an

accountability model; important because it's at that step that you'try9to'fi1a...

in the blank 6etween the input and the output. You try to determine what hap-'

pens when that bargain is struck, which Mitch talked about, between the person

who has the..iesources to give and the'person who, uses the resources fof the

students' benefit. What pores on with-those resources? I know how difficult

it is in the Department of Education to have people start thinking about that''

'kind of a process, the use of materials, the use of resources, the use of time,

and trying to get them to say, "Well this what's'going to happen'if I do

something. I can convert so much time in holding a conference, holding a

meeting; writing a'repdrt, reviewing app ications.6 That's one thing*- the

output of that times but just try to get to that element-.Mitch was talking

about--the effect. Whit happens when you review a dozen applications, when

you hold three workshops, when you answer 'telephone calls all morning? What

is the effect of something like thlt on,the client group which,you)re supposed

to be working for, which ultimately is the studentand, perhaps, even beyond

,that, the student in his community environment, in his family and so forth.

Delivery system analysis, when it's applied to a local school district,

has very much the same kind of problem. I talk about the sharing of respon-

sibility as an example. The teacher has determined "-through some method that

the students in his or her classroom have particulae needs related to stience.

The teacher recognizes that the students, although they seem to bunch in the

middle in terms of their'abilities, ,Spread to both sides. Some are very talent-

ed; some apply themselves very diligently; some of them are not so talented;
(

.

some of the just sit around-and look out the window; and the teacher faces the

problem: 'W 11 how can I deal with this situation? I'm trying to get these

children to, ..1-1 ideal terms, develop to their fullest extent; in not so ..ideal
t,

. .

terms, get to a certain place in the text by the end of the year or the end of

the month." That's a very real decision that ha.4,to be made and I suppose that's

the one that's the one hat's made.

15;X
What does the teacher do? The teacher takes an assessment of the students

because the teacher has to say, "Here are some specific objectives that I want

to attain." Objectives aren't so difficult to identify if you can, first of all,

recognize or reckon with the subject matter itself; if you, can break the subject

10t)
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matter 'down into categories, ox groups, or ,learning hierarthies where-youcan'

say, "1.1e have to go so far before the ideas can gel, thenCe can go to a next
.

stage."- If you're dealing in earth science, you have to get through certain

questions about the makeup of the earth so you can go on and to how the elements,

and minerals combine in various compounds. You have to build with certain ideas,

-Ix can be the same in any subjecf,area, and of course; the disciplines themselves

disagree as to how that occurs. The teacher has to decide for his or her own

classroom what thz,t structure is going to be. What does'tht subjeet matter

mean? What are the stepsein learning it? Of course that's a pr011em too, be-
.

cause the teacher associations themselves say that teachers haven't been taught

by the institutions to deal with that kind of problem.. The institutions them-
.

selvesrhave not prepared teachers adequately.. Leaving that question aside, you

try to determine what a.'u the 'objectives, those steps in learning a'particular

subject area. tkay, you've done that. Then ybu have to figure out how you can
*

measure the kids' achievement. You can assess them, but you have to write a

test, and that becomes very difficult, especially if you're asking for specific

skills, and then it becomes a matter of individual administration. It's all'

uite complicated.
A

The next step in delivery system analysis is to ask, "Okay, if I'm doing

that, if I'm findirig out where they are, what am I doing to try to get this

idea across?" Now here's what seems to me to be one of the bases for this in-'

stitute and for your new media standards, because they talk about the use of
.
,

resources and they talk about managing them so that they can-be best applied.

They talk about the groupings of media; they talk about the media person being

responsible for knowing which plrticular types of media are best suited to

teaching particular subject areas. That's what is in delivery system analysis

because it says, "Here's where we want to go. We've got some specific objec-

tives." And the role of the teacher, perhaps the media specialist, is to ask

"How can I Apply these techniques that are available to student learning, en-
..

,

abling students to reach the objectives?" That's the classroom unit. Well.
. v

,

that-'s fine, but suppose you can't get the materials or resources? That's

where we go back to what.Mitch was aging about the person who provides the

resource's to, the person who uses t m.

The teac her has to be able to come up with a statement which says, "Here's

what I want to do. Here are &he objectives for the students, in terms of the

skills I want them to obtain; based on a rationale and unde;standing of the

subject matter itselk." Then turning to the principal Or department head,

head teacher, or superintendent, the teacher says, "I'm going to do these
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things. I need certain resoliarces because this particular technique will enable

me to teach so many children this skill, but I haven't got that technique; I

haven't got that book; I haven't got%Chose materials;,I haven't got the time;

.1 need a paraprofessional in the classroom." The principal has to turn around

and say, "Well that's all well and good. Let me see what I can do." Now that's

where the crunch comes. If the principal Can, in fact, turn and say, "Okay I
%

.

seeyour needs, but I also see the 'reeds of a Abzen other teachers. Let's talk

about what I can give you, since I can't give you everything you want:" If the

teacher can begin to talk to tile principal and come up with asort of shared .

responsibility in-terms of decision making related to what respurces are going '

to go where, then you begin the step-by-step progres-sion toward accountability

based on the realization that the teacher certa,inly,can't be,held.accolintable

c
for achieving specific skills with every student unless the means are provided.

That's perfectly obvious, andI don'tcsee why (and this is perhaps naive on my

part, just the,the Department was and I guess still is naive), why that's not .

picked and really pushe4 by the various education-associations, especially the

MEA,or the NET Thy 'n):Id to it, bUt they don't press it. If they were to press
-

it, then they would have a position of strength, and perhaps they are, I don't

kz'ow.
,

The principal of course has to deal,With man teachers, and the principal

himself has to go to his superintendent, and you have the same kind of progres-

sion. What we're talking about, really, is a redefinition of roles. We're talk-
,

ing about that second issue up here - profess:ionalization. We'retalking about

teacher' autonomy. We're,talking about making decisions and having them stick.

Having them stick is a problem, it you can't get the resources, if you can't

get to fifist base. Accountability itself won't work unless you come. up with

this redefiriition of roles which puts the teacher and the principal in. touch

witlp one another in terms of "I'm the provider o instruction ancl I need certain

- materials," and the principal in the position o saying, "Okay. You need those

things. I'm going to apply my expert, judgment nd then makb comprOmises on what's

available." The same applies to the superintendent, the same for the Board.

In this context, the Department of EducatiOn will, this fall and in the

spring, be running numbers of workshops for members of local education agencies

from school board members to teachers, dealing with the application of manage-

ment by objectives - the accountability model-- trying to get across the idea of

shared. responsibility, how it can be applied.

The fifth'step, evaluation, is really a tough one, and that's the one that
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the DepartmeAtis repeatedly, criticized for because it is, interrupted as some-
(

body coming into your district to tell you that yoU're a failure. Of course,
.

4

you could be told that youtie doing fine, but that's apparently the exception
41*

that someone would tell you you're doing well. In fact, evaluation t'S'not.

somebody coming, in and tellinAou that you're doing a good job or doing a

pad job. Evaluation-is,what you as a teacher or as a media specialist -or as
.%

a principal or as a superintendent have to deal with every day. It simply asks,

We tried somethings We're trying something. Does it work ?"

This is where, you get those simpliitic measures'that Mitch was talkiiig about.

How can you determine'that students did well? You can *rite tests for that.

Then the question comes, well does that mean I'm going to be evaluated; or
8 .

have to evaluate my own performance as a teacher on the basis of what the

students did? ;pat's another cruncher.' I seem to have said that a lot today

"crunchte. That the teacher is directly responsible for the achievement of the

students tiles in the face of rationality, flies in the faces of research. Eval-

uation is not something that can'be honestly applied in a simplistic fashion,

just as Mitch pointed out.

The NE and the MEA make much of the doctor-patient analogy, pointing out

that the doctor is responsible for doing his or her best, but not guaranteeing

that you will survive. I
.

wish that the MEA or the NEA, when they do talk about
,

that, would include notice of the huge rise.ih.malpradtice suits, and also might

note that at the federal level a 'ward is being Put together to'make doctors

accountable. It would seem to me thenthat the analogy between the doctor and

the patient may not be as .appropriate as it seemed to be before, but the problem

remains of ho o define that,middle.groulld.

What happens when you give the resources, you use them, and then Youlset

some product. The evaluation has to be able to tell you as whether Certain,

'methods did or did not work. The'question is whether the method°. themselves,

and their application, did.come Up to the standard that was st 'for them. If

you can say that,,then you'd be *ell along the way to the'six/th step.

Step six which is recommendations, you say, "We tried this. It really didn't

work." or "It worked for this group of kids." If you could find that out, that
.

something works. for specific kids in a specific situation, and doesn't work for
,

others, then you'd be well along the way to improving eduction, to bolding the
_

school ActoUnfable-to the student. That's really what adtpuntability mean's,

at-least in terms of'the depaitment of Education. Accountability simply means .

1

making the Oducatiohal system, the whole system, includi9g me attl the Department,

403"
I
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accountable to kids.

do to

is a way of getting to

make decisions. You've got six steps; it's a.logical process,-and asks the

questions, "Here we are. How can we go where we want to go?, Have we gotten

there? What can we do to make 'it better ?" That's all it really is. The ac-
.

countability model itself is described in thesegreen books,down in the front:

. It's laid out aS a guide. It starts with pre-K and goes up to 12th grade: It

lists the kinds of expectations you have for students along the way. It.talks
i

out each step in*.terms of whei.e we want to go, how you can apply the model.
..

want. to

let me see"- what wCie my objectives?' I wanted to ,give you a brief

overview; I gave you the'six steps. I talked a little about them. I wanted

to talk abopt the issues at the national, state and local level. I talked about

where the buck's7gOne, about professionalization, about using scarce resources4 . .

at the local level._ I wanted to talk about a further definition of the account-
,

ability odel. I gave

()P

lyou the six stepsearlier ald then went back and disr.

cussed each in some detail, giving you as much propaganda as I could along the

. way. I also read to xou from the oppbsition, although it'snot really such an,
$ l

.

opposing camp, to give you some of the ferment that's about; and I tried to

relate it to the use of media, to media. specialists, to the idea of the delivery

system as a way of producing change and trying to determine what, that way'is',

o
deciding if it worked or not, and then- intervening in it. -Mi last objective-.

was to agkyou if there areany very specific questions on anything I've said,
,

that I could clarify for you, not in the way of discussiqn because that is to

follow, but anything really specific that I've left out or you'd like to have

me address.

4

1 14 .
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Dr.,William Coats
Superintendent of Public Schools
Kalamazoo, Michigan

(1:
-ACCOUNTABILITY'! THE KALAMAZOO MODEL

I'll try to be a little more specific than what may have been presented up

to this time in terms of the tremendous, gap which exists between'accountability

as a theoretical concept, and how that construct might be put into operation in/

a local school system. I think accountability-is just a label which for us kind

of refers -to our management information system. We believe to Manage a school

system as complex, as diversified, as ours, we have to have citkick access to a

great amount of relevant data so that we can measure ,outctimes of the various

programs, practices, so we can begin to identify our strengths and weaknesses

and use this as data for making appropriate changes in the system'. We call that

A management information system. I suppose a more common label right now is

accountability. I think regardless of the label thdt we use, this phenomenon

is here to stay in education. .I beliete we do have some problems in education;

I think- over the years, taxpayers have sort of assumed that schools can be all

things to all people. We've discovered and they've discovered we can't be, and

now we're wrestling with the difficult question - can we be anything to anyone

and if so, what may schools be held accountable for? That's one,of'the issues

we're wrestling with at the present time in Kalamazoo.
(

I suppose at a rather vague level you might define accountability as simply

a label which refers to holding a school system responsible for certain types

of child growth. I think it's important to emphasize that you're talking about

a

1D1
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holding the'school system re4onsihle, not leahers. The immediate response of

e _ -

I f

many teacher, associations is one of opposition to accountability, centendinw

how can you, hold teachers accountable for student learning when you've got class

sizes of 35, not enough books, resources, and so forth. That's a good point,

and, we cannot and we should not ignore it, but tere.are certain given conditions,

a kind.of exch4ngei that both Mitch'and Phil were talking about earlier; then

you can begin to identify certain components of'child growth, parts of that whole

.teaching-learning procas for which wecan andlmust hold teachers accountable,

' hold administrators accountable, and of course parents and students also plug

into this process and I want to'spek more to that in a moment.
_ .

At the theoretical level there's nothing at all-fancy about what we're trying

to-do in Kalamazoo. We belieN'Te that we need to help young people going through

our school system develop the bdsics skills, the basic understandings which they

need to compete. in this society, to compete for jobs, to compete for higher edu-'

cation. We believe that the nucleus,, that the foundation and framework, for

those'kinds of comraitive skills, lies with a basic, initial, strong foundation

in the cognitive areas. In that sense, we do view ourselves primarily as an

academic 'institution. Within the cognitive area, we view reading to be our

single mostt4mport,ant objective. We have taken seriously our responsibility to

teach all children in our school system how to read at minimum level, regardless

of a numbero mitigking circumstances which we often In public education use

as excuses for not teaching kids how to read. I tl-ink that as you begin to get

to the operational level, the whole process becomes much more complex.

There just is a tremendous gap between the rhetoric, much of the educational

jargon, about what'schools ought to do, about what they shoUldn't do, and trying

to make even that initial slight change in a public school setting. No matter

'how slight the change is, it has-a ripple effect throughout the system, as you

all know, which creates political overtones, all sorts of communications problems.

'It's just difficult to go that one step further and try to implement even parts

of accountability schemes.

The scheme that we have, the system that we have, in Kalamazoo is not a

takeoff on the state model. I'm going to talk about how we've implemented the

state model in Michigan. We don't use the Michigan state model/ There are

many similar features. We appreciate the leadership and the primary thrust

coming out of Dr. Potter's office, because it doesn't make us look as if we'/"e

just a voice in the dark talking about accepting some responsibility for child

growth. Of course, we do partiicipate in all aspects of that model that every

7
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other school
1;.

system in Michigan participates in -The yoinc12we're much
= ,--

.beyond that model. We're not talking about a few measures in grade r4, grade 7, .

grade 10: We're talking about measuring student achievement, measuring student
.. r-- \

reactions or attitiides, in every classroom and grade level throughout the system,

and using this feedback to help teachers understand how that teacher is relating

with kids, how effectively that teacher is teaching, administrators are admin,e....4
....

istrating buildings and so forth. In'that ense," we have,a much more specific
....-

and comprehensive kind of model than the state modei. I don't mean to imply it's

right or correct. We don't know, and as you would guess, much of our operation
.---"

is very controversial. I think our position is that we need to try' something,
\ .

base what we try on as much logic and common sense as posslble, and n keep
. .

, .., I

an open mind. Identify strengths, identify wealtnesses% Chuck whateverdoesnit
. ,z

seem to be Working for us. Modify aux. programs, But what we felt we Vat. to d6
,

was something. 'We did not want to get involved in that kind of ve-year wheel
.

m 4
4%1

spinning effort,, where you have a committee here, a'committee there, and this
c

,..
- ' .,_ _ ---- ,i

committee meets and makes recommendations for another committee) ,and ive years

later you finally halzg another committee and you decide, well maybe someday we

might do something. We are doing some thihgs; we are making some mistakes, and

I'll try ,to 'remember to share a coupleof those mistakes with You as I speak

this mdtning.,

I think the val!ue of 'accountability as a concept, in terms of its validity

or meaning for study and development,' rests on a couple of basic assumptions.

I think these assumptions are 15 that a public school system,can make a differ-

ence, that education is important sopithow (and there are people who question

that), and 2) that we hive problems in public education. In most public school

systems, certainly in the Kalamazoo public school system, we do have problems.

You know, it's in that public school system where all the inequities of

the soci41 and politicql system inowhich we live surface. That where the

poor kids and the rich kids get together, the white kids and the black kids.

That's where the drug problem many times surfaces; that's where we are at least

reminded of problems with respect to venereal disease, sex education, race re-
,

lations. The whole unemployment pro 1pen spills over into -tr6 public school

system/. We look at all those and we begin to feel very frustrated and< Say

'what awl we do about those?'

We look at achievement, and we feel we have a problem in achievement also.

Me notice in our school system, the higher the grade level the farther our

children are behind national norms, at least they were a couple years ago and

. .10
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we still have a significant problem in that regard. We notice an absolutely

intolerable discrepency between the achievement of white'students and minority

students in our schq01 sytem. We noticed for example, two years ago when ad-

ministering metropolitan achievement tests to students at all grade levels,/ .

that minority students were entering out school system on a very-competitive

16vel - 54th percentile based on national norms, all students. Our minority

students are plUtging into the 54th percentile; white students are slightly
ti

above that. As we looked at students at the succeeding grade levels, we noticed

a slight drop for white students, and we noticed minority students absolutely

falling off the scale. By the time they get to trade 7, grade g, grade 9, they're

515r 6 grade levels behind norm. By the time minority students reach graduation,

espeCially black males, they are dropping out'by as much as 60, 7g, 80 percent.

We can 'think of a hundred, probably a thousand, reasons to explain that. We

/ can talk about politics and economics and a number of "other factors, but when

all the dust Settles, when the whole thing comes down, we're not'doing our

job as public educators and'I don't see how we can live with ourselves with

those kinds of outcomes. We've made a commitment to make a difference in that

regard,.
'

We're going to make a difference in terms of some of those inequities that

Ism talkie about. Tat something as fundamental as race relations how can
4

you talk about harmony in this-country, if in terms of a basic skill of,reading,

which is needed for-any future development, you have such discrepancies between

races as now exist when you talk about freedom, how can you be free if you

can't read.. I guess I define freedom as having some control over your own

destiriy, being able to grow as far and fast as you want to in your own direction.

You've.got to be able to read to do that. That's abasic fundamental skill and

I, guess I don't much care about-home_environment, poor socio-economicbackgi.ound

or whatever. we are gbing to, teach kids howAo read, and I believe that making
4

that fundqmental difference at the elementaryjevel is going to hare tremendous

payoffs for our students, for this country, and for whatever societ3, our studentsd

become members of. I think, its the; kind of commitment that we need to see on a

larger-scale.

In regard to the research of Coleman and Jensen and Harowitz and Ketchem

if you 'look at some of these studies, they indicate that the organizational

structure,of the school system, nearly any factor you can get a measure'on,

really doesn't have anything to do with student achievement. You know, bright

kids learn; dumb kids'don't learn, and it goes back to home environment and

IN
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heredity. and a bbnph of things -like that. 'It kind 'Of leads you"to believe,

"What is this about? 'what are we in this,business,forq" I.believe 'that those

research vults are primarily due to the fact that there'was not significant

variability in what might be called the independent variable or the educational
,r \

learning strategies in different school sYtems. Yon- had essentially,. especially

in any systeMatic way,_the same kind of variables operating, and in those studies

there was no school which was absolutely tooled up, fof'example, to improve

academiccachieVement, which had a primary thrust, in terms of academic appievement

which said? 1:this is what we're about," and "we're going to make a diffgience in

this regard." .

I don't know if we vial make a diffefence, but do we'have a primary'commit-

ment. We feel that in terms of some of these other problems - we'didn't create

them, wecanncit be expected t6 solve them by ourselves. We think we canhave

some positive influence. We,do have programs to reduce the drug problem. We

dohave a unit on venereal disease'for7th'grhae students._ But we can't be held

accountibleas a school system for ,the p rate_ inl(alamazoo County, and people

try to do that to'us. Every board meeting, first aid third Monday of every

month,' we've got people up at,that microphone, "What are you doing about the

VD problem?" and I.M1.1 say, "Well we teach a unit on it, and thatis about all

we're'd9ing.",An4 We'ire supposed to feel guilty or bad about that somehow.

-1
What are you doing about sex discrimination? We're' doing a heck of a lot

.

in 'our school systerir about sex discrimination. We've modified reading programs,,

textbooks, worked with local committees and go forth. Again, with all the efforts,

'we've still got sex discriminatio'll,ib this country and our school, system is not

going to solve that.prOblem, We think we can have a positive influence, are:

having a positive influehee. You know, you go home and watch the TV ad& and 4

you always see the woman'in the kitchen with the box of Tide - (ar whatever

they use nowadays) you know the whole thing. There's a tremendous amount of

intolerable sex discrimination in this country,,,and it's something that we all

have towork together to solve, butbecause someone pay observe A bit of it _in
1

the school system or in, the community and somehow attribute'that to the school

system, we're not going to take that ras. Werlldo some things. We think we
, I

can have some influence.

6:Take something like race relations. 'As an example we do have extensive

system -wide two way bussing. I believe that is having both an immediate and

'long term positive effect on race relations in this community. I think'as

young children work together, study together, play together in these elementary

1 fq
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grades, I just, knoa, and we're observing it, when-they_ppgress to higher grade

levels together there is much more real' integration, cutting across race lines,

much more friendships, and much less likelihOod of children at the higher grade

levels falling into cli4ues based on race. So I think that's a posi tiye contri-

'bution,-something the school sySem. can do. But again, we can't be held-Aaccount7

able for that in the entire community. You can'go
0
on and on listing the areas

and the,concerns that typically are dumped on,educatia.n. What we're saying is,

"We hear you. Wa listen to you. 'We'll do what we can do."

However, what we Mill accept responsibility for is basic academic growth .

and we're talking primarily about reading.' That's where we've made'a primary

commitment. We've adopted an entirely new reading system - it's the Houghton-
.

. Mifflin system it's a great system. We're making a difference for white kids,

for black kids, for all students in our school system. After ohe.year in some

classrooms two yeafs' in,some classrooms, operating with the new system we've

observed at the elementary level achievement-gains in reading as high as one

and a.half, two years for the amount of time spent in school. I didn't do that.

No administrator did it. Those classroom teachers did it, and that's where the

difference has to happen. When you talk about accountability, it's got'to be

into that classroom somehow becatuse that's where the difference 'has t4 o be made.

At the secdndary level, we really haven't made.a dent. We're accused, and .

I in particular am accused, of trying to do too much too fast. We heard a dis-

cussion earlier this morning about some of the fears associated with accountability.

Some fear that maybeschool systems will be rank ordered, based on achievement.

We're beyond that. We do rank order buildings in this community, and don't re

apologize'for it, based on achievement. You see that's just one ind

do have some schools which have veiy low:socio-economic attendi atterns, two

of which in our school stem last year had the highest achievement.in the com-
munity. This begins.to demonstrate that those SES factors are notthe only things

_affecting student achievement. When you have that commitment at the local'admin7

istrative'leVel and the building and teacher level, you can beg.in to make tome
kind of a difference;

We're being accused of trying to do too much'too fast. Wby don't you back

off a little bit, everybody is all bent out of shape, and you've really.got tb

slow this thing down. When I look at what we've actually done, I don't think

we've really done anything yet -we.justilaven't. There's a slight difference,,

at the elementary level. We've. got the whole violence component pretty much
' out the. -school system, which 'we, thought w a first, initial, very important

.

":
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objective that we'had to achieve. But looking at the secondary level, espeqially

junior high schools, we have not even scratched the surface there. We still have

tremendous decline in student achievement at.the 7th,

got a veiy awkward transition for grade. 6 to grade 7,

kinds of changes which we hope will make a difference.

&th, 9th grade levels. We've

and we are making some other

I guess th'e point I'm

trying to make is - I just don't believe we can do too much too fast. There's

just too many people involved, and you just don't get the operation working

together that quickly.

I'd like to share with you portions of a position statement which does

represent, I believe, some additional controversial components of our system as

well as more specific language regarding the models that are actually being

operated in the Kalamazoo Public Schools.
4

The first one begins with a management structure.' How do you manage a school

system? Do you have a lot of committees and take a lot of voteson. things? We
A

just do not operate that way. I do not believe we have an .autocratic manage

merit system.. We get extensive input on practically every decision made from

appropriate people. I think,that's different from going to a committee structure

and taking nuMbpsof-Votes on thing's. We have 'drawn an analogy between the way

our scbo22sy5tem is managed and the management of a successful corporation, and

you can imagine right away the red flag& that go up, Hey, kids 'aren't widgets

or cars or whatever! You can't talk about that. That's.not the part of the

analogy we're talking about. I'm talking about the management structure. The

role to be played by, the Board of* Education, by the-Superintendent, by adminis-
-

tration, by teachers and so forth. When I took this job, we had some board

members goin& unilaterally, independently, all over the school system, telling

teachers and administrators hal to do their job. Some board members thought

they had been elected to be superintendent of the sdhool system. From a manage-

ment point of view, that is absolutely catastrophic. You've got administrators

andteachers out ebere saying, "My goodness, who do I work for?", because one

board member is saying this, another one is. saying that, abd so forth. My position

is that that Board of Education has to play a role identical to the role of

board of directors for a private corporation. There's one contact that the

board has with the school system and that's the superintendent. People in the

system communicate to the board through the superintendent; the board communicates

to the school system and the community through the superintendent. We do have

some people going off independently, popping off once in a while, and sometimes

we have to react tothat, but I think we really have minimized individual board
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members going directly to people in the schOOX:system:

105

I think' the administrators in the system have to constitute,"what I would

call, a management team in the true management sense. We hear a lot about teacher

utiOns throughout the country. In the statesof Michigan, New York, and parti-

cularly Kalamazoo, Bay City and some others (L ansing's another one), we have had

administrative groups go tTi union route. Two ,years ago I had some 'administrators

coming'to me with statement. like, "I hear you just hired a Director of' Special

Ed4cation.'' "You'can't do that; ) I'd say, "Why not?", They'd' say, "Because

he's got to go through the Administrator Salary Committee.* "Noz.I°know what

kind of person'I want." We got that thing worked out; and then we had another

one where I had an administrator come to me and say, "Hey I'm really confused.",

"What are you confused about?" "Well who do A work for. I understand there's

a salary committee of administtators that had a meeting last night and they

decided to put me like two levels below whatl I was making before I supposedly

got promoted." You see 'I need to know that. Adginistrators do need to know

that. You have to have that.clear kind of /a litof-communication. 'We had then,

about two weeks.after:that, a document which was labeled as a collective bar-

gaining agreement for our entire administrative staff whiCh had items on there

such as extra pay for evening meetings (I'm talking about adthimistrators now),

a day off for your birthday, two days off if ygUebirthtlay f;.11; on.a. holiday

and you know, I don't mean to attribute these requests t.i) the mass of.Our

radministrator'sgtoup. There were jult. some people who were caught in the -

middle for a while as to which direction our administrators were going to go,

and were,trying to repreS'ent administratorsfrom a union point of view. My

positiOn was then, anestill is, thisitsomebody'has to'represent management.

1 view all the people supporting the schools, all those taxpayers, all those

parentg, as having an interest in school system verysimiliai to what stock-

holders have in a corpbration. They elect people to the Board of Education.

They have to represent the best interests of kids. I as an administrator in

'hired to do that. All the other administrators have to do that. We've.got to

have that kind of' management team, and if an administrator is not viewed as a

member of management, then they've got to go some other route, it seems to me.

Somebody has.to represent management, and sometimes there are necessary adversary

relationships between what's best for kids and what's best for s me of your

collective bargaining groups, and we have twelve of them -. Whene er you get into

that adversary relationship, 'we've got to be concerned about som kind of a happy

compromise in there and most.particularly keeping the interests kids in mind.
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I recognize the negative fegures of the profit motive that is normally.

associated with this coporatZ structure, but Ido believe that certain manage-

ment Concepts have been shown to be extremely valuable. What we're-trying to

do is implement these exemplary concepts in an educational environment. ,

As I indicated earler, although we do have many objectives, we view

ourselves basically as an academic institution. That's controversial - ,right

off the bat that's xon&oversial because some people believe'that how people

feel about themselvep and each other, how they get along with each other, is

much morejmportant. I agree in the long run. I think how one feels about'

himself or herself is very important, but I guess it,comes back to priorities.

We don!t discourage our people from working in the affective areas. We encourage

them. We think it's very, very important. It's kind of a chicken-egg thing

about which comes first I suppose. Do you start feeling gopd about yourself

first, or do you start achieving first.. All I know is as we Observe young

children learning how to read4rchildren, other children in the school system,

that experience haS such a tremendous positive effect on something like self

concept. They have seen Mom an$ Dad reading that'pa4r for years. Now they

start to read and.they feel good about that. Nothing has a more devastating ,

effect on self concept than when a young person recogh zes,that everybody else
.4,

,is learning all of those ba4ic skills and tie not. eddn't even study'

mathematics or social studies or physics or anything el e, because he can't

read the book., How can you have a wholesome,selfC6ncei:t - how can you become

a self actualized person if you realize that.everyoneAlse is achieving and

you or some other group may not be? So we just feeI;that achieving 'these

basic objectives does have a positive effect and will, in the long run, result

in more Wholesome self concepts. I'm not talking about this learning by punish-
-

ment or whatever Mitch was talking abOtt earlier. We do, as,I indicated, for

every student in every classroom, get systematic measures of how that student

is reacting to the classroom, the teacher, other students and so forth. And

we use that tq help teachers relate more effectively, with kids and help kids

grow. Again, I guess it all comes down to viewing ourself basically as an

academic institution.

In talking about, more specifically, the components of our system, If want
.

to indicate the core of, it is a vision of research and development which we

hdve created. I think many board, members in particular, view accountability
,

as an immediate savings of money. That's not going to,/happen. -In fact, if
.1tiy

you really get into accountability in a meaning way in your school system,
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it's going -to cost you some dough. We ave business,and industry spending

between 7 and 9 percent of their operati \biodget evaluating outcomes of theiroutcomes

various program andand practices, including t
.

it products. In eddoation we just

n we're spending like 1/2 of 1%.

budget in our whole research

tire accountability system

don't do that a systematic way. In educati

We're up right now to probably 3% of our Operatin

and development operation, which is the core of our

We believe that over the long haul in terms of what the cohmunity gets for its

investment, that we'll effect a kind of savings. It's not going to show up as
.

.--..

immediate savings in dollars in terms of regular operating budget........

,b,wi

The primary_ concern that we're facing in Kalamazoo, I think, relates to the
.1,

controversy and accompanying anxiety regarding accountability which is based on

a fT or a mistrust of how accountability models might be used. This was

touched on a couple times this morning. Many fear that accountability may
...

,become a tool to arbitrarifv. and capriciously dismiss praCessional school,

,o,, t

employees.We must not allow this fear to be sufficient Mason for not moving

ahead, in terms of guaranteeing minimum learning outcome.for all students and

beyd/ nd that workthg toward academic excellence and career preparation.- .1-lowtwer, \
o

this fear should not be ignored, and wie must demontrate through ouva.ctionspas
-,. \

scljool management, that accountability data is always used in positive otbstructive
r. .
,",... wa , and never in a manner which may reinforce tle fears mentionedAaNgoveghat

doesn't mean that1we're going to eliminate all fears, some of the fears aray
.i

because some of the fears are based on what should happen. In termsjustifi
\.

of adminis ators the Kalamazoo Public Schbols, I believe (agairi, it was
*".

said this mo ning)'accountabi/ity today, merit-pay tomorrow,' and this is a

fear which' many people have. Well I guess it's a legitimate fear because it

is a reality. I believe in merit-pay for administrators. We don't call it

merit palr. We call it performance based salary system - it's merit pay.' We

believe - we know - that some people do abetter job than others. We just

know that, and we believe that we can reduce our uncertainty about the quality

of the job being done by various people. We can differentiate, and we can make

salary adjustments
.

which reward excellence and which discourage mediocrity.o

We've done that'for two years now With administiators - not to save money.

In fact, we have spent a great deal more money for salary adjustments for

sadministrators in our.scho61 sysstem than we would have with,the previous

agreAlent. Some administrators for the past two years haven't gotten an increase.
v:

,Some admiru4tr9fts have gotten

here -tUdayE probably gOt a

large increases, and one member of our staff

larger increase this year than anybody else in

this room. A very productilie, successful year lb terms of the objectives which
4
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-1 this person achieved, in terms of the effect which that had ultimately, on

the access which students had to learning materials in our school system.

The scale we have for administrators consists basically of-two components.

One component is based on ratings of various groups with which that person torks.

The other component is based on the extent to which perfOmance objectives ere

I met. On October 12 of each year, every administrator in the system/reports to

our offic the specific objectives which'he/she is working toward for the

-.....coming year. We work through those objectives with them so that they are

acceptable and so that we can begin to getsollie kind of handle on them. Over

the year, the,performance is monitored, feedback is given. At the end of the

year, we have a great amount of data. We use this datS. primarily to determine

'the extent to which objectives have been met.

The same kind of scheme is applied to me. My salary adjustments for the

pat two years could have varied anywhere from 10% up to\.10%downward. I give
47,

the Board of Education a set of objectives which I work tvward. The Board

basically evaluates the extent to which those objectives are met. That salary

adjustment may vary anywhere from -10 to +10 percent.

To me that makes more sense than that old binary mode where you are either

hiNed or fired. We're not discounting the possibility of getting fired becaus6

I think it depends on that whole political thing and then the effect it has on

board members always is.a. problem. We have a slmilar scheme for administrators

excect their salaries may grange from 0% to 9% each year. Cas are few and far
.

between - I don't think we had any actual zeros. Anyone achieving approximately

50% on performance objectives on all the evaluation schemes we had would be able

to keep his job with no salary increas9., Anyone attaining around 90% achievement

would get in the range' of 9%. We had one or two get 9. They got some pretty

nice salary increases - some people did, sore people didn't.'

The question then becomes, "What are you doing with teachers?" Some people

argue that accountability, in the, absence of some kind of financial reward, is

a rather hollow term, and really all you're doing is just saying please a lot

and dank you a lot and hoping that you're getting some changes in teacher

behavior. We believe - I can't say, too much about this because we're still
."

negotiating with our teacher union - that we're about to get a system that

eventually will allow us to differentiate in terms of salaries between levelt

of teacher performance. Being educators, we've all heard for years that you,
11K

can't measure the effectiveness of an educator, especially teacher effective-
.

Hess. You know, there are just factors over whiCh that teacher has no control,

115
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which determine'oyerall teacher effectiveness. I understand that because

there are factors over which I have no control which determine my effectiveness.

Administrators are in a much more high risk position. You look at that whole

learning environment. What does account for student learning? For teacher

effectiveness? There's no question dboutl it. It's a fsunction of a complex

interaqtion of factors., You have heredity, that's in there somehow, I don't

know how much. (I don't really care how much because wecan't do anything about

it.? Then you've got environment.- I don't know how much environment counts,

but it counts for something. Even with that environment it's not just the

teacher. You've got that administrative leadership, teac er effectiveness, and

student effort has got to be a part etf that, and certain' that whole environ-

ment is a very important part of that. It's a part, and think we can begin

to carve out those components which will begin to give us verall picture

of teacher effectiveness. I just believe that those peopl supporting our

school system with dollars do have to.live with performance based salary
4

schemes over which they do not have complete control'. Th,5 yselling used

cars down here at the corner used car lot didn't have any co trol dyer this

energy situation that we've been through and are still in. person had to

get creative, adaptive, adjust and move some pieces somehow, order to buy

some bread and milk. Certainly it's easier to teachssome kids than oth45,1,

but *here you have students who are haying learning difficulti we have to

absolutely get creative awrcome up with some ways of reaching hose students

and Show that we are m4king a difference in terms of certain tyres of student

.learning.

I believe that we can measure the effectiveness of educator at all levels:

administrator d teachers, probably to a better degree than mos school patrons

experience as employees. It seems td me if you're in a classroom where students

e lear4inehl:,6thete the students really like school, seem to feel good about

themselves and each other, where other teachers say, this teacher contributes to

curriculum development, is professional and so forth, where the building princi-

pal has positive kinds of ratings based on some other characteristics, -you begin

toput that whole composite toOther and I think with very few exceptions, you

will have identified probably a superior teacher. In those classroom where kids

just'do not learn anything - they start in the fall at this.level, and in the

spring they end at the same level or perhaps lower, (and this happens at times)

where students say that this class is just an absolute waste of time, absolutely

.nothing goes on in here, I come in here every day and throw pencils back and

forth, teacher is absent a third of the time, late half the time - this does

happen -, where other teachers express a similar view, - it seems to me you've'

O'k
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reduced you uncertainty also about the kind Of job being done by that person:

There's a fear that accountability is somehow a violation of academic

freedom. It is. Okay, it is - we need to.accept that, it is. One of the items

on the bargaining table for us for the past few weeks has been academic freedom.

What is academic freedom? Where you can teach anything you want to teach any-
, . .

time you want to teach it.' Baloney, We cannot have that. How can we improve

reading of students or anything else if you say teach anything you want to teach,

anytime you want to teach it. We just adopted a whole system-wide reading system.

Areiyou not going to teach reading? No, we cannot tolerate that kind of, academic

freedom. Okay; so-it-is a violatidn of certain kinds of academic freedoM. We

just need to accept that. Certainly you have some of your freedoms violated

and everyone else supporting, schools have some of their freedoms violated - you

just can't do anything yOu want to do anytime you want.vto do it.

What I'd like to see \'`O.s' ,idiaard , and what wv a*.e working toward,

is a maqagement system which willbeN to create a career for the classroom

teacher. We heard edr,lier about a pi.es edconflict between teacher profession

alism and accountabililty,. I don't believe 42., there is a conflict. I believe

the conflict is between.,,eeacher professionalis and th e status quo - lock step'
.

salary schedUles. I believe that's a conflict'wit -professionalism, where every

teacher regardless of performance gets' the same incre t provided he /she meets

certain minimums. And the basic minimum is did his heart eat for the last year?

I don't. mean to imply anything negative about the average teacher or teachers.-

What I'm-talking about 1s some hard core facts about what that contract says.

When you start taking someone on because of incompetence, you' a got to go to

that contract and look at what incompetence is Incompetetence says: didn't

they show up on time? Weren't they there for 182 ays? Were they there 5

hours a-day? That's it. There's not one word in hat contract about teacher

effectiveness which might begin to be related to things like the atmosphere of-,

the classroom, environment, student learning and so forth. To me that's a

conflict.

What we're trying to do is really create a career for the classroom

teacher. I think some teachers are worth more than any administrator in this

system. I don't believe that administrators should automatically be paid more
P

than teacher,. We lost a crackerjack teacher this year *because this person made

more money in another school system as an administrator. I would project this

teacher is not going to be a successful administrator. Just a super classroom
teacher. We had a millage coffee last spring and one parent said, "You should

1P)
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pay this person $50,000 to veep him." I don't know about $50,000. I agree

we should have paid this person more to keep him, but we can't. We simply can't.

We may not pay that person more no matter how effective he is. .14hat do the

young shaker - mover teachers do who are really effective? To a great degree,

they go to graduate school, end up at the University, get into administration,

sell used cars, do anything .they can do because they look at that classroom

next door and they say,'"I'm better. I'm doing the job. That person isn't carry-

ing the weight at all, and I don't like this professiOn." So they try .something

else for a living, and I think we lose a lot of strong people in 'the classroom

as a result of that. I think it also has a negative effect on student learning,

which is what we're all about anyway.

.0
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4

MEDIA PROGRAMS: DISTRICT AND SCHOOL

Henry Brickell

I could say alot about the Guidelines that I received a few days ago and

have studied. I could say that they're long - they certainly are, 100 pages

of single spaced typing; Plat they're intelligent - they're that; thoughtful -

certainly so; ambitious - indeed; serious - ye's; that they project the media

person into ttfe.tentei 9f the instructional program - indeed so. But I've

been askee.to comment.on the Guidelines in terms of accountability. Where

do the* or how do they measure on the accountability yardstick? Now that's

a particular point of view. You can look at the guidelines from other stand-

points as well, like the one I did in 1969 when I talked with you last, but

standing on the accountability platform and looking at the guidelines from

that particular perspective is the 'assignment.

Now, one thing first: the Guidelines project an image of you, and so

did your '69 and'!65 and your '60 and I guess on back through history. I wish

someone would write that history because I get a sucession of images of the

media specialist moving through time. I don't know where the chain plays out,

but I can see him at the beginning, if he were there at all. You go into the

media center and the books were chained to the library stall. He might be back

in the product4on room illuminating a manuscript I suppose, or maybe he hadn't

arrived yet. In any case, he protected-the- information ffom the people and the

'If 9
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people from the infor atiore, I guess.

In later deca s or centuries, you could find him behind the desk, and if

you asked for a c y of Silas Marner, he would tell you it's checked out and

come back tomorro , of if he had a projector or a record player - no, it was

broken, but come back next week.

Then he modes forward through time. He- appears in front of the desk and
4

asks you if lie can help. Then in later years it would appear that he meets you,

at the door, and later follows you down the hall, then into'the classroom..49

stands at the desk with you, gets inside your mind, your muscles. There on the\

'covers at.night, the-media specialist says, "What did\You have in mind?" It's

what-the military callS "hot pursuit."

.

In this,series of images, as the media specialist moves through time, he

goes from passive to active, from observer to helper,,to participant, to leader,

and perhaps to responsible person. By this time by the'present Guidelines, in

\

his latest image or for ticin,. he has gotso inside the,institution, inside-the

goal setting activity, he choice of ihstructional modes, the assessment of

outcomes, that he's almost lost in the crowd. He has disappeared in a sense

into the group, at least in the first half of the guidelines. He's become

almost indistinguishable. His contribution - entangled, deeply entangled with

the contribution of the other actors in the dramas It's as though at the hegih-

ning he was out of focus, back there behind the books, and'then came'very sharply

into focus in 1969 Stabdards and then Went out of focus, in the 1974 Guidelines,

at least in the febnt part where he tends to disappear and to become part of the

group identity.

There's a certain mismafch in the Guidelines between the front half, when.

he's deeply imbedded in the system, indistinguishable from the other performers,

setting goals, choosing means, and the back half of the Guidelines, Section -4 -

7 down to the Conclusion, in whith"he appears again, as manager, as a planner,

as a purchaser, as a producer of materials, as an evaluator of services. But

up front he certainly is deeply imbedded into the 'group until he appears in his

managerial role in the back half.

These Guidelines project yet another frontier for you as media specialists,

as.was done in '69, '65, '60. These are as good or better than any previous

documep.t in throwing a future image out. They describe the frontier for you.

KcCountability is a frontier for the school system and the question posed

with me is:' as you move across your frontier, as you project and move ,toward
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it, how do you look with respect to school systems' particular frontier called

accountability? One thing you notice is that the people who are most articulat

and concerned about accountability tend to be in the role of.superptendent or

working in the central office at the state level, likelPhil and Bill are,

people whd are on the boundary line, where the school system interfaces with

the exterwl support environment, and the job is to translate public demand,

public money'into outcomes, to arrange the bargains, to make the exchange, t

preside over the conversion of money into learning. It occurs to me that

the'.Guidelines picture you, you're not exactly on that boundary.. liou're mo e
. .

deeply' imbedded in the system. NOw you project yourselves into the counci -Jof

leadership - you are now, in the Guidelines, policy makers at the school evel,

...-"and at the school district level. You pick goals along with, the other leaders,

and you act responsibly for their achievement with the other leaders. B t you're

still a;layer, at lease one' layer, internal to the system. You don't p .ject

yourself, and I'm not saying you should, as confronting the clients, th stock.
.-

holders, the public, the people with the money, the people who want to strike

their half of the bargain. You're still one Layer, one concentric cir le inside

that, and therefore the Guidelines don't talk about the transactions, the bargains,

the promises, the exchanges; probably because you haven't been, cast n that

particular position - on the boundary, at the interface, trading wi the Indians

out there as to what you're going to get in return for what you're :oing to give.

Lacking that, it's a little 1131'd to take part in the accountabilit conversation,

because that's where it's located. It's always at the interface between teacher

and pupil, principal and teacher, superj,ntendent and principal - here promises

are made and.,promises are kept or broken. But that occurs most ntensively at

the greatest .boundary, the biggest interface, where the pchool .istrict meets.

the public, and the Guidelines lack the'intense concern about, t e nature k

that exchange; what do we promise, what do we-demand in return how do we de-

liver it,'how do we get checked, and how do We go through the ext years' cycle.

You haven't lived on that particular boundary,'and the guideli es show'a-lack

of intense, anxious concern about that. That which characterizes the account-

ability literature,..doesn't characterize your guidelines.

If you look at the Guidelines against any one of "the ac ountability
i

11

sequences, take a typical general purpose sequence - setting Edals, selecting

methods and materials, using them, checking results, checkin costs, reporting
..,-

results, andlthen recycling over and over again. If you taly1e that sequence,

then look at the Guidelines, in the goal setting stage, you participate, but

CJ
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the guidelines don't translate goal setting into objectives. The level ofa.b7

straction used in the guidelines-has you as key participants in goal setting,

but you don't appear as translators
A
of goals into objectives; you don't appear

as technically proficient at understanding what the pupil behaviors would be

to indicate that the goals have been achieved. Yod don't show 'up as performance

objective specialists.

Now, another stage - selecting methods and materials, yes.
, .

That's where

the Guidelines make you loo/ very large indeed. Obviously,, you are d ly

engaged in these Guidelines, in selecting methods and materials.

In. using methods and materials - yes. Unlike-, in a sense, in the 1969

Guidelines, these have you as an applier, as a user of the material's (I'm

using the word nqt the way,you used it). Your user is the pupil, the teacher,

the administrator, and the Gtidelines say, without doing damage to the system,

your user.is the public as well. You apply the methods and materials to the

.user. It's not that you hand them to the teacher and stand back. You picture

yourself as working with the students, teachers, administrators, and public,

so you're pictured as engagingand using methods and material.

Now when it comes to checking results, the guidelines get spongy. They

get,weak. When it comes to checking costs, that is, pricing the cost of.raising

standardized achievement test scores by'two points, or pricing the learning of.

to spell 100 new words, or pricing learning how to make an application for a

jqb, ov, any otheApiece of learning, the Guidelines are essentially blank on

that. On reporting the results, the Guide.lines are weak. If you look at any

one of the accountability sequences and compare the Guidelines to them - -let's

go back to the very siMplist pairs-L-Means and ends, causes and effects, teach-.

ing andlearning, the Guidelines are Much stronger in the first half than pn

the second half. They'e clear,about the means, but about the ends; about how

to teach and the-aarning that will occur? So, in a two word sequence, they're

strong on the means or cause part, and weak on the ends or effects.

If you take another sequence- -tape the word "input"--someone defines it as
V

the enterirng student behavior, and take the word "process", what Phil called

that blank between he'npueand the output, and you take the word "output" A' :

and let that mean exiting student behavior. So input is what he brings; output

is-what heltakes out; process is what happens to him in between; and surroundilig

conditions--the socioeconomic and background factors that both Phil. and Bill

referred to. Those four words--input, output, process, and surrounding copdi-
,

tions--that's somebody's' model<in an accountability syStem.f The' Guidelines



that the character.of the child, Community and family, influences, contrtols,

,.conditions, could elevate, could lower achievement probabilities. The Guide-
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are we0t,on discussing input or entering student behavior, wealc on discussing:,

exiting student behavior, very strong on 'discussing processes--what comes
a.

between entering and exitin6.and Went on economic.and background4factors

that influence learning.. They say nothing about that source of limitations

on what- you can -accomplish with media. You get no sense in reading the Guide.-

lines,thaX mJta methods. might work differently on different populations, or

-lines'sim_ply.don't, take that into account7-almost.all, accountability systems.

know that the schdol can't, do everything;. certainly not with every child, and

they. say so, 4.14 in effect; limit what they promise by paying attention to

What the raw material is -like. You heard sill's interesting discUssion of no

matter what the raw materiAI is like, we still ought to be able to4make itw,
read, but he would goon to say perhaps, and I think he did really, that

different methods and maybe more resources- -more money, more people--would

have tobbe put in or particular populations.

a

Anyway, the Guidelines' talk a lot about process; don't say much specific

about input as entering learning and output as exiting learning and they are

silent op the Surrounding conditions'. It's really only in the budget section

tharthere is a clear ..accountability thread, Nit it breaks in the middle of

the budget discugsion, I think. I'll see if I can put my bands. on that para-
..

',graph,' rtd like to read tbat to you.

You'say here that,"budget identifies specific"--listen now--"program ob-

jectives bad on user"--that's students, teachers, administrator, publi9
- needs. The budget identifies specific.program objectives baied on user needs,

identifies the resources needed to accomplish the objectives, and presents ,the

finaiWprwuirements forsupplying the resources. That sounds like the budget

says what's going to happen to the user, like what learn, what it will
,.

take to teach him that, ana what the price tag would be on the teaching. You

say things like the 'media program is an integral part of. the instructional f

program, rather than a support sermiee. "The media program budget", it says

here;" is based on program goals and objectives." Now in an accountability

system,program goals and objectives usually involve Stfldent outcomes. You

say, "twiget preparation applies systems theories and emphasizes program and
At accountability." You say, other; things in thg budget discussion. "The

budget presentation"--I'm on page 32-- "emphasizes the relationship of resources

to program capabilities." Listen now, "leading to desired learner outcomes."

. 2-a" II.
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I'll read it again. "The budget presentation, "that's the dobument where you

present the budget ", emphasizes the relationship of it'sources", that's money,"

to-program capabilities, leading to desiied learner outcomes."

To support requests formoney, the explanations-and-justifications are

included, and they're expressed whey possibie in terms of'learning objeetives,

that is, learner outputs, what is learned, rather than resource inputs, how

many -books and machines thdre will be, aqd how'much media staff. The budget

talks in terms of learner outputs when possible, rather th in terms of how.

many men and machites. , That's what the Guidelines sai . , But you.foriet'it.

The thread breaks. The rest of the discussion on the budget _doesn't carry
.

through that budget organization is a line item budget. It snaps back 50

years to a different kind of budget format. It doesn't come on through the

way a true accountability budget would, and organiie the budget in terms of

the learning, that is, what's the price of producing certain effects on,children? .

What's the price of producing other effects? Now, that's where the bar\gain gets

made-in budget terms, it you were dead, serious about accountability, because a

budget would say: if you give use column A--so much money, we'll convert.it

into column B--so many people, and machines and books, and we promise to give

you back column C--pupil learning. That's what a genOine, fully developed

-budget would have'to be like td hold, you accountable according to your own state
.

ment, that what you're going to give people is not men and machines, but learning.
.

So; even the budget section, which is the one part.in your Guidelines that tries

to meet accountability thinking, even there your memory breaks. Yeu forget

what you're talking about, and it runs downhill into standard budgeting arrangde.

ments. J .

The other place you would naturally look to find whether xou closed the

loop--if the .loop is concerned with goals and to pick processes and to use

them, and to check on whether they met the,goals--is in the evaluation section,

which is the 'checking on" section,, right? But the evaluation section doesn't

do that. In the!,program evaluation part, which I will turn to, I'll read from

the evaluation at the school media piogram level, and I invite you.to listen in

this list for learner outcomes., user outcomes. 1) We'll check on things like

the extent of'the school population the media program reaches. 2) The level`

of participatioirin media use by teachers and students. 3) The effectiveness

of tile media person's leadership ands cooperative efforts in instructional design

and implementation. ,4) The ability to establish priorities w thin the school

administration that gets enough mo y and the way the money s allanted. 5)

7
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(I'm on page 50) The extent,of cooperation with other media programs and cm-
%

ounity agericies--do you cooperate? 6) The satisfactions, rewards and"growth

of the school media staff. 7) the role of the school media program in total

community efforts for children and youth. 'All good, but an accountatility .

analysis Would say you stop short of describing the outcomes. What was the

money for? Not for growth of the Media staff, not to cooperate with other

community agehcies, not JO get high use of media services. That's not what

the money was for. It was for learning. The evalUation section doesn't list

or tell you how to think about checking up on learning. In the same sense,

as the earlier part that doesn't tell you how to plan learning,.the last

part doesn't tell you how to check on learning.

As the first half deals with goal setting of your guidelines, the second

half - - -the quantitative standards---deals with processes, and the third half,

the half that deals witp outcomes, isn't here. Now I'm not complaining about

that. I didn't say to you that you ()light to measure your new Guidelines with

an accountability yardstick, but when I measure them with an accountability

yardstick at your request, the Guidelines are 17 inches high on a 36 inch

yardstick, in the sense that they deal with goal setting where you're an active

participant; they deal with a choice of methods, means, materials, where you

are a very active participant and designer; and the third-half, the part that

would deal' with outcomes, isn't there. And so the typical accountability

bargain isn't struck. The Guidelines don't say what you'll give back. They

say, we want 10% of the per pupil operating cost, and the other shoe doesn't

fall because the other half of the paragraph in an accountability sense would,

be, and we'll give you 11% of the learning. That's a 1% profit by putting your

money into media, rather than reducing, class size or raising teaching salaries,

which,. are competing with pill for your 10% request. In accountability, you have

to make a promise before anybody can check on whether you've kept it, and to

ask for 10Z of the money,,,you have to promise' 10% or ferably 11% of the

learning. In effect, it'w-e get that fraction of the.resources, the money, the

people,
,

the materials--the 10% then we'll give you back 11%, and nobody

in the school system can make that statement, because the processes that we

understands, control, and can apply, will give you bigger back for a buck.

Were better than small 'classegl we are better than higher paid teachers.; we

know so much about instruction, how to set it up--what book, what machine, wha t
1

method to use when--that a dollar spent on us will give you more back than ,a

dollar spent on somebody else. That's competition for institutional res9urces.

We'll zive you more for a dollar than they will. In an accountability frame-

II
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work, that's the way a conversation is supposed to be cast.

Now the profession is .just a baby. We're at a very early stage in our ability
.

to conduct the conversation--not only you as Media specialists, but all of us in
. ,

the profession. I talked about your frontier, and how you're doing on their

frontier as you cross your own. And I said you're 17 inches tall on a 36 inch

yardstick. They aren't very tall either, as it were. The rest of the profession

in f,ts ability to think up an accountability system, to build it, run it, make

people smile. It is in a very early stage and the cases that Phil and Bill have

told you about demonstrate that. So, they--phe.other guys--aren't very good

either. I suppose if you walkeb into a bargaining session and said, "you give

us 10% of the per pupil cost, and we'll give yoll 11% of the outcome,"-that they

wouldn't know what to say next. They, the administrators--would not know whether

they could get the 89% from the other people in terms of the rest of the money.

So its as though I'm asking you to have a conversation where nobody wants_to talk

to.you, but that's what the accountability framework would have you do. Okay? It .

wants you to talk Lhat way-rsttike bargains, make promises, be checked up on, and

have the results published. And we'll find out that the media specialist did

indeed turn in 11% of the learning in return for only 10% of the per-pupil cost.

So it's in a sense unreasonable to ask you to be able to talk better than the

other people, or have a sophisticated one half of a conversation with nobody to

talk back. Anyway, that's the question you asked me and that's the answer.

Now, I could have looked at the Guidelines from a'quite different point of

yiew. How much progress have you made since '74? Are you as serious now as

you were then? Very serious then, about becoming not only a participant but a

leader and indeed, as you begin to suggest here, taking responsibility for the

outcome. That's movement and I can see it between '69 and '74, in the same sense

that '69 was a giant step ahead of '65. In the image that, it drew of you and

your participation, the '.74 is five years ahead at leas,Cof the '69, but I've

not been asked to discuss that. Can you keep up with your own aspirations as

reflected in the Guidelines? (Iturn now away from the accountability question.)

You-aon't have the design of a complete accountability scheme here in these Guide-

lines. Speaking more generally, can you keep up with your own aspirations?

The reason I like to come out and talk to you all the time is that you have

a wonderful tendency, in .your segment of the. profession to stand out in the middle

of open space and think up a tree and th ou walk off and climb it. This is a

brand-new tree, and it woul4 have been fu- to talk about it from other viewpoints

than the accountability point of view--and to admire it, which I do.

(1213
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The Guidelines--this tree that you thought up this time--is about half of

the accountability tree. 411 f you climb it, you won't be in the
,

land of accounta-

bility, but you'd be higher than you are now. So my advice would be to keep on

climbing. If you Want to get tolethe land of accountability, however, you've

got to'keep on thinking. Otherwise, you're going to run out of branches. Thank

you very much.
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AN AFTERNOON DISCUSSION WITH DR. HENRY BETKELL

Okay, we'll ha'Ve a large group discussion. What aspects of accountability

of the guidelines ' (Question from audience) The observation of the

guidelines along the lines I examined the '69 guidelines. Well, what I said

about the '69 guidelines was---you can't be serious,. because you pictured
. .

iyourselves in, '69 as intervening in an ongoing system in a deep way. Before

_that, the guidelines cast you as helpers,.not as deep participants in the

instructional process, but the '69 guidelines took a different view about

They cast you as designing instruction, media, which convey messages and

influence learning. So a media specialist is a learning designer, and you

drew a picture of yourselves as participating in4creating the instructional

scheme, helping run it, and checking on the outcomes. In response to that, r

I told you that you could think of that as'a subsystem'in the larger system

of the school--a very, very stable system. Schools are notoriously stable,

and we will'not develop this at great,length because you know as much about

this,as I do. You can really be stunned at the similarity of schools as you

go about the country, or across the decades, and find they're one adult and

25 youngsters. The adult is up front doing the talking, the primary sourc.e

of information is the teg,Oer's voice, and so on. That has not-changed in

most institutions despite a good bit of rhetoric and teacher re-training and

,so on. So you have h school that's quite resistant to change, or if you don't

426
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like the word resistant, and I'm not sure if it .is the right word, there are

a lot of good reasons for doing exactly what it's doing.

Now, the 1969 guidelines had you intervene in that. It's as though you

reached into a cobweb and shook on e of the strands. What I said to you in '69

was that the whole web will move somehow tolaccommodate to that intervention-,-

--might spit you back out. It might welcome the change. So I organized that
..

around the dynamics of change in school districts. What turns them on; what

tarns them off; under what conditions can you produce a change. I talked to

you about the conditions to get an invention, the special circumstances, if

you're trying to think up somethingyholly new, if the guidelines imagined a

way of acting that you didn't really understand, hadn't invented yet. I told

you it took half a dozen conditions: very bright people, lavish resources, a

chance to work by themselves, the likelihood that somebody would use what they

came up with, a narrow problem, time to work on it, and I said in effect, if
/

you don't have that you don't get an- invention. I argued that all the great

inventions in education came out of such hot-house enriched, artificial en-

vironments that,the ordinary school doesn't produce and predicted that you

couldn't invent a new kind of media program, if you didn't havesuCh special

conditions.

Then I changed the subject and talked about the conditions to get adoption

for invention. I talked about competition' within the school, and asked whether

the media program would be crowding the rest of the school, whether you'd be

living on borrowed time, because you had intruded into the schedule and got

time away from people who wanted the time back, and didn't want the student

working with you, but with them. fhether you were competing for space, and

living in borrowed space that the rest of the staff wanted back. More serious-
,

ly, whether you are trafficking in stuff that would change the teachers' be-

.havior patterns radically..

I was telling Marilyn a few minutes ago that we just completed a study in

New York itate of computer services and we asked some 3,000 teachers by

questionnaire and 150 of theth face to face, what kind of computer `services

they.wadted, if any. We listed some 33 choices, and then had them invent

othk's. One'of the andings in the44study was; this'is 1974, in New York

State, that'teachers.said, "I wont to use the-computer,- for instruction. I'd

like it to have a list of instructional objectives, and a list of associated

materials for achieving those objectives, and a bet of test items..to go with

(.1!2,9
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those objectives so I have kind of a neat little triplet there. I have the

objective, the way to teach it, and the way to test it. I'd like to have whole

sets of those." And they name some other things they'd like to have as well.

And on the list we said to them, "How about the pupil using the computer to

do computations, the ptilki using the computer to access information," and so

on and so on. By the way they ranked the services, what the teachers said to

us in effect was, "Keep the kid away from the computer. That's my tool. I

want to,use it. Not him." And you had the 1930 image of how you use a pro-

jector. Maybe someday; maybe we'll let "him" use it, but for now, the next

30 years, I'd like to use it myself. And she stood, in effect, between the,

youngster and the medium, and used it for her purposes and didn't let him

interact with it directly. That was interesting. It suggested, the possibility

that what the teacher was ,-yinewas, "I want to be helped, not replaced," The

technological unemployment is always there as a possibility when you talk about

the youngster'using a piece of equipment that could teach school, which a book

presumably 'can't do but a computer maybe could do.

What I was saying in '49 was, 4computer assisted instruction, in case you

happen to be peddling that nett, will get you a different kind of reaction from

a collateral book'incthe social studies that a person might borrow to do his

12th grade term paper. I talked about the kinds of innovations that people will

Swallow easily and the"kind-that they won't-, and the kind of. training you would

need awl they would need. Well, putting that all together, you had a new picture

of yourselfin 1969 as agressive participants in designing and running inStruc-
,

tion, and in response I said-to you, "You're dealing with an extremely stable

4 ihstitution. It will not move easily, and anything that you're pushing that

will, change the behavior (or I could havelsaid the reward system) of the other

people in it, .they may resist." I didn't Say, but could have said, "You help

them,' but don't replace them."

-
Now, what about the new guidelines? It's not as apparent exactly what

yOtr role is, in the '74 guidelines as it is in the '69, to me as a reidgr.-.r

Thaqs partly because the level of abstraction-in which sections 1, 2, and a

,are writren is higher than the level of abstraction in the 1969 guidelinet.

Some'things are obvious. You're participating. When the councils of the

mighty are convened, you're sitting at the table. You don't wit outside thp

door for them to come out and tell you what they're.going to accoplish.for the

children. You're inside the room helping them decide what to accomplish, and

you dcin.'t sit behind the counter and wait for them to sendiorders in as to what

,..(A13
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methods, materials, what mix of media and men they will use to achieve that.

You're designing that with them. So you are there'from the beginning. You're

a significant figure. You report directly to the chief administrator of the

building or the district. Deciding what to accomplish, how to accomplish it,

and it says, whether it's been accomplished, you will participate in, not as

a helper, but as a first class citizen, a decision=maker in your\Own right.

All that is clear froM the new guidelines.

. Now let me comment on that because you didn't have quite that position

at the council table. You weren't quite that into the governing system in the

1969 guidelines. You didn't bave that much power and authority. I think I'm

making that a sensible contrast---you can comment on it. If you look at an

organization, one of the classic ways of making a division is between line

authority and staff authority. You know all'about that. The line officers

are the guys that have the power. That's the superintendent, the Principal,

the assistant principal, the departmental chairman and all the way down the

line of authority. Then there's the other floaters in the system wyo are

not on the authority line. Ordinajily that would be, called staff. Thus the

term line and staff organization, or support staff. Now they're not without

influence, but they get it by their expertise, not because they sit in the

principals_chair,or,they it in the superintendent's chair, but because they

know more about the subject. If they're guidance counselors, their influence

comes because they know more about kids than teachers do, or so it says in the

guidance counselors training book. If you're a media specialist you get your

inflUence at the council table, not because you're in charge of any principals

or in elarge of any school teachers, but because you know more about something

than the other people at the council table. When you speak they've got to

,listen because you know more about it. In the game sense, if in a curriculum

discussion,,a guidance counselor speaks, the department personnel presumably

listen because that person knows something about kids that they don't know.

What abut cOl-Idges? What about careers? So when you picture you at the

council table, you have to think about what it is that you know more about

than anybody else, that would make them listen toPyou. The '69 Guidelines

said in effect, we know as much about learning as they do. Without exactly

saying it, the '74 Guidelines come Close to suggesting that you know more about

learning than they do, and you know how to put. together that combination of

methdds and materials and time, in a sequence to match a kid to learn a thing

that he doesn't know, You know what sequence he ougl3t to learn that in. Without
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using the language, the media specialist as instructional designer, instructional

developer, is there im the 1974 Guidelines. To an outsider, he raises the ques-

tion, "Do they know that much? Can, they demonstrate it? Can they get listened
%

to by being right, rather than being deferred to because the) have a bunch of

machinery aid staff and books?" The mind goes on to think about what kind of

additional training, if any, would you need to be right, to stay listened to.

Extending that, and bringine, up the accountability question again. If the

question on the table was, we have a dollar and we gotta buy spelling, how

do we cut that dollar up into teachers, machinery, books, and time and community

participation? What's the instructional system? What should it look like? In

other words, wha at the table knows the best way to spend a dollar to buy the

most spelling ability? The Guidelines suggest that you could step forward and

make a major contribution. Asa matter of fact, the Guidelines say, "start

by'giving me 10c for the media, than we'll talk aboutgspending the rest of the

90c.'" So you're already on the line for being able to produce a dime's worth

of the effect, and you all need 90C for the other functions including your'

own salaries. So you must know at least 10% of what to do, and it really goes

beyond that. It seems to say that in deciding what should be. done with the

90c, you'd knoW4that as well. You can't continue in that posture without in

fact knowing more and being able to demonstrate it. If the guidance counselor

claims to know more about kids, but doesn't, (the classroom teacher i!ft fact knows

more about a kid because she sperids more time with him than the guidance coun-

selor ever did or ever would) and the guidance counselor can't demonstrate any

extra knowledge of this particular youngster, then his power will diminish in

the conversation. So will yours.

So you look at t1e 1974 Guidelines, and you see yourself sitting at the

design table, as one of the architects. The architect? The architects'

architect?' Do you hai're the superknowledge about instruction so that you could

listen to the various proposals and dejudicate among them, and say; that's

interesting, that's a possibility, that's adifferent idea, but now in fact the

best way to do that is thus and:Such. Is a school media person equipped to do

that? Can the school media person relate her principles, research findings,

what happened last year? Can he read the record in that school and say, "You

see, when we did it this way it worked better than when we did it that way."

But 'he's a better reader of the record than the other people at the table, in

which case, obviously, he'll be listened to.

Well, if the 1969 Guidelines showed ypu as intervening, getting put of the
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media center, becoming a teacher, a/teacher of teachers, that could shake up,

the system. The 1974 Guidelines pActure you as the designers of instruction,

sitting with the line authority figures. It says you're with the superintendent

and the assistant superintendents
/
when they're.making the great decisions about

instructional design. It says you're with the principal and ranking with the

assistant principal. It says when the school curriculum council is making its

decision, you've got at leas/one vote. The

is can you 'demonstrate that you know as much

me stop at that point. You see, my analysis

thing that makes me think about

as they'do, or indeed more? Let

runs off into your position in

the system. Do you have the influence of expertise in contrast to the influence

of authority, because one analysis

and your iiord.goes because you are

intendent or,whatever, or you know

model says you have to have one or

is only two kinds. You either are printipal,

the department chairman or the assistant super-

more, and they have to listen to you. That

the other or you don't weigh much.

Question: (unintelligible)

I think that is an excellent question. In the turbulent, innovative, opti-

mistic, expansive-minded sixties, when the arrow was pointing up and everything

was going in a

frop the media

deckde; a time

great optimistic direction--that may call for one kind of behavior

specialist, on kind of guidelines. If the 1970's are a different

of reflection, consolidation, checking-up, not as optimistic, does

that call for a different kind of behavior?

Let's develop that image for a minute. This has been well done elsewhere.

I've not done it, but if you go into that bag, you can pull out this kind of

observation. The sixties were a time of great expansion, hope, optimism, social

sensitivity, and 'concern for the whole country,. Now schools get thit stuff from

the general climate. It doesn't happen inside schools. We picked, up from

the surrounding atmosphere, so if it were true in schools, you can ook right

outside the door and find it in the community. because it comes righ through

the walls by osmosis. That was a decade of ambition. In the early sixties the ,

tremendous impact'of and the visibility of the National Science Foundation in

curriculum development efforti, the prestige that they have. The p

ESEA,in 196S-with Title II, Title I, Title III, and so on. The c

movement, following in the

'separate but equal.'

ssage of

rights

wake of the 1954 Brown vs. Topeka decision on the

If the sixtie's were a time of great optimism, expansion, social.. revolution,

hope, experimentation; if the wagon were being tutned over, if thoWe that were

ion the bottom are getting on top, then what are the 1970's? Now history is not

1
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organized neatly so that it all switches in a'zero numbered year, you understand

that? But it has been suggested, it was suggested in 1970-71, way back then:

"The seventies will be a decade of consolidation, settling-in, deciding what

`really works; a decade of realism, rather than hope, a decade of admitting that
A,

not everything/works." Seers could have said the Supreme Court will decide not

to integrate Detroit with the suburbs; they could have described a succession

of Presidents that would have a somewhat different sarit from-the succession

of Presidents that we had in the 1960's; and. '.'gen__JJ3.1have called thg

stopping, swinging theseventies a,desade of taking stock, not expans
,1

wagon back and looking down the trail m where we've come. Jim Coleman could

look back over it and say, "No ng worked." Christopher Jencks could look back

over it and say, "Educaticn5 is weak compared to other influences on le --ring."

Two highly respected academics, whose words heard in the halls of Congress and

in the halls of the state legislatures, can help dampen the enthusiasm, lower

the hope, bring more,realism. Title I didn't work; innovations didn't work.

We, as I ims reading this morning, promise too much, overpromise and we get

overexpectations, and we reap the harvest of public disappointment, that in

Kalamazpo that blacks still can't read as well as we wish they could, as well

as white girls or white boys,.and so we don't know what we're Going. The hope

and optimism of the sixties didn't really pay off.

You can decide whether those descriptions are true. It's kind of cheap

journalism to sit around and say things like that, and either you should

prove one point or the other--that it-was true or not. If you think that's

the case, then you would say to yourselves, "Oh, I see why we have an account-

abil ty movement in thej970's. I see why we are taking stock, being asked to

promise what we can produce, rather than being given money in the hope that we

can,produ e it." I see why accountability-is much talked about, why some of

our members` hink that the Guidelines will live out their five years oCexist-

ence. In a tt e of growing' concern about efficiency, productivity, geitirig a

bigger bang for dollar, are you sure you can deliver what you promise? What
.

bargain will you trike? You can understand accountability in the schools as

being a reflection of the larger stock-taking in the society, a slowing down

of the social revol tion, a certain amount of backlash. Giving up? Well,

hoping less anyway. O

These Guideline .don't address themselves to that. They don't come at

that question directl . They talk about the position of the media specialist.

in the councils of th great, in the front half, sitting in as a co-equal goal
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setter, decider of processes, and, to a degree, checker on the results. The

back half then deals with management and the qualitative and quantitative aspects

of media, staffing, and equipment.

Now the Guidelines don't put you in an accountability mode.
k

You're certainly

living through a decade when taking stock, finding what works, sorting things

out, throwing away the innovations, a certain amount of settling-ih, consolida-

tion, a certain conservative shift in the national mood, is evident and it would

affect your work as well. If you want to be current and keep with things, stay

on the frontier'as media specialists. It'd be smart to keep up with that move-

ment, i. e. to get smarter about evaluation, about how you check up, about

thinking about the cost per instructional hour of the given treatment versus

another treatment, and being able to discuss whether, at a cost of $5.00 per -0--

instructional hour for one treatment vs. a cost of_ $6.00 per instructional'hour

for another treatment, whether you could-get a 20% increment in learning in

return for spending $6.00 rather than five, and whether it's worth having.

Is the learning valuable enough, and could,you in fact get it if somebody

gave you another dollar and said, "How would you spend it Peggy?" To be able

to think and talk that way would help to keep up with things in the seventies

and keep your expertise up. ,
/

Soto study, and to keep sharp pn evaluation, on setting objectives, on-

the rational choice among five ways of teaching school--which one is the most

likely to work and be cheapest. The ability to think and talk that way would

help you to keep your seats at the council of the great, because that's what

the other guys are going to talk like. If you knew more about it than they

did, then your influence would increase.

Question:

As we begin to pursue the matter of measuring what the media services,

contribute to learning so that we're able to say, "He gave us a nickel and we

gave you 100 worth of benefit," how would you measure that? How would you

think about it ?" .

Brickell:

Okay, this is live thinking. This is'not canned thinking. This is not a

tape recorded message. You're going to see it live, right here. It happened

here first.

If you go to the end of the line and take learning as the outcome, and

don't allow anything else, that is, he used ten filmstrips this year as compared

i135
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to five filmstrips last year--no credit. Okay?, Taking the extreme view, whac.

youWant to say is he learned eight concepts this year as compared to five last

year. You get credit for that, nothing else. You do, have several users that .

youhave postulated. 'll start this in an easy way. You've got Pupils, :teachers,

assistant principals, principals, the director of,music, the superintendent, the

school hoard, and even the public--okay? If the objectives for'fhe media program

included the objectives for those other non-student users, w1),atis. it the tea Bier

is supposed to learn, because that's what's you'd be promising to produce with

a part of the money that you got. If you had a dime, let's'assume, you intend

to spend a penny of it to improve what the teacher knows, and a half cent.to

'improve what the principal knows, and so on, and only a nickel for. what the

student knows.

Now, we'll talk about the part that is aimed aethe staff. If you do this

self- consciously, you could propose, in return for your'money, to increase the

teacher's knowledge of media, the relation of media choices to learning, and/or

his, actual use of the media. Now, that is,easier to accomplish than pupil

learning. It's easier to change what the teacher knows about media, or even

what he knows about learning, than it- is to raise arithmetic scores in the nth -

grade on the standardized achievement tests. So if yoii take ydur Guidelines

seriously, and you go back and read the user section, and you put the studefits

aside for a minute, look at the other users'and think about what they ought,

to know that the media specialist could teach them, and imagine a pretest

that you give to the faculty, like the English.department say, or the 2nd

.grade teachers, to establish that they don't know this stuff, and propose

that you're going to teach it to the'm'by the end of,the year in return for one

cent, it's relatively easy to make up the measuring instruments.

I'll giVe you an example of something the teacher ought to know. And it's

fairly easy to write a test item for whether he it. Something about

learning, okay? A teacher ought to know that the right answer to the follow-,

ing test item is--the one I'm going to hive you. The test item says: given

a range of learning among children in grade 5, in social studies concepts,

a range of learning, if the teacher is highly trained and ttie media supply

is plentiful and considerable time is devoted to the activity, the range of

learning of social studies concepts 9 months later, the range will be: the

same, compressed, or extended, under very good teaching conditions. She gets

the kidS and they're scattered all over the place, does a Very good job of

school teaching, with good support arrangements. When they're retested at,

136
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tie d'nd of the year, what will the range in learning look like? Now the right

answer to that questioig; it'll spread out. That's the right answer. The

worse the teaching is, the mote it 'll stay. -the same. Good school teaching will

extend the range. It will not bring the slow onesup to the fast pnes. It
do ,

won't. In a well-designed individualized, or even semi-individualizAd environ-

ment, the range will stretch out. That's just fact, and it's evident on all

the data on all the standardized tests. The teacher ought tb know that. You

know it. Not all_, teachers know it. There's a percentage that will answer that

question wrong. You Vi.-Opose, to eliminate that percentage by the grid of the

year, that is, to 'teachteachers something about learning that they probably

don't know, or the'superintendent, or the school board. Then you would write

-a
test item like I juit did, and administer it and establish that 38% of the

faculty can't. answer that right and maybe none of the principals or whatever,

and offer at the end of the year to change that so that,Ahe faculty now gets

that 92% correct.

going now beyond the illustration,,iset up the things about learn-

- ng o media or the relationship between learning and media use, that ale other

users, other than pupils, ought to know. 18tetest the Other users to see what

they don't know, and offer to teach it to raise their shores. That will be

relatively
,

easier to do than. increasing pupil learning. They are more in
-

your gunsights, the profesii are.re. You can,get at them more easily. There

are no t as many of them, and if you traffic in the things that you already know

about--lgarning and media and that stuff, rather than social studies, something

that you might not kn.2F,as much about, then your chances will be greater.

Now' there's an approach to setttng an objective that you can achieve

,

and do credit to yourself and look smarter at the end of the year, and that's

'Forth .part of your money. Obviously, in a more sophisticated application of

that, if you get administrative leaders to help pick what the other users shbuld

'know, users, other than students, then you're certain that you've got'objectives 9.

that they,wedue,and you'll get even more credit because you've raised the scores

on what the administrators cared abdut, and when yOu're competing for resources

inside the institution, that's a good thing .to do. You will demonstrate that

you ceP at least teach adults, and raise the, hope that you might know something
?A"

about teaching children-.

Now, as far as improving pupil learning., ,The most straightforward way to

demonstrate the contribution of media; the most straightforward way to prove

it, is to get data-from two different Settings-7-one that has good media use,
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and one that doesn't. It's easier to look at a classroom or school that has no

media program; or a poor one or poor staffing, poor equipment, materials or

whatever, and anothet one that has a good setup, and to give both the same

objectiweS. This iss,like setting,up an experiment.- Let's try it without

media. Let's try it with media. NoF those natural conditions tend to exist

in most school districts already to an extent. You may have a perfectly even

setting,wbere everybody has got exactly the same thing, the same caliber,media

services and media staff, but that's not very likely. So, in this approach, '

you take an aspect of learning, where you think media services are very likely

to be influential. For instance, the Guidelines are so sure that a student

usinrmedia becomes a more self-directed learner, more likely to set objectives
. .

or at least pick methods'for learning, that You keep offering to do that over

and over again. It isn't a oonsistent thread, but in the instructional fabric

it shows up every once in a while. It's one of the pupil Objectives, one of

the few that you Ilse. You don't offer to teach4pelling, but you do offer to

teach the self-directedne That shows -in -the Guidelines. So if you're

Serious about, that one, take that.

Now in measuring it, you have to design a situational test, or a test item,

or items, where the youngster can demonstrate that he is more self-directed.

Let's break that down and take a' piece of it. ,Let's say that the repertoire

of choices of a media using student will bd greater than the repertoire of

choices of a non-media using student. Suppose yOU believe that. In a good

media program, he'll know more different ways to learn, than in a poor media

ptogram. We can invent a test/item like an interview---it wouldn't have to be

administered to all kids, because interviewsard expensive of coutsebut let's

suppose the interviewer said to the youngster, "Suppose you had to find out

about subject X. How would you study it? How would yOu get information about

it?" The student answers the question and the interviewer says, "You can't

do that. That's not available. What else would you do?" The student names

another one, and the interviewer says, "That's notavailable, what else would

you do?" The student tries another one, until he finally gets to the bottom -

and says, "I can't think of anything else, out." He's at the bottom of

his repertoire of alternatives, alternative ways of getting information about

the subject. A small number of students, 20 in this school, 20 in that schooll4

randomly chosen, would be sufficient evidence of whether the depth of repertoire

of the students as to how they get information diffeted.

The hypothesis is that in the good media program, randomly chosen kids

, 1..38
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Will have a deeper repertoire, more ideas of what the information containers

are than the kids in the poor media program. Now that's a Very valuable skill.

It has to do with learning. The common goal qf,the school is, of course, to

provide life-long learning skills, learning how to learn and all that stuff,

and that's a fine example of it. It's one that's natural for you guys'because

that's the skill that you can fairly easily, we presume, produce. It's a-

natural one for you,.and it,doesn't require you to show that he learned more

arithmetic or more something else that you might noebe working on. So I

would suggest that when it comes to student learning, you pick a number/Of

skills or bodies of information of.a kind that the kid is likely to learn

through using media, through the natural experience of using it whether it's

taught to him directly or not. His repertoire of how to get information will

deepen, and I would offer to improve scores on that. I've talked tOoilong

already, but those are two ideas.

4
Question:

`How would yoU measure some of the intangibles like quality of life, enrich-

ing the spirit, and other,!highly valued but obviously difficult to measure

intangibles?".

Brickell: .

Well, looking at that practically for next year and the year after and

. the year after, I probably wouldn't try. 'Ms -just too hard a game to win, and

if you win the simpler ganles-, like_the kinds I was setting up, that's good

enough to maintain your credibility. Those other more important learnings of

attributes, generally the school will not take 1001 responsibility for anyway.

You can't read the accountability literature without learning that they tend

to classify: this the school will bake responsibility for---reading; writing,

arithmetic; this the school will share responsibility for---good citizenship

behavior; and this the school will expect somebody else to do---maybe moral

and spiritual values. They tend to scale those along a continuum as: we're

in charge of this, and we have all the stuff it takes to do it, so wec!il take

the blame and credit. That happens at all levels of the school system.

Last year I was working in Ohio in the redesign of teacher education with

41 public and 12 private institutions, and we talked with dozens and dozens and

dozens of profeissors about teachingltea&rsknoWledge---these are professors

of education, sp it's knowledge about education and about child psychology and
al that -- -about skills, and about attitudes or values. SO we asked them to

discuss whether the state might set minimum standards for the kind of know-
:
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Aw ledge, skills, and attitudes and values that college graduates would be guaranteed

to have. We said to the'professor in effect, "What shall you be held accountable

for? Shall you be held equally accountable for producing knowledge, teaching

skills, and attitudes and values in .these young teachers that are graduating?"

Because we had heaid frbm citizens and others that all those are important.

A teacher ought to be able to know something, and be worth something--ought to

have good values as well. So we talked to-the professors about whether it-

would be realistic for the state to mandate that they would produce knowledge,

skills; attitudes and values. Now what they 'Said was, "Put us down for knowledge.

We think'Iie can handle that all right. We can teach them the subject content

and 'the facts about educatiorial practice. Put us down with somebody else for

skills. We can do something about teaching skills here on campus, but not
1

everything. The first three years on the job ought to have a contribution to

make there, so let's get t/he superintendents to sign off half the blame if they

can't teach school right at the end of three years. We don't want all'the blame

for that:" And we said, "What about attitudes and values on the part of the

college graduate- -the graduating teacher?" And they said, "Don't put us down

at. all. We have to recruit good attitudes and values. We can't produce them

in four years of college." So the way to get good attitudes and values is to

pick good freshman schoolteachers. They come in that way--born with them, or

somebody at home did it, but don't expect us to fix them up in a four year

period. That's a classic case of differentiating the kinds of goals that the

schools can accomplish, and the kinds that,it can only share or won't take

respOnsibility for at all.

So, because the. measurement problem is so difficult, and because the

school can't take all the-blame, because the media program can't take allthe

blame or credit, I would probahly for practical reasons tend to keep away '

from it, unt4l measurement technology caught up with that. Until the quality

of life and self-concept and attitude toward learning had been properly in-
.

strumented, and there were_some tests around the place that people agreed

measured that stuff. Then I'd step forward and offer to raise those test

scores through media services.

I could give you,T example of a measurment device, I suppose, but I

wouldn't advise you in that direction. I was in Washington the other day

and we had been talking with some,250 career education project directors in

this study we're making for the Office of Education. We were talking about

evaluating the effectiveness of a career education program, and they had run

140
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to test that they thought was pretty clever and practical. rn this particular

community--it happened to be in Michigan as matter of fact--the objective was

to be chosen for a job, and the test instrument was two personnel directors from

two large employers in this particular Michigan community. They brought the,.

two employers in and had them interview 100 students, 50 random1S chosen frOm

a career education program, grade 12, and 50 randomly chosen from a high school

that did not have a career education program. They ran the 100:kids in, uni-

dentified, and had the two personnel officers interview them in random order,

and then they said to the personnel officers, "Pick 10. You can hire ten for

your company, no more than 10." That was the test. The results were that nine

out of the ten students'that were chosen, for employment had come from the high',

school that had the career education program. :So lucky for them, they had

apparently taught those kids something about how to talk in an interview, or

how to feel, or how to act, or something about companies, or whatelAr it is you

do when you're applying for a job; that they were successful at.

Now, what was the student exhibii-ing in the interview that got him employed?

You havd to talk to the personnel directors to find out. Was he exhibiting

enthusiasm about work? Had he, been taught something about.,companies? Had he

been taught that getting there on time and giving a damn is valued by the

employer since he wants you to care 'about the place? What did the students
.1k

exhibit? Whatever it was, it appeared that the people that wrote that curricu-

lum and who taught the kids, knew what turned on a personhel officer and had

taught it successfully.

All right, we're talking about a behavior there, a set of behaviors that

a child exhibits in a half hour interview. It's something more than pieces

of knowledge and faCts, something more than basic skills, and it gets over

toward measuring a larger bunch of attributes than the ordinary standardized

test item can measure. I give you that as an example of a sophisticated situ-

ational test that gets at a bunch of behaviors, and most important of all I

suspect, where the ordinary citizen can say, "That was a good test. Y^ believe

the career education program must be Achieving something. Otherwise nine out

of ten of those guys wouldn't have gotten hired." So it has a certain amount

of credibility as a measurement device. It's a large sitlition, and it's a

bundle of complex behaviors. When you're measuring the quality of life, self -

concept, and other complex matters the chances are that those larger, lumpier

situatioKal tests, where, you exhibit a number of behaviors and get judged, so

we say rather than measured, is the way those measurements will be made. Okay?
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As you're looking for something other than factual knowledge, as you go up the

cognitive scale, and up the affective scale, from simple knowledge through un-

derstanding and the ability to analyze and synthesize using Bloom's taxonomic

classification,----as you go up toyard the more complex behaviors that the

phrase quality ofIlife suggests, we'll be more likely to use lumpy, summary, ,

//

situational, live test ciricumstandes, rather than paper and pencil tests. /

So if you're interested in that kind of thing, the measurement route

feels to me like a situational test. Obviously, you don't want to just do

that at the end of grade 112. If the quality of life as a citizen 5.6 an

objective, you want to do it at 8, 17, 25, 30, 35, and so on, but that gets

to be so complex and unnecessarily ambitious that I'd stay out of.that terri-

tory, until the measurement-boys get there.

Question:

"With all the training that's going on, the instyUctional development

institutes, the American Management AssOciatiop tra'ning programs and much mdie,

training for accountability systems, how effectivA is the training? Does it

deal with school problems? Does it deal with 1 arning? Does it work? Is it

worth attending those?"'

Brickell:

I'm not a good observer on that. I really don't know the ariswer to the

question. I've only some general impressions, and I can't characterize the

typical instructional development institute vs. the typical AMA seminar. I

don't know. There's a commonframework that they all have that is ',useful,

whether you're studying PPBS, program planning and budgeting systems, or

management by objectives. Whether you're studying instructional deyelopment,

whether you're studying rational management, they have a common core and it's

very useful to have it as an intellectual tool. I would say they usually

teach the common core pretty well, that is, the general model. I have seen

lots of people come back from lots of training sessions who got the general

idea, and the idea, and the idea is that one I went over this morning. There's

a control loop, in effect. There's a little simple system. It's got six steps

in Michigan, or nine steps or four steps -- doesn't matter, but you're taught to

distinguish setting a target, describing What. you're going to accomplish. Then

you're taught that there's several different ways to hit that target. You can

throw a spear through it or shoot an arrow or.use a rifle. There's a lot of

ways to get something through the target. Then you're taught that they don't

all cost the same thing, and to think.about the fact that some of them go

straighter than others, get there fast4rk cost less to send. You're taught that

1 1'
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you're supposed to rate them, the pros and cons, think about the relative cost,

and the likely 'effect. Then to pick one, and to use it, and then to walk up

to the target and see if there are any holes in it, and then measure the dis-
.

tance,between the hole and the bullseye, and then to make a new choice of how

to hit the target next time.

Now that loop, from goals, alternative processes, the choice of one, the

use of one, checking up on whether'it hit the target, making a new decisiOn--
.E

-that's extremely useful as a general model. Very, very useful with any audience

and most of the kind of training programs that you're talking about, instruction-

al institutes, the AMA and so on, I think do get the general model across, and

to me, it's the same model-. It doesn't matter what the words are. Some people Air
call input what somebody else calls raw material what somebody else calls pro-

cess. They get the words all scrambled around. It doesn't make any difference.

The models are still exactly the same, and you think a lot better if you know

that general model because you will discover that most of the professional .

conversations, if you think of that as a loop, get half way around and then

peter out. They don't close the loop. They'll talk about objective setting,

considering alternative treatments, picking one, using it, --and then we're

_ordiharily run off the track in this profession right there, because we'll

talk about evaluating whether we used it, and we won't close.the circle. The

final report will be, did we use the treatment, not did'learning occur. Did

we hit the target?

I've done this and told my school boards, mainly I'll draw on personal

experience here, school boards who, have been to AMA /institutes. Often as

not school board members Are executives in companies and they've had the

kind of management training program at college or subsequently, on the Indus-

' trial side, that we wAld talk aboUt as instructional developers or account}

able media specialists. In saying to your school boards you've got some things

' you want to accomplish, like the kids getting into college; learning to spell,

and other neat things like that. Then the superintendent comes in and tells

how you ought to do it. He should cut class size, or add a media specialist,
vo.

or buy some books or whatever. He doesn't give you a whole list of choices,

priOe tagged, so you ban!t have a good conversation with him about Method A,

B, C, D, E, that comes in five different prices and has five different proba-

bilities of succeeding. So you can sort of_gamble and'put your money on the

roulette wheel. Let's take the 40% probability, low cost, and maybe it'll

work, rather than the 50% probability, high cost mode. Anyway you vote "yes"

-11413
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-On something and he goes out and does it and at the end of the year he gives

you the superintendent's report. It'll say things like, "The books circulated.

The films were used, and the media specialist was there'all day, 185 days.

So there it is. You've paid your MVITUrand you've got your results." But I

say to them,'.""it makes you feel hungry, restless and dissatisfied, because

what.you've been.waiting for him to say is whether they spell any better and

whether the percent that's getting into college has increased." The board

members routinely say, "Yeah, yeah. That's That's exactly it. That's

right. The'Shoe never drops.. He,doesn!E finish the sentence. He doesn't
4 '

keep the promise. We gave him j ,,stuff to produce arithmetic learning, and
12,°

what he produced was and repOrted .14as arithmetic teaching." Well, in answer
.i.:,

to youi question, my impression is't.hp most of the training programs at least.
.. ,.

teach you to close the circle, t(5.inalSe your final sentence sound like an open-
, 4 .,,e: ..-- ,71. 5

ing sentence. "We want selrdirectedl,earners, and so we go through these
....-

steps," and the last sentence.i6 "And so we didn't get self-directed learners.
,

3 ,

Well, we got 40% of them." Close the loop by making he he final sentence--talk

in the.same terms--as the opening sentence,- I think e training programs

teach the general model. We need that in this.profession'because a lot of us

run off the track, run off
.,
the rails toward the end of that loop..;

...
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'Greeting's from sunny Oregon. This study was prompted by what Kipling

termed "satiable curiosity" in the Elephant's Child. Having been away from

schools for a number of years, I was curious about the developments taking

place in the library media Centers-. A second stimulus was my commitment to

the concept of planning. I believe strongly that we can affect SLMCs by the

plans we do or'don't make, and that the members of our profession are those

best prepared to make- wise plans for .the future. If we don't plan, someone

else will. Daniel Bell in his recdnt'venture in social forecasting, The

. Coming of Post-Industrial Society, notes that although the margin for error

increases the further ahead'one projects, "at crucial points 'trends°become

subject to choice' and the.deCision (to accelerate, swerve, or deflect trends)

is a policy intervention which may create a turniqg'point in the history'of an

institution. ,,1
The last quarter of the twentieth century may very.well be one

of those turning points. In any event, knowing what trends and innovations

others in the profession foresed for that period should enhance the efforts of

planners.
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The purpose of this study was, therefore, to determine the trends considered

likely, ands the innovations considered desirable in school library media;centets

of the'future, as identified by three groups, namely: practitioners, officers
7

of the profession, and protessors. The study centers on four questions. 1)

What trends do members of those groups forecast as likely to be present in

school library Media centers during the next 25 years? 2) What innovations

would they like to see introduced in the future? 3) How do they rate these

trends and ieGvations in terms of desirability and probable date when'they

may become common practice? 4) Do the three groups differ significantly in

their rating of the trends And innovations?

The.research design for the study was of necessity an exploratory design.

It wasn't directed at determining causal relationships. A modification of the

Delphi technique, developed by Olaf Helmer,
2
was used to generate data. As the

name Delphi suggests, making judgements about the future is a major element of

the process. The Delphi technique generally uses a series of three or in some

cases four questionnaires. Each respondent in this study was asked to identify

one or two trends, desirable or undesirable, likely to be present in school

library media centers over the next 25 years, and one or two innovations that

the respondent would like to see introduced. The second questionnaire consisted

of 57 items developed from the first round responses. Participants evaluated

each of the 28 trends and 29 innovations as to priorities how desirable they

thought the trend or innovations was, and as to probable date of occurance.

The present study omitted the third and fourth rounds in which each respoildent

is provided with an average of previous round responses and then is asked to

reconsider his own response and either move to the group judgement or express

the reason for his minority position. Such forcing to consensus really wasn't

necessary for purposes of this study.

The three respondent groups consisted of a random sample of 132 practi-

tioners fisted in the ALA Directory as being members of the American Association

of School Librarians: 158'leaders of the profesSion, listed in the ALA Organ-

ization Handbook as being officers and committee members of AASL; and 80 professors

whose teaching interests, as listed in the Association of American Library School's

Directory--the directory for faculty in accredited library schools--whose teach-
.. ing interests as listed there'include school library organization and administra-

tion, for a total of 370. 35% of that 370 returned the first round questionnaire

indicating the trends and innovations they anticipate for the future. The second

questionnaire, containing the 57 items gelerated from that first round response,

-went to all of the original group, all 370, with the exception of 6 who had
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asked to be excluded because they weren't working. Replies from that second

questionnaire included 53 practitioners, 75 officers, and 31 professors, for

a total of 44% who returned the second round questionnaire. Now in a blind

questionnaire like this, 44% is, evidently not such a bad number.

The findings, as to tY trends: the practitioners, the officers, and the

professors generally agreed in their assessment of the desirability of each

trend. A Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric analysis of variance by ranks indicates

that the three groups differed significantly in only four.of their priority

estimates for the 28 trends. They differed five times in their estimation of

the probable date of occurance of each trend. Unlike Montaigne who believed

that by considering the present state of things we can certainly conclude as

to the future, several of the respondents said that they found it very hard

to designate a prObable date when the trends would become common practice.

Now in the interests of time, I will list only the first ten trends. These

trends are arranged according to priority as measured on a five point scale, one

being the most desirable, five least desirable. These are the ten trends arranged

from one.to ten by the mean for all three groups combined. Then I'll mention

the ones where there is a significant difference. also give the probable

date of occurance as agreed on,by at least 75% of the respondents. The time

periods are 1975-79, 1980-84, 1985-89, 1990-94, 1995-2000. The first trend in

the ranks, for all the groups combined, is "school library media facilities will

be planned in consultation with media specialists." This was forecast to become

common` practice by 1980-84. It's common practice in many places, but evidently

not at all. The second trend: "School librarians will be trained as both media

specialists and curriculum consultants prepared to work with teachers in instruc-

tional planning and design."----forecast for 1985-89. 3) Increased cooperation

between school and public libraries: 1980-84. 4) Greater emphasis on materials

and equipment designed for individualized learning: forecast for 1985-89. This

trend, fourth in this study, corresponds to the role that ranks second in the

Jetter
3
studY and that deals with accommodating individual learning styles and

abilities. So both of these studies played up this individualized learning;

5) Greater cooperation between schools in a system. For example, union catalogs,

interlibrary loan, travelling storytellers, staff exchange, things of that sort,

--forecast for 1985-89. 6) Networking between school media centers and'other

library systems, academic, public, special, district, state, and regional: Fore

cast for 1990-94. 7) Accountability--justification for monies requested in

terms of behavidral and educational objectives: forecast for 1985-:89. This
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or all groups combined: 1) Use of multi-media in
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for teachers and library media specialists: fore-

cast to become common practice by 1985-89. But this-is one of the items where

Kruskal-Wallis H score did indicate a significant difference, and it'p interest-
,

ing to see the breakdol4n,by groups.' Now here, wanting to usethe multi-media .

in all library education courses, 75% of the practitioners predictecl-that this

would become common practice by 1980- 84;,75% of theafficers predicted it would'

become common practice by 1985-89; but the 'professors predicted it would become

common practice only.in 1010-94. So we see that the practitioners and the'pro-

fessors who would be offering, the course's with all of the multi- medip'ate

years apart in their expectations. I think this is significant. 2). To, insure

more human relations with patrons, recruitment of personnel with the qualities

needed to be communiaatorsrather than merely lopaters and keepers of information.

This was forecast for 1985-89. This cprresponds to #7 in Jetters study about

the role of facilitator and helper, rather than custodian and gatekeeper. Again,

this puts the burden on the educators to recruit the right people'. 3) bevelop-

ment of standards and tools to make a valid evaluation of school library media

services, resource's, and staff and their effect on students and faculty: forecast

for 1985-89. This is an item in which the,three groupg,differed as far as their
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priority rating. only 75% of the practitioners gave this a high rating, 1 or 2.

90% of the officers and professors considered this developmen4of standards as.

high priority. 4) The school media center, directed by professionally qualified,

master's degree library media specialists, and not by personnel who meet minimum

state requirements: forecast for 1985.-89. Again a significant difference in

'priority ratings. At one might expect, only 65% of the practitioners, some of

whom perhaps do not meet maximum requirements, gave this a high rating. 85% of

the offiters rated it high, and 80% of the professors. So there was disparity

there. 5) School libraries designed with more private areas -- student carrels,

projection rooms, audiotutorialAmmaso on: forecast for 1985-89. 6)

Cufriculum de'velopment and subject area specialization made.a major component

of library training in-order to prepare librarians for an expanded role as a

school library media curriculum specialist: forecast for 1985-89. 7) Uniform,

competency-based certification for school media personnel, permitting easy

mobility between states: forecast for 1990-95. 8) Systematic needs and services

assessment carried out by media specialists and faculty as a basis for program

budget planning and management by objectives: forecast for 1985-89. 9) Stan-

dardized cataloging and preprocessing of all.media from the source--publisher,

jobber, or federal, state, and municipal agencies: forecast for 1990-95.
.

10) The media center serving as learning resource center for all aspects of

-vocational and college exploration: forecast for 1985-89.

Placing the trends and innovations in a time-priority matrix shows that

no trend or innovation was forecast for the 1975-79 time period. So nothing's

going to happen in the 'next five years. ?lanning Library media centers and coop-

eration with public libraries are forecastto become common practice by 1980-84.

The other trends that were considered high or middle priority, in other words,

75% rated them 1 or 2, or at least 50% rated them 1 or 2 for the middle priority

items---those are forecast for 1985 or later. It is interesting that all of

the lot; priority trends, the ones that people didn't want to happen, arefOrecast

fbr the last-time period, 1995 or later. It makes you wonder if this it. wish-

. fu1 thinking. The innovations are all forecast fdr 1985 or later. For purposes

of planning, therefore, it seems that we have lead time to make plans to prevent

or ameliorate the trends considered least desirable, and to promote the desirable

'trends and innovations.

The i eslications of the study, as I see them, are the. For library

educators to meet th' needs of those who will'be functioning as school library,

media specialists, e library schools will have to provide a much-more media-
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dtiented course of studies than is now the common practice in many programs.

In-addition, the library schools are going to have to require their students to

leave the confines of the school or department and cross over to the school of

education to take the courses that will equip them to be knowledgable about -

curriculum, individualized learning, and the myriad things they will have to

know if they're going to take their proper place on the educational team.

The implicaLons for practitioners are even more awesome. I think if I saw this

list and I was thinking about being a media specialist, I would cease and desist.

-School library media specialists who can carry out all of these tasks in media

centers will have to bekthe most important members of the staff team. Theyll

be able to do anything a teacher can do and most of what an administrator must

ado. To achieve -these trends and innovations, however, these people will cer-

tainly have to take a much more forceful approach to the educational environment.

As for the officers group, without being facetious, I,really think that they're
111

in the position to lead the practitioners and to push the professors; theirs

may be the hardest task of all.

Emerson says that the project-of innovation, is the best Possible state of

things. As we look at these innovations and trends,that.seem desirable, we

may think that we can never achieve that b̀est possible state. But with sound

planning we can achieve a better state. I'll stop there for now. That's more

than 15 minutes I think.
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Dr. Margaret Ann Jetter'
Department of Library Education
Clarion State College
'Clarion, Pennsylvania

2
ROLE OF THE SCHOOL LIBRARY 1NEDIA SPECIALIST

IN 1980

I4should like to begin V saying that many of the fcts that Dr.

Kingsbury has derived from her study and'the implications that she has drawn

from her work are similar-to_" those that I have found, so I will try not to -

r
duplicate too much. Another similarity in our work is that we both used the.

.

same research technique, the Delphi method. I introduced some variations into

the :,traditional Delphi, and I. will point this out later in my discussidn.

As Professor Miller fientionedsin her introduction, I had an opportunity
'

tq investigate the roles of the school library media specialist gn the future,
,

'a study that was for me a rewarding kind elf-re-search, while I was a graduate

tudent at Michigan State. The factbr that lead me'to this particulartudy

s one facet of-my experience as a coordinatot of media servicesvin two

d' ferent school systems in Michigin. I iOUDri that it was necessary fdt me

to evelop and maintain a continuing education program for members of th4 media

staf who were asked to do things that they apparently had not'been.prepared to

d their own professional edUcation. I felt that if I took this opportunity
\

at Michigan State to look carefully at what we are.going to expectthe school

library media specialist to do in the future, it might provide guidance in

curriculum design for me and for others involvddin teacher education, espOi7
. ally in the preparation of media specialists. So, whereas in the,past I was

.
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working from,the point of view of local'needs, when I got. to Michigan State I

was able, with the help of a panel of experts who participated in my study, to

take a broader look at the whole matter of role expectations for school library

media specialists of the future.

There were two complemenkarY research areas that'contributeda great deal

to my work. Dr. Kingsbury has talked about one of them, i.e., the new approach

to futurism. Although'futurism was once looked at with some suspicion, it has

now gained a new kind of credibility. Scholars are becoming concerned with

careful planning for the future because they feel that with informed, intuitive

judgments about the future it will be possible for man to develop a series of

desirable alternatives for the future and theneto select from several available

options. The future does not have to just happen; rather, it can be wisely

planned.

Olaf Helmer, who did m cl-his early work in futurism for the Rand

Corporation but is now-wi the Institute for the Future, says that this

changing attitude about the future has.three aspects. Philosophically, there

is a new understanding of what it means to talk about the future; pragmatically,

there is a growing recognition that it is important to do.something about the

future; and methodologically, there are new and, more effective ways of, in fact,

doing something about the future. It is no longer a matter of prophesying

about the future; rather, it has come to a matter of determining or inventing

the future. That word "invent" comes from another futufist, Dennis Gabor.

He feels that it was man's capacity to.invent the future that has made human

society what' it is. I could talk for hours about futurism. It is an exciting

concept, as Dr. Kingsbury ha's already pointed out.

The other research area that contributed to my work is the many personnel

studies"that have been conducted in the media field. In the early 50's, Dr.

'Jim Finn urged the professionalization of the audiovisual field. At approxi-

mately the same time, Irvin&Lieberman was concerned about making the tradi-

-tionai librarian aware of the contribution of media to library education and

practice. There continues to be much emphasis on personnel research with such

manpower studies as "Jobs in Instructional Media Study," the."School Library

Manpower'Project," and "Library Education and Ma4owert" Certain concepts

seem. to be a commpn finding in these studies: one, it is the quality of pro-

Tfessional leadership that is important in the field, not the sophistication of

the technology; two, there seems to be a tendency toward merger between the

two formerly discrete areas .of librarianship and audiovisual. Researchers like
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Dale Hamreus and Kenneth Silber are beginning to recognize that many of the

same Auks are done by both.atidiovival and libraryospecialist; there are many

areas where job descriptions overlap. It appears that unification of the two
0 specialisties isa natural organization.

In designing my study I decided to use the Delphi Technique because it

seemed to elicit the kind of information about the future t at I wanted to

obtain. I used this definition of,the technique in orien ing my participants

so that they had a common base of understanding. The De phi,. Technique is a

process for the controlled elicitation of group opinion through the use of a

series of questionnaires interspersed with selective feedback of earlier group

response. The technique is a prOcess,by which participants are asked to

provide the data base for the study by making judgments about possible futtire

events. This accumulated information is fed back tothem via questionnaires

calling for further response. One of the chief values of using the Delphi

Technique, and there are many, is that it has been found that the personal

ekpectations of influential individuals in a given field of inquiry have a

significant effect on the direction of future development in the field. I

felt that if I could get a group of recognized experts interested in considering

the future roles of the school library media gpeCialist and ask them to use the

Delphi Technique to solidify their own thinking about the future, we could

derive some valuable, inputs for the future design of professional ~educations

for the field. As Helmer said, "The future won't just happen, we have to be
.

constructive and plan for it."

I felt that theAelbstance and consequence of my research depended upon

the expertise and the cooperation of the participants. Therefore, the selection

of participants was a critical task. I engaged in a systematic survey to seek

nominations of 'persons who could provide significant inputs to the study. The

following guidelines were established for the identification of experts to

participate in the study. First, I looked for peop o had direct experience

in, or sufficient knowledge of, public school operatio in order to make viable

predictions about education in 1985 and about the roles of die school library

media specialist. A second guideline was.an objective and disciplined outloOk

on education which would permit intuitive and rational judgments bout its
futdre. The third guideline was sufficient experience in position of authority

and responsibility so that their opinions would be acceptable to other educators.

Fourth, the participant needed to have sensitivity for the creative utilization

of resources, human and material, in the educative process in order to suggest

4
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viable new roles for the school library media specialist of the future. The last

guideline was an orientation to the future. With the advice of my committee, I

decided that I should have four groups of experts represented. These included
. ,

teacher educators who prepare library and/or media specialists, directors and/or

practitioners of library media services, specialists in curriculum and instruction,

and specialists in educational research and deVelopment. To locate such persons,

I contacted the executive secretaries of the proftssional societies in which these

people would logically hold membership, i.e., the American Association of School

Librarians, the Association for Supervigion and Curriculum Development, and the

Association far'Educational Communications and Technology. I also asked other

acknqwledged leaders in each of the four professional groups for personal nomin-

ations. I contacted several organizations engaged in future-oriented research

(0 secure nominations, for example, the Rand Corporation, the Institute for the

Future, the Human Resources Research Organization, and the Educational Policy

Research Center, Syracuse University. Several potential participants were

identified through a review of the literature, that is, by selecting persons

who were reporting and/or responding to research and practices related to the

study. Several of these persons were later nominated by their professional

societies. Approximately eighty rsons were recoMmendedby ttleir plc)fessional

colleagues as having appropriate k owledge and experience to make judgments about

the future roles of the school Ii ary media specialist. Of. this number, fifty-

three persons agreed, to partici ate in the 'study and stayed with me for the three

rounds of questionnaires. 'I feel that'it was these fifty-three people who made

tlile study possible: I am grateful for their interest in the"study; I feel that

it is a compliment to the scope of the study.; and I appreciate their perser-

verance in completing the three questionnaires for me.

I'll go qUickly through the steps involved in the study. Let me say that

these routines' have become so mud' a part of my life that if I am not making it

clear, if I am Skipping over things an making it confusing, please let me know

and I will try to clarify it. In round one of the ptildy, I sent a letter to each

of the fifty-three participants explaining to them the purpose, importance and

procedures of the study. I enclosed an open-ended questionnaire in which I asked

them to suggest five roles for the school library media specialist of the future.

I did not give any direction or any structure; the participant had complete free-

dom in responding.

. The completed first questionnaire of manageable length, incorporating

all the ideas derived from the first round, I had.to analyze, codeand edit

. 114,5 I
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the suggested role recommendations. Olaf Helmer provided excellent advice

for me in this task. Because the,,Tole statements from the analyzing/coding/.

editing process would become the data base for the study, this step, as was

true for the selection of participants, was critical for the success of the

research. The fifty-eight statement second questionnaire which resulted is

the one you have in front of you. To implement the analysis /coding /editing

process,, the role statements were grouped under seven fu ction categories

which you see underlined on the questionnaire. I adaptet these categories

from Hamreus' study, Media Guidelines.

The' second step was to send the fifty-eight item questionnaire to the

participants and ask them to rate the rol.e items according to their perception

of the importance of the role for:the work of the media specialist. As you

see there is'a L ert-type five point scale in fro of each item, one being

most important and ive being least important.
4

Becjiseanost, if not all,

of the identified roles were of considerable importance to the work of the

school library media specialist, the'participants were urged to be discriminat-

ing in the assignment of priorities during the rating task.

In the third round I used exactly the same questionnaire except that for

each item I circled,in red the majority rating according to the results

from the second round. I used a model score so that the rating which most

participants gave to each statement appeared on the third questionnaire. The

objective of round three was to discover if, after the participant learned

how other participants responded, he agreed with the majority rating of the

importance of the role or if he believed the relative importance of certain

of the roles to be different from the majority opinion. The participant was

asked to indicate his agreement or disagreement with the group opinion by

re-rating each role item. The participantWas asked to explain the reason

for his opinion if it Aiffered from the majority by writing a brief statement

under the item. 0.

The most important data derived from the study were the statements, of

role expectations, the fifty-eight items on the questionnaire. There were

minority opinions expressed about several of the statements; however, as

Table 4.1 shows (see Appendix F), there was evidence of agreement as'to rela-

tive impor, anceof the role statements expressed,by the mean scores.

I also wanted to determine from the data if there was movement toward
A.'group consensus, a usual result from the dynamics.of the Delphi Technique as

recorded by Helmer and others in the futurist discipline. mean score and

- 50
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standard deviation for each of the fifty-eight role items were computed from

the rating data obtained on both'the second and third rounds to determine if

there was movement toward group consensus. A decrease in the standard deviation

indicates movement. towards consensus. A second set of mean scores and standard

deviations was obtained for each of the seven function categories to determine

another measure of movement toward consensus.

I anticipated that there would be differences in the expressed expectations

for roles and perfor ance of the school library media specialist of the future

among the four professional specialization groups represented in the study, that

is,the library media practitioners, library media educators, curriculum

specialists, and educational research specialists. Another statistical analysis,

a one2way multivariate analysis of variance was applied to the rating data

obtained from the second and third rounds of the study to determine if there

were differences -in the concerns of the four professional groups.

In analyzing the data to determine group consensus, I found evidence for

movement toward consensus in the decrease in standard deviation between the

second and third rounds of the questionnaires. Only two of the role statwaents

showed an increase in standard deviation indicating movement away from consensus.

The analysis of the seven function categories provided a measure of significant

movement toward consensus since the standard deviation for each of the seven

decreased between the second and third rounds.

In the analysis of group differences, I found that my assumptions were

incorrect. I felt that since each of the folo participating groilps possessed

a unique orientation to education and to .Abeiyerk of the school library media

specialist, members would exhibit distinc 'lifferences of opinion about the

recommended roles in their rating scores. However, the one-way multivariate

analysis of variance which was applied to the rating data from the second and

third rounds of tiv study to determine if there were differences in the concerns
AAA-of the four professional subgroups'indicated that there were no overall differ-

.

encps among the four groups who partici0Ited in the/gtudy. Rather, the groups

tended to be more alike than different in their perceptions of the important

roles of the school library meePspecialist of the future. I might point

Eout here that both Mrs. Johnson an:d. Dr. Kingsbury, have made similar,findings

in their studies about the future.
"0,11

The second handout from my study, marked Table 4.1 (ste Appendix F), shows

the recommended roles for the school library'media specialist organized by mean

score and arranged in order of descending importance. As you probably have
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already noted, the participants in my study revealed a perception that the

important wgrk of the school library media speqialist should focus on instruc-

tional development, on working with teachers in improvement of curriculum, and

on helping teachers become more skilled in the things they do in the classroom

and in the teaching techniques they use. This means that the school 1.ibrary

media specialist has,to be prepared to help design and develop curriculum.

'This means that the school library media specialist has to become skilled

at integrating media with curriculum activities. This means that the school

library media specialist has to have sufficient background in teaching skills

himself in order to be able to work with teachers effectively in their domain.

This means that the school library media specialist has to develop techniques

for evaluating resources.so that he can provide real assistance to the teachers,

in knowing what materials to use for what.purposes. This means that the role

of the school library media specialist requires a broader'base of cooperation
,..

than has been traditionally practiced, and I -am speaking not only in terms of

the technology and the use of the materials on'the job but also.in terms of

professional preparation to enter the job.

In summarizing my study, the general conclusions are
,

1. According io this group of participating experts, the school library
.*

media specialist of the future should assume the role of an instructional

development specialist.

2. Relating to the methodology of the research technique itself, this

_group of participating experts revealed a decisive movement toward consensus

of opinion regarding the important roles of the school library media specialist

of the future.

3. Even though the participating experts had distinct, discrete special-

ities, they were more alike than different.in their perception of what the

school library media specialist should be doing in the future.

Now what ddes all this mean? I think first of all it.means that different

role expectations for the school library media specialist of the future will

require programs of professional preparation different from those designed

n

to prepare the traditi

kal

school librarian. The job of a school library

media specialist as de ed by this study will require expertise in such
'4142t

areas as instructional development and technology, behavioral sciences,

learning theory, curriculum theory, information sciences, and computer sciences

as well as the conventional library and media areas. Professional programs for

preparing the school library media specialist will require inputs from all of
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these fields. The study indicates that there is agreement concerning the roles

of the school library media specialist among members of the four professional

specialization groups who participated. The development of effective inter-

disciplinary training programs should be facilitated by this expressed agree-
,-

ment.

r

Different role expectations for the school library media specialist of

the future will also require a work environment different from that of the

traditional school librarian. In order fOr the school library media specialist

to assume responsibility for the new roles akribed to him by participants in

the study, he must be permitted the opportunity to work with teachers and '

students in nontraditional ways. A. few of the people who participated-in

my study felt that we were giving the media specialist a too broad responsibility,

a job he could not readily manage. But, a majority of participants felt that

in order for the media specialist to be effective in his job, he should be

permitted the opportunity to learn and to assume the various roles that you

see listed on Table 4.1. The school library media specialist of the future,

if he is to assume the roles recommended by the participating experts in my

study, will have to be allowed freedom to work in different ways and to

assume a different relationship with 'teachers and with students in carrying

out his assigned tasks.
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KINGSBURY & JETTER: QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

luestiOn: Is your study available Mary?__
Kingsbury: It will be. I still haven't put everything together.,. I have 979 ,

page print-out. It will be available by the end of September--

.
, because I haven't had any typing help this summer, so I have to

wait until I get back to UNC next week. If people want a print-
,

out, why don't you have them write to me. Just send me a post

card and when I get it all written out, I would send them the

trends and the innovations and just the data tables, if thy
wanted those. Send it to the library schoolIPUNC, Chapel Hill

27514.

(About one minute gap on the tape) (This must have been a question

about an item on the Jetter Questionnaire; maybe #38 or #42.)

Jetter: Well, I would agree that while the participants did suggest a ,

couple of items in addition to this one which seems to involve

public relationsandcommunity representation, I think many of

their role statements were concerned with new relationships

within the education community. I think they seemed to emphasize

the media specialist working in new ways with teachers, to the

exclusion perhaps of incorporating the community in all the

steps. There was a great tendency among the participants to
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rate all of the recommended roles in the upper range of the scale.

There were very few means in the 4th or 5th range. Almost all of

the items were considered to be very important, and there are very

`close mean scores for many of them; so that I'm just assuming that

, the participants didn't say that this was not an important item,

but in Priority it has been ranked lower.

, Question:

Jotter: This question asks whether I would.recommend the Delphi for fewer

than five years. Many times Delphi has asked the participants to

establish time lines, and most'of the Delphi research in the mili-

tary and government has been set For a more distant time in the

future. My committee and I had quite a discussion about setting
fi

a date in the relatively near future because we felt that if we

asked people to project too far, they may find that it was un-

realistic, that they were not equipped to handle, it. We decided

that most prospective participants would feel better about doing

work in the.near future, so we finally decided on the 1985-date.

Mary, what would you say about it;

Kingsbury: You know, this is interesting because I think that one of the,
. .

biggest criticisms of the Delphi is when people say that it's

used to predict the future. We can't, even though Montaigne said

we can, we cannot predict the future. As at information gather-
,

ing tool, I think it'has real potential, I think for my study,

the fact that the people had more difficultyin coming into

agreement as far as the dates were concerned show this difficulty.

'However,-it's interesting that in my study not one innovation,

not one priority, was predicted for that early time period of

1979.- They felt safer going beyond that. I think the

problem arises if we think this is predicting when really it's

only giving an informational flow--it's giving people thoughts

about the'faure, but with no seri: of.prediction. I think Delphi

is valuable in that sense.

.

Jetter: But I've read quite'a bit of work that Timothy Weaver did, and . . .

Kingsbury: Yes, he has done,an excellent analysis: that article he wrote was

a really good critique of it, I think.

Jetter: He (Weaver) felt that the value of using the Delphi technique was
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simply to stimulate people to'think; he suggested that one of the

chief values is to get a group of identified experts who are going

to be influential in a particular discipline to sit down and think

hard about what they wanted for the future in their field and maybe

by thinking through this themselves,' by comparing their opinions

with those of their peers---not in a pressure situation, not at a

committee meeting---but with time to think about it, that.there

may be decisive work done'toward designing that future that the

group feels would be important.

Kingsbury: Oh. -,No it wouldn't show up in mine, because I didn't have the

practitioners broken, down into those who might be more traditional,

or media specialists., It's interesting how the different groups,

though, do hang together on the,four items in my study where there

was a significant difference as far as the trends were, concerned."

The practitioners and the officers, those closest to the field,

were together on three of them, but on one, the officers and the
5

professors were in agreement. I think sometimes you gee the

vested, interests. For example, one of my items was that school

library media specialists will:1)e trained in colleges of education

rather than in library schools. Well obviously_v the professors

didn't like that very well, and only 15% of them rated it high.

44Ut 35% of the practitioners and 30% of the officers did so. You

do see some vested interests coming in, but as,far as the other,

no.

Jetter: It's very difficult to identify exactly what speciality a particular

expert May claim. You can't know all of his experience and all

of his preparation.

langsbury: Well, it's just like.in the faculty, the 80 faculty members who

# ,were listed as teaching or interested in school library management

organization. Some of those probably haven't taught tie course in

ten years, but they'relisted in,the dir$Ctory. So that is diffi-

cult.

-Question: Both studies relied heavily on professional association activity

or recognition in identifying participants. There is supposedly

a normal curve applicable to any profession, and it indicates that

the real,leaders and innovators are neither recognized nor active

in professional groups. That is, they are home thinking while we
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are in conference listening and talkittg. Might it have been possible
4

to identify them in some way, and if you did would their responses

'have been different?

Kingiburyt I suppose maybe in my. study, because I did do the randot sample of:.

the people who are listed as members of the AASL division of. ALA,
tt

those people might be the ones who are home sitting and thinking

and not, for example, going to the conferences..'-q'm not sure. I'd

like to know where the person got that because I'mt sure that's

a valid statement. It seems to me that the people who are thinking,

at some point get their thinking out. 'I think another source would

have been people who publish in professional journals. This Could

have been a pool that could have been used.

Jetter: I did involve some of those people,'although I saw that people were

turning up, the same names were turning up, in the literature (wee,.

and over again.

Kingsbury: Right. Exactly.

Jetter:, Those persons who were recommended by their professional society

were also reporting in the journals or were known for ether rea-

sons to the leadership and were recommended.

Kingsbury: I think your study had certainly much more of the expert quality

that the Delphi usually has. Mine was---I reallywas interested

in seeing what the grass roots thinking was as compared, for

example, with the ivory tower academia type thinking. I was sure

there would be.terrific differences, and the fact that there isn't

that much difference) as you said, I think is very---it's a-really

good thing. /t shows that we have a base. We don',t need to con-
.;

vince people because we have our. priorities 'arid, we can move- ahead.

Jetter: / must say to this qqestioner that we did consider the possibility

of trying to get some people who might have input, biltiwho couldn't-

be identified by any of the methods that we were using. .But there

was no really good way to find these people who don't'participate

actively in the profession. Also, these kind\of people may not be

willing to participate anyhow.

Kingsbury: I had an idea about that Peggy. I'm thinking now that I'd like,to,

do a follow-4 study on children's services in public lihrAries,

because several of my items had to do with school- -all, children's

'1.62
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Jetter':

services will be offered in the schools, rather than public

libraries, and that they'll be open the year round. I would like
.

to do a study this year and see what the public:library people

think about cooperation and so on. One way you could do that-is

you could contact the heads of children's services in a city, and

then ask that person to recommend a librarian within their system-

maybe somebody who has never published anything, but. somebody that's'
.

really in the forefront. That, would be one wayand.you could, do

that .in a school system too, by contacting the head of media

services and asking them to identify someone in their systeM. That

would be one way to get at that kindsof

This question is also concerned with participants: 'Dr. Kingsbury,

why did you restrict study to AASL and library science faculty,

rather than including members of AECT?

Kingsbury: It was just a decision that was made---no real reason. for it. I

suppose because I was getting counsel from my colleague down the

hall.

Jetter: Did you consider asking students about their wants for the media

center of the future?

Kingsbury: You'know, this is an interesting, thing because I/have*a feeling,

several or a couple of the items in this study that were rated as

not very desirable trends, or not very desirable Innovations,
ro

made me wonder if we aren't still selling the students short.

think that that would be another study that would, be interesting.

Do a study of the students and see how their expectations correspO

letter:

Miller:

'Jettgr,:

',Kingsbury:

Jet ter:

to those of the other side.

Marilyn has a comment.

(Unintelligible)

Mary, could you'hear that?

No,. I couldn't hear it at all.

Marilyn answered the question about involving students in responding

to their desires about the media center. She found that it is, in

fact, true that students don't very often get asked their opinion

about programs. She has found this in her interviews. She also

finds that professionals are.defensive about this point and seem,

iG3
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to want it that way.. Is that what you were saying?

Kingsbury: Some of the innovations that pertain, to student use of computer-

assisted interrogations, and some of the things that would have

put the student on a level almost with everybody else, weren't

all that desirable. So I,think that she's probably right. We

don't pay as much 4tt?ntiOn to our reason for being as we.should.

Jetter: liguess that would be true for Ty responses too. People did nbt

seem to be concerned with getting student involvement. I thought

about studentsas possible participants, but you have to draw limits

somewliere, andtheredidn't seem to be any good way to identify

the few studentS/44ho'ould be able to participate. I am sure that

all of these suggestions would make good followup studies. One,bf

my participants asked some of her.college students to answer the

-first questionnaire. I, of course, did not enter this data into

, the study, but generally their ratings were similar to the con-

sensus.

Kingsbury:

Jetter:

That's the thing. You ,can do something, and your study was a beau-

tiful study, I thought, but you, can't do everything in one shot,

that's for sure.

We have one

.fession, we

Just how do

Who are our

where do we

last question. In predicting trends in the mcdia pro-

are dealing with items that we want. to have happen.

you think we are going to bring the ideas into reality?

models? If we teach the way we have been taught, then

find someone willing to take the time to demonstrate?

Instead of doing studies, how about creating dynamic models to

help people create the future?:

Kingsbury: Who's supposed to answer that? You know, it's a good thing. It's
,

easy to say here's the study, here are the things that need to,be

done, now someone else go out and do them. I don't know. I think

and feel very strongly that the role of the university isto feed

in new knowledge to provide some kind of a data base for people

to work on. Let me give you a quote from Emerson's American

Scholar, something I' found this summer'. He said it'd office of 1the

scholar is to cheer, to raise, and to guide men by showing them

facts admidst appearances. Now when he said to guide men, I

suppose that would be the role. I don't know. I think that

. ;4G4
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Jetter:

.

possibly, in a university situation that had a university-school

attached, or that hada tight relitionshipwith the educational s'e-

,.- .up, in 1-te city, that might be a possibility Where there 'could be

a model kind of pragr set up.

I.would say-that this is the very'reason that I did my study. I

really wanted to do something during my graduate wob14(twould
,

help me, in my future'. I anticipated that I would ehteh;coilege-
.

. teaching rather than returning to public school work. I think

that I' have been relying on information that I garnered, from the

study in,the teaching that I've done. But I must admit, during

these last two years I've:been.so busy learning how to teach that

I haven't real'ly done any follow-up orany reporting. Really I'

think that this suggestioh is th reason I did the study, so

that.we will, know how to design a model that will prepare people

.,for the role of a school library media specialist.

Kingsbury: And maybe--you know, it isn't a copout-"-but perhaps one' person or

one particular department can't ao it all. By doing the study,

this is a contribution, and then someone else needs to take it

up and go from there.
o
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Media Program.
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I'll talk bri4fly 'conrning only one part of the paper that Phyllis
. _

Van Orden and I were asked.to do about school media programs of the, future,

for.aUSOE project directed by Martha Boaz, which led to a research grant a

series of papers published as (and don't let the title knock you down) Toward

-the'improvenlent of Library Education. I hasten to add that included in the

papers commissioned were ones,by Jim Brown, on the impact of media and tech-
, r

nology,on future professional education for media specialists and other

librarians;.one on the impact of information science of professional education;

%and Lthers'ofthis'nature.

k;0.

We were 4sked to look 4t.tbe future of the education of sdhOol media

specialists. We took a ditferenttack from the two studies reported her, in

that we began with an analysis of where, education is, going. Prom our reading&

of directions in education, we tried to. draw implications for, school media

programs of the future._ From these we identified what we saw as challenges
..

and barriers in designing preparation programs for school media specialists/

and proceeded to recommendations for the future: tasks and approaches in the

education Of schoof-dedia speciAists.

I'm going to talk about the secqnd Part---what we saw as school media pro-

grams of the future; We began with a basic reservation: given 'the context in

which a school media program operates, as a subsystem of the school, and given

the diversity that is characteristic of schools today, prediction is hazardous

and tentative. Among our views, however, the first will, come as no news to

anyone here: medi'4 collections will continue to broaden in scope, responding

to user needs for convenient access to information in a'multiplicity of

format. What's new? Only the, implications that we_don't,think we respond

adequately today. Media specialists need a higper level of competency in

the characteristics and utilization of the full range of media formats avail-

able. Secondly, we see a broader scope aria range of media prograT activities

required to respond to user.needs.' We see, likewiSe, redirection of many

ro
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traditional areas of program activity--for example, media production, visual

literacy or "mediacy" programs, the individualization of programming, and the

shift from traditional reference service to information service. We see the,

imperative for differentiated professionalstaffing--we don't believe we can

produce one "all things to all persons" kind of being. We need complementary

professionals in the total media program. We think.there are questions to be

considered about how far you can/should specialize within a media specialist

preparation program.

Our third view about the school media programs of the future echoes Peggy

*letter and Mary Kingsbury: increased emphasis will be placed on working with

teachers in instructional development.
I

The fourth one (and this came up in at least one study group session and

agaiA today): the school media specialist will continue to bear responsibility

to try to conceptualize, interpret, and demonstrate the role of the media

program and of the media specialist in the school. We looked at the dilemma

that faces many professionals Today- -who try to raise expectations of users while

faced by staff and resource shortages that liMit their capability to deliver.

We don't see that picture changing overnight. We think preparation programs

need to give more attention to the competencies needed to demonstrate, inter-
,

pret, and sell programs. We see the necessity, further, for media education

programs to influence teacher education programs--a reSponsibiliZy shared by

professional groups at all levels. And we emphasize the need to speak the

.., language of those we talk to.

Our fifth recommendatioh also considers, from other aspects, the necessity

for staff differentiation within the media,program.

Our sixth point concerns the demand for competence in management functions.

The implications for educating media professionals relate to a shift in focus

from "how to do it" one way to a broader kind of context, an awareness of

options, an appreciationf the relationship of means to ends, the capability

tb shape procedure,and operation in response to particular needs of the school

or' district.

Seven and last among the things we envision is increasing diversity in

school media programs in the future; as the individual program responds more

fully to the particular goals, emphases, instructional approaches, and user

needs in the school. We think common functions will persist, but that the
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speCific means by which they get performed may vary more and more. It fellows

that media education programs need to learn more about how to identify, attract,

and develop persons capable of making these kinds of professional judgements.

I'm,talking.about the "shakers and the movers," if you will. The people who go

"westering" and bfuturing" will earn their place in the councils of the mighty- -

.to use the phrases featured in this Institute.

So much.for excerpts from the paper that Phyllis Van Orden and I worked on

together. It is certainly no long look into the future, but it's comforting-to

find the degree to which we seem to be on similar paths to those identified

by the Jetter and Kingsbury studies.

In summary: We've heard from three studies that focus on some aspect of

media programs of the future. Two used the Delphi approach, and the Johnson-

Van Orden one started from examining trends in education and seeing where they

led us. You heard echoed a commitment to planning, a point on which Mary

began her comments and the point reflected throughout Peggy's study. The

three studies also share a concern for study of the future, reflecting a

pragmatic approach--the capacity to invent the future (to use Don Ely's

phase). Through all three studies there is a common thread of concern for

quality of personnel in the field. I was pleased to hear in Peggy's findings

the evidence of a move toward-merger of the two once discrete fields of school

librarianship and instructional technology. Other emphases that I picked out

(and these may or may not be the ones that you find most significant) included

the focus on the role of media specialist -in instruction-s-as curriculum con-

sultant, in Mary's terms; as instructional developer, in Peggy's. Phyllis and

1. considered the implications of this role in terms of competencies required

to perform it adequately. Another point of emiShasis is individualization in

media programs. All of us see the need for staff differentiation.

All of us see the need to change prOgrams for the preparation of media specialists,

and Mary's findings reinforce my view that we can identify an institution still

more stable than the school: namely, higher education (which I represent). We

seem to find a movement toward group consensus on the roles of media specialists,

which I think is one of the most exciting findings of the studies. This trendt

seems particularly significant in Peggy's study, which sampled people in curri-

culum and instruction and in educational research, as well as media profession-

als. It suggests that we have a base from which to build. Quoting Peggy Jetter,

"the future won't just happen." It can be constructed (or invented) and planned.

for. This premise looks back to Don Ely's talk on westering, which opened the

Institute, and looks forward to tomorrow, as small groups work on planning

168 wo-
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media programs for the future. It will be to,rememberthat thinking helps lead

to doing, as well as to recall what Henry Brickell said about that tree we climb:

-"Do more thinking or we'll run out of limbs."

N,,
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Dr. Gaty Wegenke

Principal;
Harry Hill High School
Lansing, Michigan

THE ROLE OF EVALUATION IN THE SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA CENTER OF THE FUTURE

I will begin by saying, I'm uncomfortable talking to you this afternoon for

the simple reason that talking about evaluation, programatic evaluation - a tool

for decision-making, is highly academic. In fact, -it's one of the reasons that

I left the university setting to go back to the public schools. I now like to

term myself not an evaluator, necessarily, but an evaluation-oriented adminis-

trator or leader. In other words I react better to questioni and situations

where evaluation concepts can be applied, than I do attempting to generalize on

concepts taken from textbooks or theorieS from evaluationLoriented academicians.

Therefore, if you as "evaluation users" do have questions as I proceed this

afternoon feel free to raise them at your. convenience.

.I'm going to have to let you in on another apprehension of mine. In some

ways it is rather strange to discuss planning And evaluation along with managing

conflict, which is inherent in both processes, with school media leaders. In

the popular mind, sometimes that of a high school principal, a planning and

evaluation problem for our own media. personnel might be a book.or a film

wrongly placed in our library or media center, or how we are going to collect

fines from those kids who have "ripped" the materials off., An additionil problem

,concerns a noisy person'up in the library, where our media materials are being

used, and because he's noisy some plan must be devised to remove him in order for

the program to continue. These were a few of my initial thoughts as I prep 'red,
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for this afternoon's program. But as I thought more and more about evaluation

related to media programs I began to think that all of us are growing older and

maturing in an organizational sense. Of course, if you grow older, you have to

get more sophisticated.

All organizations in the year 1974, including media centers and public schools

in general, are more open at this point in time to the raw passions of the larger

community than they were, let's say, in nostalgib-times of yesterday, when mother-

hood and apple pie were respected, and community leaders took care of our budget

needs. Authority and tradition in our nostalgic yesterdays were hallowed - and

if you had a title, you could simply mention it - Director of Libraries, Media

Specialist, School Principal - everybody knew who was the "boss". That's not

the way we play the public or community service game anymore. Media personnel

and school principals aren't any different than any other public servant who

must bring creativity to roles and organizations based on authority and time

honOred traditions. I.guess like sex, the traditional and ubiquitous conflicts

that have been a part4of human, organization throughout history, are now more

freely admitted and more openlTdiscussed, and yet, I think there are still

those psychic bruises involved in transitions from closed to open organizations

for communities of people. In other words traditiOnally accepted organizations

(e.g. schools) must become creative by allowing amateurs, nonprofessionals, to

get into planning and evaluation decision-making processes in order to aid in

the determination of client needs and expectations.

In part, a major organizational issue is.one of divergent views about

programmatic and budgetary priorities, but much, I think, of the discomfort

that we professionals are now suffering_is7probably aesthetic too. I know,

from my own personal experience, we tend to feel uncomfortable at words and

gestures and tones, of .voice from the school client that violate middle class

norms, but 'may I quickly add very much a part of today's planning and evaluation

processes. We as professionals almost feel helpless sometimes, in the presence

of the client's anger when he says, "Who developed those standards that will

affect me?, Why don't you "Ms Media Director" know the extent to which your

media center is used?" Get at it "profesSional". It's very, very upsetting.

Professiogals tbeclients they serve, get extremely "uptight" about

questions hintinglat ope's competence. Confli which comes from straight
.,/
ent questionini,"Cents to be looked at as e I have some staff members7

-who. when they perceiye.conflict begin avoiding it in order to protect their

"professional Achilles heel". Unlike pain, much social organizational conflict
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is in fact, simply a-reminder to a healthy organism that something is out of

kilter and needs attention. I believe it is from this perspective media per-

sonnel, school administrators, and others who service the public through organi,

zations must begin to approach planning and evaluation issues. Even more pro-

foundly, presently perceived organizational conflict, like labor pains; may be
.-

the signal of a new
ati

birth for public institutions.

If organizations in general are seeking to be reborn or revitalized then

why are thdse individuals dedicated to developing organizations focused on school

media programs having difficulty - there is a high probability that dedication or

commitment, although important, is not enough. My experience working with State

and Federal Library officials in developing long range programs as well as,

the media specialists in my local school di- strict and Hill High School has led

me to the opinion that the "problems" or "issues" of developing and implementing

"good" school media programs fall into four categories. 'The categories, not

necessarily arranged in any hierarchial order are as follows:

1. A certain amount of self doubt exists among media leaders as to

whether or not the time and effort required to do planning and

evaluation should become a priority, within the media oriented

organization whether at the federal, state, local district or

building level.

2. A lack of commonly accepted and understood definitions of planning

and evaluation that cut across all levels-of federal, state, local

district and building media operations causes communication diffi-

culties between. personnel involved in planning and evaluation

activities.

3. A lack of a commonly accepted and understood systematic planning

and evaluation conceptual framework cutting across all levels of

'media operations causes communication difficulties between personnel

, engaged in planning and evaluation activities.

4. A confusion exists as to where staff members, regardless of organizational

level, begin to systematically develop a total media plan reflecting

the common and unique characteristics-of media centers.: as public

. service organizations.

A certain amount of self doubt 'exists...

Many of you seated represent media organizations which are understaffed and

underbudgeted. The daily routine of handling the necessary paper Mork of an

instructional media Center is in itself demanding, let alone the necessary
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flexibility required of staff to provide for situations that happen unexpectedly

in the organization. To set-aside time and other resources required for plan-

ning and,evaluation efforts is seen by many as a "luxury activity" for more

"advantaged" school media organizations. "Advantaged",,in this sense, refers

to those organizations with adequate budgets_ and special support personnel.

But the "pressure': to spend or reallocate resources for planning and evalua-

tion activities may presently. be more of an "external issue" (e.g. outside the

organizational bourdries of any one level of media personnel).

Taxpayers (both media center users and non-users) are demanding (by voting

down millage and bond issues for'pubiic service organizations) to know why

certain public service organizations exist. Voters, in many instances, are

answering the question of why certain organizations require support to exist

from the very narrow viewpoint of their own needs and interests. Students

and staff can be equally critical of media center operations and services.

Students when not convinced of a useful service offered in a school either

avoid the area or direct its focus through forms of manipulative-behavior.

Stgre-sia>47exhi4t. simijar bebavovial actions of students when dissatis-

fied with a building service, but become extremely vocal when district and

building budgets are prepared each spring.

What do taxpayers want? What do students and building staffs want or

expect from media center leaders? I obviously can't speak for all media center

users and non-users. Allow me td speak for one....namely, myself. I envision

a day when public-supported organizations such as schools and media centers,

will be "openly accountable" to persons they do or do not serve. -To be account-

able requires organizations to systematically collect, analyze and document

information on which organizational decirsions are made. When taxpaying audiences,

students and building staffs are the supposed beneficiaries of an organization's

decisions, another element of becoming openly accountable must be considered.

The elemeht is involvement, during the decision-making process, by repre6entatives

of people 1ho will ultimately receive the services of the organization. Remember-

ing involvement d. n deri-sion7making by amateurs will breed conflict for profes-

sionals. Yes, as a taxpayer (a media user, no less), I would feel comfortable

using my talents to persuade others to support media programs, if some assurance
existed that "accountability" was upper-most in the minds of media planners and

evaluators at'federal, state'and local,levels of media operations.

A lack of commonly accepted and understood

It is not my intent to'debate the pros and cons of any one definition of
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any one definition of planning and evaluation over another. It is my intent,

for the purpose'of communication between those of us assembled, that a reason-

ably sound set of definitions be accepted and understood; if for no other reason

than as a departure point for discussing the designing of "good school instrpc-

tional media" programs. Referring to work completed in 1972 by thp Ohio State

University's Evaluation Center in cooperation with HEW's Bureau of Libraries

and Educational Technology, I note planning defined as a process of preparing

a set of decisions for action iz.the future directed at achieving goals by

optimal means. Each significant phrase of the planning definition is presented

on the outline in front of you. As one weighs the importance and scope of

planning concepts in terms of preparing an "instructional media program" he or

she must also consider the element of compatibility found in the definition of

evaluation. Evaluation, as defined and used on the outline is a process of

delineating, obtaining and providing useful information for judging decision

alternatives. FOr the purpose of preparing instructional media programs, it

may be stated that both definitions of planning and evaluation complement each

other well. For example, both definitions indicate that planning and evaluation

are process-oriented...ongoing, continuous sets of activities and events designed

or sequenced to provide for a more systematic, rational basis for decisions

affecting instructional media programatic concerns. Both definitions imply that

useful information gathered systematically can aid in rational "before-the-fact"

decision-making. Careful documentation of information used to justify a decision,

plus the decision itself, as well as observed effects of a decision's impact on

intended and unintended audiences can provide a base for an organization to

become "accountable". Records reflecting "post hoc" or "after the fact" justi-

fication for decisions made at a spedificpoint in time provide a referent as to

an organization's willingnesg to be accountable.

As Instructional Media leaders begin tasks of a planning and evaluation nature,

phrases and words like...process...useful information...ad hoc and post hoc decision-

making...alternatives...all can provide the basis for communicating general theory

into the world of instruction media realities.

Lack of a Commonly accepted and understood systematic planning and evaluation

conceptual framework...

"Models," like definitions, of planning and evaluation are to be used to

challenge the imagination and creativity of the staff or total organization

attempting to apply the "model". By this, I am implying that the model (CIPP)
4 .

which will be disdussed this afternoon is not intended to be "the cookbook"
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designed to guide all levels of instructional media activity. The CIPP Model

may provide a point in instructional media history, to depart on a journeyto

get at the depth of program issues (present and future) facing Instructional

Media Leaders as they confront decision-making tasks.

(CIPP was developed under the direction of Daniel Stufflebeam, presently
at Western Michigan University, but at the time of development, Ohio
State University.)

First, allow us to look at an overview (gestalt, for my psychology-

oriented friends) of the four types of evaluation and the functions or operations

occurring as the "process of evaluation" unfolds - Note Matrix

Delineating

Obtaining

Providing

CONTEXT INPUT PROCESS PRODUCT

Matrix Indicating Relationships Between the Four Evaluation
Types and Corresponding Evaluation Functions

Delineating: Selecting key elements from a definition of the phrase

"delineating information" requires an evaluator to identify information

required by going through an inventory.O decision, alternatives, plus

establishing and weighing criterietAlAch.in turn will form a basis for

a rationally made decision.

The mechanics of delineating information requires an evaluator and

decision maker, or better a team of individuals to be affected by the -

decision, to sit down and "spell out" specific information required

surrounding the issue at hand...for example the design and development

of a 5-year instructional media program within a local school-district.
. .

Operationalizing the delineation process involveddeveloping a,5-year

program would include acquiring opinions of district, personnel re- .

sponsible for "the program: significaneothers (representatives frou.,

pressure groups-etc.) and technical personnel (e.g. Measurement spedia-
X-

lists, report writers etc.). Once !the "task" is cldarly, defined then
-

..,
.

*,
. .. ..

.

criteria (standards for jUnging the value of something) can be discussed
-.,

.

''`and applied to each `decision alternative'defined.

I will notldWell at lengrlj on%the issues of establishing criteria or-weighing
T

of criteria-when'oneis dekineatiAg alternaVes. The temptation to overgeneralize

a specific list Of crkteria to any and every decision-making setting is always

great to the novice evaluator. Criteria Should be developed, or at least defined,

and placed in a priority order in the setting in which they are to be applied.

17r
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However, for the academic purpose of stimulating thought among the levels of

instructional media leaders assembled, I offer the following two illustrations

as possible types of criteria used in the process of delineating alternatives:

1. Goal related - Does a planned instructional media program, when

documented reflect throughout the overall goals (e.g. operational and

service) of the organization it is a part in terms of target population

served, professional standards to be maintained etc.

2. Feasibility - Does a planned instructional media program, when documented,

take into account available and potential staff (e.g. numbers, experience,

skills) budget and legal restraints in deciding on future courses of

action.

Obtaining: Implies a process of acquiring evaluative information through

such means as collecting, organizing and analyzing data; or through such formal

means as measurement, data processing or statistical analysis. In the writer's

opinion, the evaluator's/role has classically been identified with "one who

collects data (measures)". The fallacy of the classical sterotype assumes the

evaluator can through "super powers", collect useful information for a decision

maker without becoming involved in the delineation process. My own experiences

as a project director and principal reveal: that each time the evaluator is left

out of a meeting designed to delineate a specific task or set of decision, the ,

result is generally the same. The data collected and analyzed under the pretense

of useful information by the "uninvolved evaluator" can simply begolassified as

an academic exercise and I might add are used accordingly in the decision

making process.

Thirdly, the evaluator must think in terms of providing information once the

delinerating and obtaining process functions have been performed. Providing

information means fitting information together in systems and sub-Systems that

best serve the purposes of the evaluation and the reporting of information to

the decision-media. "Reporting' information" in a form that is meaningful to a

specific audience (e.g. advisory boards, professionals in instructional media,

school principals, a college president)...for purpOses of decision making is a

unique art in itself "Different reporting strokes for different roles played,

by folks" -

To quickly summarize the first steps in understanding the CIPP Model - one

might conclude the evaluator is more than a "measurement specialist" - the

evaluator must be able to delineate, obtain and provide useful information for

judging decision alternatives in performance of the role.
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To complete the analysis of the Matrix, one must turn his attention from the

three functiont"an evaluator performs to the four types of evaluation in which

the performance takes place. The four types of evaluation are context, input,

process, product. , 1.4

Context Evaluation: Context evaluation information can aiJ the instructional

media leader when he is involved with making'planning decisions. For example,

the design of a context evaluation at Hill High School involving the operations

of our media resources would be the developmqnt of a plan to idwatify needs,

problems and opportunities of "target populations" the plan will serve and, in

turn, provide a rationale for determining the goals of the plan. Since public

schoolt function in a political domain much of my time at Hill is spent with

context evaluation concerns, related to constant assessment and re-assessment of

the needs of target population our many programs are designed to serve. There-

fore, context evaluation in theory and practice is an ongoing process. Once

goals for a program in instructional media are established, there is no indica-

tion they will remain constant and viable for the duration of the program - be

it 6 months, 1 year or 5 years. For this reason provisions to systematically

update context data should be built into an organization's evaluative structures.

Product Evaluations To assess systematically the gbals and specific'objec-

tives of a program requires a knowledge of concepts relatgd to - product evalua-

tion. Product Evaluation does not necessarily need to be performed at the end

of a program. Since product evaluation serves.recycling decisions it is advis-

able to assess attainment of program goals on a periodic schedule thrOughbut the

duration of the program. New, systematically arrived at context data may. cause,

goals to be altered, thus affecting ongoing program alternatives and strategies,

of implementation. Periodic product evaluation may aid the instructional. media

leader to make program decisions related to recycling, continNing or terminating

segments of a program before it has run an established life span. Periodic

product evaluation is also an important""to61", when issues,of "accountability"

arise = whether in the eyes of publics receiving services, funding agencies or

whatever.
. .

-Input Evaluation: Input evaluation is designed to serve'an instructional

media leader by providing information related to structuring types of decisions

assuming a context evaluation has been corripleted. With planning decisions

completed by having established programatic goals the next step-in the model .

is to select alternative methods, strategies or means to make the goals established

come alive and .41e visible tq "target popdlations" for which meala services are
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provided. As the evaluator delineates questions he must carefully consider the

establishing and weighing of criteria for use in selecting one alternative

strategy over another. 'The evaluator and media leader would establish and

place in priority order those criteria (e.g. goal-related, feasibility, effec-

tiveness and efficiency) upon which alternative methods related to structuring

typed of decisions would be made. The evaluator's role does not.require that

he be an expert in designing alternative strategies or methods, only that he be

available to "objectively" assess the pros and cons of each alternative selected

in terms of the established and ordered criteria.

Process Evaluation: Process evaluation serves decisions that relate to the

implementation of projects selected and to the strategies (methods) for,install-

ation. Provision must be' made in a media program to monitor project segments

throughout the project's life 77yarticularly if responsibility for the imple-

mentation of a project or a total program has been delegated to a person who

has not been involved in initial stages of the program's development. An

illustration might be a school district media leader delegating an "innovation"

to a buildingmedia perSon. It is conceivable that, without prileion for system-

atic monitoring of the project or total prOgram, "issues" (problems) could arise

that would cause relationship between the intended implementation strategy of the

program and the resulting program becoming nothing, mole than an academic exercise.

In order to put the four types of evaluation into proper perspective-moving

from theory to practice - I advise viewing of the CIPP Model as a non-linear

framework. Context evaluation information can and should be-gatheied at any

time throughout the model's cycle. I advise that relationships between context

and product evaluation and between input and process evaluation should be

clearly understood and accepted before communkation on a total programmatic

th i begins.

usion will exist as to where a media staff begins to systematically develop

a total program....

A media staff may begin to systematically develop programs by accepting a

common definition and model for evaluation as mentioned earlier in the presen-

tation. Upon receiving staff acceptance *arious individuals should be encouraged

to define within their,rOle's job description methods for developing and processing

information to be used in decision making. For example;.one intuitive method-

ology for organizing and sharing "expert" forecasts of-the future is referred to

by educational planners as the focus delphi. The delphi technique.has been

tif'ied on grounds that it prevents professional status and high position

.178.
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f om forcing initial program decisions in a specific direction-as frequent Ty
1

occurs when experts in an area-met-

'Measurement and statistical data may also form a basis for media staffs to

begin systeffiatic program development. School media leaders, along with high

school principals may view the major shared challenge facing both in 1975 as

getting the media center staff fully'recognized as a social force, an organization

operating with the building and,an integral part total school development

team. This requires media staff through systemat `Nanning and evaluation to
_

have the'capabilityto alter and change.services quickly enough to meet-needs

of clients. The media staff may desire to meet the challenge by developing

measures relating budget dollars to circulation of media materials. For the

*purpose of disCussion circulation of materials may be subdiVided_further into:

1. Actual numpers of users -

2. Actual users from a sAecific sub-gtoup (e.g. male, feMaie) or sub-cUlture

(-e.g. black, chicano etc.).

3. Use of material's by people during specific ti e spans throughout day

4. Use of materials by population groups-closest o and farthest from

the media center

.5. General atmosphere of media center

The above is not intended to an all inclusive list of variable-one might use

in attempting to "measure" the worth of.a media program. The list is intended

to promote discUssions of an evaluative nature between media staffs and clients

setwed.

Profeesional and explrt'opinion, position papers and research Oudies are

other methods for generating an information system to begin a systematic evalua-

tion process. Although, when "all" sources of information have been gatherectdrer

plan and evaluate programs possibly, the most importafit -fact is that school' -media

-leaders Caere motivated to take tiative and plan their own destifiy's rather
than choo g srit back and eact to plans of others operating in.similar

social arenas.
11,

Thank you for the opportunity of aklowing me to speak this afternoon on the ,

e of evaluation in d4Veloping and iMplementin good school media programs.
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Ms. Esther Bronson
State Department of Education
Lincoln,, Nebraska

NEBRASKA,GUIDE FOR EVALUATION

What I have to say is going to make more sense to you if,you have copies

of our guide, and I did bring 100 copies with me. Would you believe I'm not

prepared to(palk? Nobody tad me I'was going'to do this until just beforS
=

our previous speaker. Don't think I'm not terrified!. As I sit here anO'look

at everyone of you who knows a whole lot more than I do--so-I have with me

172

100 guides! As they,are being passed out, let me fill you in on just a little

bit of the background. I think it does make a,difference iii the end product.

fhis.all started ih midwinterS ehaybe late fall two years ago, when I

heard that there would be some money available if I:had an idea. Well, I hap
.

ideas that weren"t fundable, but I, did come up with one that I thought would
.

help us. 'I'v:spent several, years going out on North Central accreditation

yiqits: I have seen suPerintendentsfiown the Toad come up to school A and

sad "It's great programi."- Why; they didn't even ,knob anything about it! On

the basis of this kihd of an attitude and this sort of evaluation that had
,

(been done of media - I hOitate to say "program" because at that-time they

Were not programs -TproPospd this idea of bringing together a committee of

peop ta-establish-d'common ground by which we would evaluate wh4 was going

P4 the schools insofar ag- media was concerned. It took a tremendous amount of

work to finally get this into'orbit. I wqs allowed to,call:in some one to run

it for me, for I was not going to'do it as a state department project. I needed

180.t,
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an LEA to assume the financial obligations of it, with eventual reimbursem4nt.

I calliC1 on be Kearney Public Schools, where they had a man coordinating

the;whole rfiedia program who also taught thd' media programs at Kearney State

College. He was a natural. We hand picked -_and I hand picked - a commit-

tee of twenty people. We had university people; we had lementary school_

librarians; we had secondary school audiovisual people; e had people who called

themselves media personnel. We tapped 20 of them. We had old and young, male

and female, beautiful,and non-beautiful. We called them all together for a

one-day session to "come and talk about yourself." Thus by the time we started

officially in March, we had introduced our'people to one another. We had put

aside "this is what I am" and "this is what I'm doing,"*and we were ready to

work.

We needed,guidance. We didn't know what we,were doing and we didn't know

where we were going. We wanted one person, thoroughly versed in the whole gamut

of the media pTogram, but with'an identity principally with one-- -the library

"element. ,We wanted the same thing of another person versed in the wholle gamut,

but identified primarily with the audiovisual element. So, Ori,the basis of
,

iwhat went on here n Kalamazoo five years ago, I called on Mary France to come

out and work with us. We called, also, upon Bob GeTletti from Los Ang les, and

he too came and worked with us. Both of .them together worked with us om

Sunday night to Tuesday afternoon. (Mary Frances may have,not heard whit de-
.

veloped after I drove,,her back to Lincoln. when I returned to Kearney. n

Wednesday morning - well, youljust cannot imagine the mess that those p ople

were in. They were saying, "What are we doing ?. What are. we expected t do?

We dbn't know what's *going on." Bob Gerletti had also gone by this tim

Nobody knew quite what to d , but we had identified a great many proble s.)

v.

Late Wednesday, Dr. N man Higgins came.in from Arizona State Unive sity

at Tempe. Norm had indicated r/ier that he was wrapped up in evaluati n - ,

anyway and VoUld be happy to c e and work with us. He was to stay fromL

Wednesday to Thursday morning. He'extended his time to Thursday afternotn.

He said, "May I stay overnig /" We finally "got rid of him" on Friday after-

noon. But, these three people, all thoroughly versed in their respectiv

fields, gave us what we needed to come out with a rough document. .When e
. . -

left-for home on Friday 1

afternoon having labored steadily since Sunday evening,-*

there was rough docUment to take back to the .office. .

. We reftned itiat a three-day meeting about six weeks later. Then c

assembling'of pages in.my office. It went to print on about 30 minutes notice
1 6 4 ..
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early in August. Thus it was that it went.to print with those lovely individual

flourishes, such as misspellings, omissions, all the things that made it highly

personal. That's the copy you have, the,one with a blue cover.

Now we found out we had goofed in many instances, but you will notice as

you look through it, that we had made it so that we could readily update it.

Each page is dated. We color coded it, so almost anybody could follow it. We

had it three-hole punched so as to keep it workable and useable. Stapling

is for the birds - and it doesn't do them a great deal either. And then we

circulated it. We had no idea that we had come-up with a document which

would be worth while for anyone except Nebraska. This guide was aimed at

Nebraska and we had our own people in mind. But keep in mind I'm thinking

also of Omaha, a large city system. We have our Beaver Crossing, too. We

have all the little schools to go along with Omaha and we wanted one docu-

ment to fit them all. This has done it. We're out of print now less than

a year after printing. This is the last box of 100 that we have. I have

with me a'drafi of the updated version, which will go to print soon after I

return to Nebraskas

As recently as this past June, we assembled as a committee to review,

to refine, and to prepare for reprinting this first publication. In trying

it out during the past year, we have discovered our weakness - we have been

made aware of our errors - and we have now prepared what we expect to be a

more useable document., For example, we have altered the sequence in the

title -- we have followed thrqugh logically from e tablishing, to developing, ,

rto evaluating a school media program rather than` aluating, establishing and
.._

_.

developing as in the copy which you all have.41-Heireplaced an-the committee
i a

Members who could not.116 with us in June by callipg in people who had worked

directly with the Guide this past year. They hai invaluable contributions
A 4

to make, and the revised version should be far ore useable as a res t of .

their input.

Allow me.quickly to go throUgh the format Ofali± NebrAka Guide,with

you. ,FollOwing the usual,introductory pages - the foreword, acknowledgments,

intioducti

the reviewe

cerfOrth

n, etc., we have,firstthe SCHOOL SY§TEM PROFILE designed to:.enable

or eyaluatoz, to have before him some of the basic factors:con-
,

dividual 8dhool under review. Here, in the introductib.1..
. . ,

which pieceAs ' t, we have presented first a ration e and.,
.41

/

tions for use. We include in this. profile such factors as

,teristics of the district; the medii budget, and the thedia

182.
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:to have some basis for applyfigcqualitative values.

addition an evaluation sheet for the media budget, drafted so as

The basic substance t e evaluation instrument is contained within four

main sections. In order f im ortance we consider SERVICES, STAFF, PHYSICAL

FACILITY, AND COLLECTIO . This breakdown into sections begins our color codin

The Pink section is SE VICES", w ich we believe is the most important of the

four. Following the/rationale a d instructions, we consider in sequence, a

selection policy; electiI Proc dures, distribution of materials and equip-

ment, etc. Ther are 12 s rvice, covered in the guide, and we trust teat

these are all elusive. ne for at here is for a characterization of the

media service based on a

ultimate in coverage, to C,

existence/or minimal cover

box is be checked here.

ive-po nt descriptive scale, moving from A, the

a median position, to E, the extreme of non-N

. It is a check box format, so that a siligle

The i'-between spaces for B and D have 13en left

blank .o that the individu 1 char 2teristiCs of one program could be not only

cons.dered but also entere . A C MMENT box follows'this part, and at the

bo tom of each page there

alify the reply at the

reflect a YES answer with
/-
- identifications at the t

ultimate performance 1

response to a question

be!,checked unless eve

response.- The 12 ser

of the .'services avai
. -

The next secti

said, ."This is what

Vie seciion PHYSICA

forentering those

recOmendations. Th

I'm thinking particu

m4ia 'persOnnel, nee

people 10 relate to

stAndard, the 1969 S

s a s ries of YES or NO questions designed to

he page. These have been so worded as to

to leading the evaluator in completing the

e,page. For'example,if the A box, the

checked above and a NO would be a proper

there is a natural conflict. The A 'box cannot

op of

an ey

p of t

1 is

elow,

clues ion at the bottom of the page warrars a Y ES

ices overlap, yes, but they pretty thoroughly cover all

able rough a functional media program.

ly, the blue one, is STAFF. We haven't anywhere

t have." We are considering only what you have.

TIES, the yellow section, does includea space'

stated in the 1969 Standards relative to the facility

n they are there is that so.many of our, people, and

n terms of the schools where they do not have strong

n quic

you mu

FAcri

actdrs

,re as

arly

somet

n acce

andard

the

e Nort

fah 'ac

g.

the COLLECTION sectio

sectionye also inch

part Of the North Cen

ing by which'to judge. "In order to allow these

tance level, we have given them a. measurable

. We carried this relationship through also in

green one., However, here in the COLLECTION

Central 'requirements, for we injlebraska are

reditation area: In addition, we have included

183,
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the same COMMENT factors so that hopefully someone might. use the instrument as

he aims to dO something down the road.

The last part of the instrument you have is a glossary, which as we stated

in the document, is a very simple one. We have manufactured no new terms; we

stayed with old ones. We think the instrument is something anyone can under-
.

stand. As a matter of fact, we thought maybe we could give this document to

the school janitor and he could evaluate/the program: The doctor could come- .

in_aftd,do it. In other words, it would not take a' media-specialist to admin'

ister this guide as an evaluation device. We have then a glossary; and we

haye two questionnaires, one for the students arid one for the teachers. I

personally would prefer that you take them back and burn them,,because we now

bave replacements. We spent a,great'deal of time 5..41,0.pasi JunepUtting to-

gether what I think is a very valid questionnaire. Weave in.facttwoques-

tionnaires for the student - one very ,Simple one.for the lower grades and

ano6ler for the more advanced student. I do think these will serve an

excellent purpose.

'Basically that's all there is to it, except that we have now come up

with a factor that was developed after it has put to use in the'Ralston Public

Schools, which is a large system just southwest of Omaha that has been booming

in the past years. Ralston followed our' directions in duplicating Sheets as

necessary to provide copies to suit the needs.of a large district. .We have

now designed for use (1) a profile sheet for eactrone of the four main sections

and (2) a summary sheet for each section to enable a ready total of all atten-

dance centers in a district. We believe that the profile sheet and, the sum-
s

irteEy sheet are worthwhile additions.

yt
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Dr. John C. Belland
Director

National Media Center for the Handicapped
Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

THE LONG-RANGE,fUTURE OF SCHOOL MEDIA PROGRAMS
OR

IF THE MOS DOESN'T GET YOU THE ALGAE WILL

What do MOS* and algae have to do with school media centers? I will

answer this later. But first, there's a dilemma we have in terms of any

Conception of the future. 'The dilemma is that human nature remains relative-

ly consistent, but technology seems to advance at ever-increasing rates.

Society does change its understanding of humanness, however. Formerly, the

primary characteristic distinguishing mankind from other life on this planet

was his tool- making and tool-using functions. People like Jane Goodall and

some of, the Gestalt psychologists have demonstrated that many other organisms

make and use tools. Man also was viewed as the -Manipula

tures. However, study of communication among animals, es

poises, and wolves suggests tha't Man's communication sys

or of symbolic struc-

ecially girds,,por-
,0

t p may be 'more-

extensive bbt probably, is not qualitatively different from t at of a number

of other animals. Man's social existence cannot distinguls man from the

remainder of the animal world since ants have a social exist rice. Wolites

also have an amazing societdl structure: Various other prima es Seem'to have, la
.

social structure. VariouS other primates seem to have Social customs that are

2 *40, pronounced like "moss," is the acronyM for Metal Oxide
Semiconductor.

.
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fairly well established. Perhaps the distinguishing characteristic of mankind

is his adaptability. That adaptability is based on the most complex central

0ervous system that exists'in any animal being. In fact; many researchers

consider it to be an infinite central nervous system since no one understands

be total limits of it. As investigators begin to understand some dimensions

of that central nervous system, they learn that there are biological changes

and adaptations within one individual during his lifetime, such that th5

capacity ch ges. So the kind of research that was summarized by Robert

Travers whi suggests very limited information handling capacity of human

beings really turns out not to be capacity but to be the limited information

handling ability or capability at that moment for an individual. As that

capability is expanded by training, experience, and necessity, mankind seems

to be able to handle increasingly complex situations.'

Technology, on the other hand, is a very different kind of phenomenon.

: Paul Saettler, probably the only historian of educational technology, says

technology is a weaving process. This weaving involves a human dimension.

Not only the application of scientific notions produces technology, but also

the demands of human needs are made on. that application. If-technology is

the weaving of human need and applied science4 then the deVelopmentrofAch-:-,

nological solutions to human, problems tend to beget an accelerated pace of

technological development. Technological advances usually are comfortable,

people deMand more of them; there begins to be more anemore scientific

research, more and More creature comfortr-tre satisfied, and proliferation
.

and tremendous acceleration of technological accomplishment follows.'

Related to this weaving notion it systems thinking. This thinking has

tended to encourage cross-discipline or wide-scale synthesis of ideas. Any-
,

time big ideas are synthesized into even bigger ideas, teehriblogicalcapa-

bility probably accelerates. Sometimes even though the technology was set in

motion by a response to a human need, the technologY subjugates those humans

that it was supposed to liberate. So, mankind is often trapped by the nature.

Of the machines or systems or pro-ce$ses that he deVelops,. I teased some

people recently who were.talRing about.people interfacing and I said "Machines

interface and you may have,to interface the machine but people ought to inter-
.

act."' The use of the word "interface" comes from talking about machines and
.-

/ ,

it refers to thalkind of facade the machine puts forth toward another machine
Lo

or toward a person. OnlY.the designer of the machine can do anything about it.

The machine preqente a facade and people have.to deal with it on the terms-of
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the machine. Ond seldom can deal with a machine on his own terms.

So, to sum up the dilemma there is the relative constancy of human nature,

although there is a capacity which is very adaptable and very expandable.

There is tremendous proliferation of technological accomplishment. One begins

to perceive it as a struggle between mankind and the machine. Who is going, to

win? Who is going to be able to survive in this very intense activity of.man-

kind's own making?

I believe that the practice of futurism was born out of theneed to get

some control over this kind of dilemma. Of course, people have always pre-

dicted the future. Long ago they went to oracles and they had philosophers

suggesting grand designs for the future. It's only in the. last couple of

decades that whole groups of people, called futurists, have. defined a profes-

sion of preticting and managici the future. Most futurists tend to be proactive.

They believe that the only way to do anythidg About the future is, in effect,

to invent the future that one likes. If one doesn't lik a trend, or if he

doesn't like what is shown by forecasts, he does something about it until he

invents the thing that he wants. Interestingly, this kind of proactive be-

havior is the new wave of utopianism. UtoplAns have been around for a long

time, but futurists, are perhaps the contemporary way of.achieving a utopia.

As one looks into the future, if one likes...Certain features but doesn't like

certain Ether features, he is going to make a self-fulfilling prophecy by

acting very strongly in the direction of those things that he thinks are

important and good.

What I would like to do is present some elements of a big step into the

future of school media programs. Some of these potential elements may form

a utopia or, are perhaps, wild dreams of an unrealistic individual. Behind,

all these,is my respect for_the learner. I think people care about the

learner in different ways, but I'm concerned that-the ?earner be in that

buiiness for.his whole lifetihe. , There should0;t be a division between

learning in school andnot learning outsi b'of school. to addition, I

believe that we can't focus on any of learper at the expense of others.

Certainly yOung learners need a 'lot of sPleial attention, but in this dilemma

of,increasidg technologicall development,_ it's obvious that adults, as well,

in order:to maintain.a productive and Useful role in the society, are going

to have to be learners. Thirdly, I thinks 'earners have tg:be treated as

self-directed, and self-sustaining individuals. We -Cannot look at learners

as pawns'in some elaborate system of. instruction or look atlearners_as the
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to-be-patronized salver of a teacher Itho needs ego building. The.learner ought

to be honored as perhaps the most productive and future-oriented individual in

the social systeM

In order to talk about some of these wild dreams_ or grand designs I'd like

to identify only four thrusts among the many that one could identify. One

ought to be a thing that anyone could respond very positively to: the total

elimination of clerical librarianship; Another would be: the. development of

sophisticated information transmission or transportation. the-third is: a

process which I will call micro-unit synthesizing of instructional materials.

And the fourt; is: the direct electrochemial communication with the brain.

Total.Elimination of Clerical' Librarianship

I've heard today and I've hoard-in many other contexts the -notion that __

there are all sorts of wonderful systems for dealing with circulation,--Cat log-

ing, acquisitions, and so on, but the library,would have to be huge in order

to use them. There would have_to be vast computer resources available. ,,There

would have to be fa numbers of patrons and extremely large collections.

But I suggest tha here are several developments whidh say-that'thatIS no

longer the truth. We've had in the last decade extensive development in mini-

computers. Minicomputers that cost $40,b00 to $50,000 ten years ago Cost le

than $5,000 today. In fact, there is a projection that they cost less tha4

$1,060 a- couple of year from now, in spite of inflation and all the other

pressures that make things cost more.

There are a couple of reasons for this tremendous shift in the cost of

computing. Perhaps, the biggest 'one is in terms of the, cost of computer

storage. Most people probably still call the storage in the main structure

of a computer core Storage. This was called core storage because there we -re

little bits of ferrite material called cores that were Wired up a- big

matrix. It _cost about $10 for every bit of infoimation stored in the main

frame of the computer using core, and-every bit, which is either a 0 or 1,

is very inconsequential in terms of the number of thiligs needed,in order to

"..tore very much information. Perhaps the first part Of my sub -title should

become clear at this point. MOS stands for metal oxide semiconductors. An

engineer can now place'about 1,200%semiconductor elements in a square centi-
.

Meter'of silicon oxide t a cost'of,,about $2.12. Therefore, what used to

cost $10,000 now costs $2.12, and what used to take about four square feet of.

.space takes a square centimeter. That's quite a change.
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What is likely to happen, I predict, is that in the very near future,
'-

salesmen will be,Coming around to very brdinary school _districts and will say

to the medisa specialist, can't afford not to have your own computer. It%11

. do many things and, in fact, perhaps eliminate the need for any clerks on your

library staff." Computer software already exists which will do everything a

library.clerk does except smile when a student wants to check out a book. Such

sySteMs, will be available even in those buildings with orlly 250 students. It
/

sill be cost effective because to, bily the, computer and all the software `will cost

less than the salary for one clerk for a 3\ear, and the computer will certainly.

"`function much lOnger than that.* I think that this kind of development will

force school-media specialists or public librarians to behave as professionals.
,

-It's bad enough when the clerks have to do the drudgery of clerk work, but it's

unforgiveable when the professional has to take the time to be the clerk. 'I

think this will.bode very well for all, but it will be frIghtening to some.

The Development of Sophisticated Information Transmission

The second thing that I think is very important is that technologists

are learning a lot about transporting information. With satellites there is

the first distance/cost-independent means of transporting information, and I

. 4

use informatili very broadly -- visual signals, audio signals, digital signals,
/..

etc. Eyery other kind of system has cost so much per mile. Td wire together

a school system for television costs so much per Mile pf cable. With the

'satellite, it doesn't mater if one iseaming a signal next %dor or halfway

Around the world. The,cost is transmitti he signal to the satellite and

sending it back down.to the earth. That cost is relatively little.

Technotogists are now making the satellites increasingly higher powered

and with more and more channels. As,the satellitebecomes higher powered,

the ground station can becoMe loker powered. The network television .bioad-

casts from halfway around the world require about $5,000,000"for a ground

station. The satellite that is being orbited over India requires a ground

station that costs sligftly less than $50,000, an un6elievable decrease in

,

By the way, acquisilionS isOne ofthe absolutely fantastic .developments..
At The Ohio State University library, they have reduced the acquisition time
frob something near nine months, which seeps"to be,a.nice gestationperiod,
to less,than 24 hburs. I've asked for bodks to 'be ordered in and had_theM/6
ot only completely processed but circulated and delivered to py desk within

24 hourb Of their,arrival on the ldading dock,. That's overwhelming, I think,
'to .most librarians.. , 4-

. , .
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the cost of the ground station. In fact, if there were a satellite over -
.

Michigan or any other state, school dittricts could probably afford the

$50,10 ground-Station if there were sufficient benefit in terms of materials.

Obviously there TAM soon be a time in which the ground station may cost.

50 cents and be small, enough to carry around in ma pocket. No longer will be

necessary to span distances with wire. When it happens, any human being on

the face of the earth can be in constant communication with.any other human

being on the face of the earth or with any organizations, anyplace.. Isaac

.Asimov commented that when total-communication occurs, mankind will lose the

concept of being lost, because one can't be lost if he is in totaloommuni-

cation with anybody in any place.,

Micro-Unit Synthesizing

The third thrust, which I'm calling micro-unit systhesis, is perhaps a

little harder to describe. Technologies now very easily synthesize audio

from print material. In fact, there are anuMber.of computer systems-in

which one uses _buttons similar to those on `a touch-tone telephbne o signal

a computer'as to a particular search or a,pariicular calculation When one

places the receiver to his ear and hears a humanLsouncking voic speak the

response, it is not a human-being speaking--it is simply syn esized audio

from the computer. Recent developments-tin the field of co cuter ani tion

also allow generating visual information..from material ig computer orage.

banks, and in fact allow the specific synthesis of visu s for, specific

learners. z
As'this technology is perfected, educators will no longer have to devel-

op instructional systems. All one will have to do is establish very complete

micro modules of information, very small subdivi Qns of auditory, visual,

verbal, or whatever information, store it'in th tbmputer bank, and allow an

individual learner to generate his own instructional system based on the most

fantastic array of variables one can, imagin . Someof it will be based on

decisions that the learner is even unconsc'ous about, manipulations which he

.-is unconsciously making in relation to t e machine. It is taking` the notion

of the frame and the branching of prOg ammed instruction and extending them

to the infinite. Infinite arrangeme of material6 will become possible in
# -

almost any s'ensorial stimulation- ,

In fact, it betomes,possible for the learner to actually manipulate

visual phenomenaj_ Igq doesn't hang, to be content .with the artist'sversion.,
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He can look at the backside of that which the artist didn's t thibk about

drawir3g, or look at it from the side or the op or the-bottom. He can extend

it. He can turn it inside out, change its color relationships, Change just

about every dimension of the visual ,using this technology. Instrucfional

designers are going to have to learn very different skills than they have

at Present in order to use this kind of a tecbnological-development. One no

longer will be able to tyrannize a learner,with his version of what the world
7

should look like.

Direct Electrochemidal Communication into the Brain

'' The last developmehi I wish to present is perhaps the ultimate extension .

orthe other three. Physiologists, and biochemists are coming closer and closer
o

.to.an explanation in'verrstraightforward physical terms of brain functions --

the commUnicatiohs which co on inside the brain, the logical processes which

occur` there the' pathways information follow, the way information is stored,

and so on. It is highly likely that within, the present generation, mankind

gill kndw boi4,to communicate directly in or out of the brain withOut the

filtering of the sensory organs. One won't need eyes or ears, sense of touch,

sense of taste, in order to have the full range of hurhan experience. At first

glance that might sound exciting. One could memorize all that frustrating

,Russian Vocabulary or-whatever in a very pathless way. However, this tech-
,

noldgy will cause the loss of the privacy of one's thoughts. The day that

sensory organs are no longer needed to stimulate thoughts, or when motor

skills of hand or mouth are no longer needed to pro

thoughts, anyone can read anyone else's thought

uce pommunications of

The privacy of -thoughts is nearly the most saes ing that I-can think

about. I need the privacy_of my thoughts, and I thin t anyone probably

feels that he needs the privacy of his. "lihat's one. kin an executive

privilege everyone might defend. What is hUMankind going ,do about that?

It is perhaps the most difficult issue, e4ucators will faCe,'or any human
,`

being will face, in .the next twenty -file to thirty-five yearS.

The Russians' have' done same fascinating research on bypAsing sensory
4Y.',-

organs by. means of tactual' stimUli'applied to a person's babk.,.They find

thatthey can transmit and receive infOrmation at about 100times the rate
* ' ,X

possible through any other sensory mechanism. In ,fact, I undereRnd that

one can train some minuscule muscular.twitches 'to communicate at'fl e rate of
1

, .

about 10,000 bits per second. In one of, .mY.Wilder moments,I
N
specul that

anyone who really learned how toljo this would :be very dangerous to e hands

.' -. 191
Al
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with because with one extended handshake he could probably absorb one's entir

Ofcerebral 'content.

. . .16 return to the MOS and the algae. Even though the MOS enatrles a tremen-

dous reduction ip the cost of storing information, information systems personsi

are not content to stop with this development. It is widely accepted that the

single living cell is the most efficient information storage agent yet developed.

Consider the 10,000 or so bits of genetic information in the simplest cell.

Preliminary_ experiments suggest that it will be possible to use..one,celled-

organisims to gore and retrieve information. Perhaps information collections

will be,reduce& to a tiny tank of an algae-like organism. Will school-media

specialists enter the next century tending collections with water and

fertilizer?

Before I,conclude,, I will try to tie some of these into what I'think a

school-media"program would be like in the long term. I think first of all,

that the media center will be a communications nerve center. Even though

people willooccasionally need to cyme to the media center, (people will still

find books on shelves and various other things which must be stored in tradi-

tional ways), most times they won't ave to go there. people can be communi-

cated with hrough innovative means for transmitting information, and processing,'

. information.

Secondly, the media specialist will be the person who can link machines

and machine systems to the, needs of the human being. In ,fact, the ffedia,

speCialist is the person who iS going to have to bridge that dilemma-between
/ .

human nature and the sophisticated technology. It's going to be one of the
4

most incredibly difficult roles in all of society. In fact, that list of

characteristics for the school -media specialist in Media Programs: District

and School will be child',

4 .

(play'compared to the, characteristics required in

this new environment.

' Thirdly, learners will be in much greater cOntrql of their own learn-
,

ing environment. Educators will remember that learning as that change which

-goes on Inside the learner.d The learner will decide what to listen to or see

and what not to attend toand what to procesb.and remember and what to discard.

Teactiers are going to have to become much more sensitive to curricular

phenomena, and by curricular I mean to be able to sort out the range of

-opportUnitie6 'and responsibilities that a learner will have in a lifeltimei

to be able to understand which domains to attend to and which domains will

r
,
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look after themselves; to select opportunities and perhaps suggest some things,

that could be left relatively untended.

School administrators are going to have td become much more adept at

orchestra ting a cooperative team a9proach to solving school probleMs. Educa-

tiokswill need arl. the different kinds, of talents that it cal possibly find .

and is going to have to include the talents of the learner the .cicision-
.:1

:raking procdss in the schools.

Then the last that the:school may wef.1 become a concept rather than a
- .

The school-Media program has become'more of a concept than a placer and

I think school.itself may follow in that tradition.
r

....
....

, .

I think that the challenges in the next twenty-five to fifty years are
.

N.,

going to be immense. Howevy, I think that the arlaptallil4y of human beings
.

Y

is such that people will rise to those challenges. I think learners it the

future will be treated far better than in the
.

past. I think, in fact, dal

there is some hope that all of humankind will begin to treat each other with

ajar greeter degree of humanness than has been the case and that people will
#,

1

. begin to refuse to Let the technolOgy subjugate and divide them. ,Of.couise

s' 'there are.thAe that would say, "Not so. All of this is leading to doorr."
1

.
. .

It will be up to each on to decide which of those twe alternatives is more .

palatable and which one he
I

wants'to work'toward. I hope most will join in

working toward that more octzmistic alternative. \
. 1 ' :(

. . . *.
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Comments on the-Draft of the Standards

Dr. Belland prefaced his speech wi4. the following comments:

Ithink that the shift from the 1969 document to the present one is an

impressive leap forward. It assumes the integration of print and non-print .

media, and I arrgrateful for that. I'm also impressed with the conceptuali-

zation of program which emerges in. this new document. Instead of saying we

need six Of this,<eleven of that, and foVrteen of semethin else: it begini

to express the value systeM=tahich should give professionals a basis for the.

design of a solid program.

However, thete are a few things-that I'd like to criticise. I think that

this document places a treMendous demand on the person who is the school-media

4pecialiSt in a small building. The specifications on page 17 of the draft

say that he should'have comp9.tencies*relating to the role of education in

society, theories, principles and methods Qf instructional technology, curri-

cul-um development, teaching and learning strategies, analysis'of user charac-

teristic's and information needs, principles of communication, principles for,
.

dissemiriating and using Information, and it goes on and on.

I am reminded of,a d;bate we ha.0..in,the College of Educatiotat Ohio

State. We are a very large College of Education, and we decided-we wanted

to get smaller, by means of selective admission. We decided to administer

a.battery ofi tests to prospective-students. ,The results 'of those tests were
. /

aVeraged with woWeighted average and all the s'udents who had applied were

then rank ordered--the top one, the second from the top, on down to the

lagt student. Naturally it wasassumed t tfthe College was going to .

admit just the top 20 percent ofthose ugents. I said at the time that

I thopght this was a poor thing to do and maybe we should upset the usual

k hierarchies. To thee top 20 percent e should perhaps say; "Get all the
,

subject competence you can, becau these were education test's. We already

believe you can teach. In fact aybe you're a.natural-born teacher, and

two years from now well reco 1.0'that you get a license: There's no reason

for you to come around the College of Education anymore." Then take the

"middle 40,percent and have little heart to heart talk with them saying,

'You 4ndw,' there are many other things that are very interesting to do in

the world besiaps'teach. g. Maybe you ought to consider a different role.

in society: Have you r ought about social work, or business, tir the health

1,94
t )
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professions?" And then perhapstwe should admit the bottom 40 percent to the

College of Education? and s whether we, as teacher-educators, know how to
I

teach anybody anything. ecause if we can teach them to become fine teachers,

we'll demonstrate our skill.
.

,

You may wonder how this relates to the standard. What happens in the,

standards is that you have the most highly trained, most sophisticated people

plt.into the settings where there,are 15 to 20,professional staff members-

those big schools where you can have vast divisions of labor and all sorts of

speCial talents pres,ent. However, in the small elementary school building

where there is only one lone person to hold up the standards of goodness and

truth and beauty in the name of educational media, you expect a vast range of

skillqvbut you expect relatively little training and experience.. So., one

recommendation I have is to upset the usual hierarchies. The media specialist

who Works all alone in a Building ought to be a highly experienced and highly
/

trained person, perhaps the most,sophisticated.media.specialist anyone can

muster. That small elementary school needs every ounce, of talent, tact, skill,

an?/ experie ce it can get.

./ Another thing that troubles me.ishat ai2mi.ercommendations were made
/ , fi

wiithout concern-for costs. There is'a.v.ery strong recommendatioh in the

document that all budgets for educationali media programs be done in program

form, an it recommends that if your school is so old fashioned as to have a

line-item budget,:you had better have two budgets. This sort of recommendation

ignores that the'cpst of preparing the second budget may well deprive the.
'

learner of educational experiences which otherwtex might be available to him.

The' most precious resource that we have, in the profession is the time of the

skilled members of that profession, and the most precious resource in the

scbooa is' the time bf the learner. If we waste 'th'e time of either, I think

we'r making a big mist e.

My third' criticism is that the document fails to honor the need of the

learner to be able to produce in all media, not to promote necessarily but

simply, to produce communication. It is notenough any more that someone

"learns simply to read and write, speak, and listen, but he has to to able to

visualize; he has/to be able to prepare sophisticated auditory and audio-

visual,indsof experience because that's the world in which he lives, right

now.

The. last concern, which may sound strange Coming from an educational

technologist, is,,that primary criteria to be used for determining the colleC-

115
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INSTITUTE "WRAP -UPv

/

Good morning. It id/Inearly time to say our good -byes, and God-speeds.

But 'before wegp there a e a few unfinished iters of business, including a

repoft from Dorothy Ale ander our institute Evaluator. And I want to do a

tidy wrap-up by revie4g briefly borne of the information and ideas.pre-

sented'to us this week/I 'Fir, a few word8 from Dave Loertcher who at the
/

, - . ..

/
last'minute could not be with us during his assigned-ttfie

,.

slot*

MIL

Dave Loertoher:
,.$

.
,, :

.

M-..pdilogies fo not being able to be with you when was scheduled to be.
...... .,

/1"di,d pass out lastl'oveningaa copy of the instrument which was'- used,in the
r

elementary evalliati'on study in Indiana this past year. If you did not get a

copy,,I havea few left. This instrument is not exactly the one that was
- -,.

given because the one that I gave you was in categories by types of services,
i

and our ialiele study focused on how many and how frequent are the services

rives to both teachers and students in elementary, from elementary media centers.
.

On the instrument that was actually aped the, questions were in randoh order,

but I cut and pasted aead gave it back to you in orderof service categories,

,so that you can kind. of.see what it covers a little easier. We measured the

perception of the IMC staff-, what/ they think they are giving in the way of

service. We also measured what the teachers thought ttly tore getting, and

we also a-ked 'Audent,, to participate in sayingwhat they were getting from

19.1`f
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.

On the instrument that was actually Jisied the questiops were in random order,

but I cut and pasted aind gave it back to you in order-of service categories,
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We also aAed ',tivIont.b Lo parti(cipato in sayingwhat they were getting from
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the media center. We have those other forms of questionnaires, the teacher,form

and the student form, gb if any of you are interested,,ou can write me and I

will get those to you:
&,

Our first data analysis'indicates that success in one of our objectives,

and, that was to see if there were any difieence"in.the,services given by a

full-time clerk vs. a part7time professional, and then finally a full-time

-professional. We did service counts and analysi's of-variahce on that, and

found a significant difference statistically, that the full-time professional

does indeed give more services, better variety, and more fveqdently than does

a clerk, which As nice to have in hard data.

Wehave yet to do some of the analysis to figure out if the teachers back

that statement up. In other words, our signi cance is only in the perception

of the IMC staff. When I get 'home, I'll write the program and have the com-

puter figure out if the teachers agree, and also.if the students agree, so

we'll by publishing that datI soon.

I appreciate t0 opportunity t9....shate with you our instrument and as I
, .

said, if any of you didn't get them, pir be happy to see that one is sent to

,you.,

Marilyn Miller: -

Ann Falsone and Harald Lord haveasked for a few minutes. Ann and Harold,

you want to'come up.

Ann Falsone:

I want to Share sotething with you,"just a little brief tribute that I

whipped/ up last night:

4 They met us at the airport,

They took us to our dorm,

They mimeod our "reports,

They listened to our problems.

We want to express our thanks

To Marilyn and/to our, staff,

For all she did to make this

Iristitute a,success.

You, know in any professional meeting, you add new words to your vocabu-

lary. This-expanded lexicon is really good because it enables us to talk to

each other more effectively. Do you all remember studying in high school "The

Charge of the Light Urigade".by Alfred Lord:Tennyson? Well, we wou/crlike to
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present a brief adaptation of that called "The Charge, of the Shakers and

Movers," by Alfred Lord Proactive, and read by a distant reldtiVe, Harold Lord.

Harold Lord:

The Charge of the Shakers and the Movers

. by

Alfred Lord Proactive .

I. Half a league, half a league,
Half a league onward,
All to the Valley of Kalamazbo,

flew, drove, and rode the one hundred.
"IlTestering, Media Professionals!"
"Charge toward the standards!" staff said.
Into the valley of futuring

Walked the one hundred.

;Ll. "Tree climb, Shakers and Movers!"
Was there a hiM or her dismayed?
Even tiro' the attendants knew

The stipends were numbered.
Their's not to make reply,
Their's not to do or die,
Their's but to reason why?. 1
Into the valley of.viable alternatives

-Bussed the one hundred.

,III. Accountability to right of them,
Networkirig to left of them,
Futuring in front of them

Lnterfacing thunder; )
. Stormed at with Bloom's Taxonomy

MBO, and Courvis of the Mighty,
Into the jaws of evaluation,
From the mouth -- communication,

Prioritized the one'hundred.

IV. Interfaced their shiny hardware,
Product designtd their relevant software,
'Hot pursped'the learner there,
MaximiziA,the competencies, while

'7\ All the, world wondered:.
Would the Delphi validate?
Would'the Associations consolidate?
Would State Agencies mediate

Through needs assessment?.

V. i Feds on the right of them,

Financial cruncher on the left of them,
The crunches between them.

Put a handle on i.t.!

Entrance competencies identified well,
Whtle "tibrarian" and "Audiovisualistq fell.
All differences went to Hell,
And "Media Professionals" rang the

For all the one hundred.
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VI. When can their glory fade?
0 the wild charge' they made!

All the world wondered.
Honour the charge they bade!
Honour the enlightened brigade,

Shakers and Movers.

V

Futuriked bythe Colorado Delegation & Friend:

Fran Dufraine
Anne Marie Falsone

Hal Ford -

))Marie Sivak

'Marilyn .Miller:

Ttiat was fun.I'm glad you did that. I do thAlk you Ann, for your words of

ffpreciatIon,esPecia:lly for the st f. I insisted they get themselves in here
%

this morning because they really have -been a fie troupe to work with. They

Dave taken my orders (1-mean, leadership) and temper tantrums in great good

spirit, and I do Chink they have really demonstrated a high level of competency.

Time to hear,from D. A.

Dorothy Alexander:

To the director of the Institute, her administrative staff, ,thergioup

leaders, and especially tojou, the participants. It has tl'een a pleasure for

me to serve as evaluator of this Tnstitute. You've been most cooperative, and

I want you to know that I really-appreciate it. The feedback that you've given

Me will be incorporated into my report, my final report to the Institute

Director. There were two purposes to be served by the evaluation-study. The

first was to provide4information to the decision4akers, the Director cif the

Institute, and.her staff. The second was for accountability purposes. Infor-

mation for decision-making is the proactive function of.evaluation. Your com-
.

ments from the proactive box, from the coffee breaks and the dinner meetings,

and from neral interactions that an institute provides, have been daily

essential to the staff of this Institute. And you have probably seen that

apparently they have become'the focus of many of our staff-meetings as they

have influenced the schedule and some of the activities of the Institute, I

think the results of which have provided you with a better program.
,

/
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Still operating in a decision-making mode, ly evaluation report will, Orye

as a planning document for institutes of the future, institutes,of this.nature

that mayle held,in the future. Other evaluators, directors of institutes,

group leaders, administrative staff, can do a better j6b than we have done as

00
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they- can profit by our mistakes and they can build on our"sucqesses.

In Its retroactive mode, the evaluation study will serve account-

ability purposes. The evaluation will became a part of the accountability

record that will go to the funding-agency, and will provide jvstification\

for '}re decisions we have rDade in refereo6ce.to this'Ins.titute.'. From the data

already collected, I have evidence that Any positive things have come out of
. .

this Institute, the value of which will only be realized as you,begdn to im-

plement some of the programs that you have in mind meow, or that you might

envision once you are back in your states. Some of -you adhere with me your

valuing the'things that were once considered of low value when we started out.)

I've seen those things rise to high value, as you haVe been able to interpret

them over the period of. time. It will be my assertion that the true merit of

A this institute cannot be assessed today, or tomorrow, or the rest of this year,

or maybe two Years from now, but there will be ripples and sometimes tidtidal

wives that will bring di;/idends of your invested time./ interests and the
(--

funding agency's dollars, far 4pyond the period which we have invested here.

I thank you for your cooperation. I have enjoyed working with you. The

only thing that I hate about meeting people that I enjoy, is. that I have to

say-goodbye to them. Thank you for coming.

Marilyn Miller:

Thank you Dorothy. We've enjoyed working with you very much, before,

during, and I know we'll continue as we wind down Institute affairs.

T've learned many things this week. I've learned what swagging

do you all know what swagging is? It's scientificwild-'ass guessing. -I

learned how to eat an elephant - -one bite at a time. (Isn't that corny?) I,

like you, have vowed to continue westft.ing, to try to become a mover and a

shaker, and so on through the week. .

I wanted to pull together a really great introduction or summation, a

'masterpiece. Verging toward analogy, I thought, well,.a symphony--maybe. It

would be the Miller Symphony, 1974, in p-flat Major. All the components were

there. The comparisons were beautiful. I had 1.03 varied, competent, intelli-

'gent prima donnas--I mean players, musicians. .I had themesan& harmony, flats

'and sharpS. I must admit that at one moment, I was afraid my symphony was

going to turn into a parody of"PDQ Bach since my counterpoint seemed to be in

)uxopositiOn with,thdantithesis of the dissonance. But harmony did prevail!

Last night Le hour drew late, so I gave,up my great allegory, and decided
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to.conclude by just reminding you of a few things that happened thig week.

The week began when on August'll, 1974; 110 people gathered togethe; in

Kalamazoo,'Michigan to discuss futurism and school media development. The

future-=our future--is tomorrow, a week, a monthx_a_year, or more from now,

and there are many forces bringing pressure upon our efforts to provideand

help,develop.improVed school media programs, and some of those pressures and

forces were discussed here this week. DA Ely told us .that the field of instruc-

tional media does not-exist as an entity. It draws life only as it relates to

the larger context of which it is a part. The'large, context is education, and",

larger yet, our society. Don'warned us of the difficulty,of considering the

future of one discrete field becauSe there are too many societal variables"

which Impinge upon the.fi.eld to look at it in isolation. However, he went

ahead and did try td do just that, along wilth offering us some ways of looking

at the future, studying the future, and vieoling change as proactive. Frankie

and Bill provided us with a reasoned, articulate, knowledgeable walk through

the .1974

District

visual and verbal synthesis, set the pace f

ations of all kinds, and did indeed establi

work, which culminated in state brainstorm

Bill, Barry, and Ben: a presentation

cative and provoking. The presentation of

and one subsystem, the Illinois River Valle

standards,

and School.

guidelines, Philosophical statement, Media Programs:

Frankie's background nd analysis paired with Bill's

Folip discussions and consider-

h Cthe foundation for the, week's

g sessions on Ftiday afternoon.

n networking that was both provo-

ne system, the Illinois Model,.

System, were'informtional.

Ben's responsbs and reactions helped Set th stage for group discussions

which explored terminology, ongoing as well as forecasted networking

strategies, values, fears, and problems, su h as copywright and 'legislation,

.and attitudes desirable for managers and p ticipants in any type of infor-

mation sharing system.

Henry Brickell. Hedid it once again. Dr. Brickel1 expressed admiration

for the product of a'group of professionals who

bility for)disbarding the outlived methods, and

directions into, their professional commitment.

are accepting their responsi-

integrating responsible new

But most of all, Dr. Brickell

stimulated us and treated us to the experience of watching and feeling a fine,

sensitive mind explore ideas, questions, and concerns, and produce cogent,

proactive responses. And veren't we glad we didn't have direct electrochemical

access to his brain?

Paul Hawkins defined onetstate's design and partial implementation of an
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accountability system that promises to the taxpaye5s a d the parents of that .-

state, Michigan, that there are minimal competencies, skills and;understandin4

foryhich the schoOl.S.can be held accountable. His presentation was parked for

its organization and its. inclusion of wit and humor,'as well as honest admission

of the horrors that can come and did come out of the Michigan implement ion of

an accountability system.
0

4,,
4

Bill Coats described 'One school system's accountabl. ity- model; a model

which emphasizes openrress, school staff, student and p rent involvement in

evaluation. And a model which involves much risk taking. We're interested in

the Coats model, which infotms the coMmunity.of those goals which is is willing .

to meetiand be responsible for, assesses the educational needs of the young ,
l e.arners,'establishes objectives, implements strategies to meet these objec-

tives', and attempts to faceup to the results of the fina .valuation....L.\

Gary Wegenke described the serious.business of implementing building
%

level,'ContiAuous evaluation processes. We were impressed thatshe was able to

back up his evaluation model with resources in humhn time commitment. We are
4

-.also interested that he Wmonstrates 'significant change in the role function
5 '

of the principal from disciplinarian and administrator of minutia, to education-,

al manager and leadef. And could we not'see this young man as Belland's type

of administrator for tale school process of the ft4ture?
,

Dr, John Belland, a gent/e, thoughtful educatpr and scholar, Went beyond

the reasoned compliments an criticisms of the new guidelines to take us, into

the communications world with which one day, soon, new standard committees will

be grappling. These/ committee Members, who-will be utopians in the,true pro-

active sense, will_be des'dribing media philosophies which encompass'job des-

criptions for-highly sophisticated

.

media specialists who will "bridge human

nature and sophisticated machines."

, V
Mary Kingsbury, Peggy Jetter, and Mary Fiances Johnson'oShared with us., in

a highly informative hour, the design, methodology and findings of two research

studies which sought to define the media center program and media specialist of

the future,. The results of the Kingsbury study of practitioners and library

edpcators-were not too encouraging. Jetter's consensus 'of experts in a field

of media education, Instructional technology, curriculuM developers, and edu-
*

.catisnal reseirchtrs were more Mftsistent with what we wanted, to hear but in

the light of the later predictions of John BelThnd, all, may be moot.

And the guidelines, Media'Programs.: District and School, the star of the

.203
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week. Challenges, opportunities, and a docuffent we'll'worth presenting to the

educational community as an up-to-date statement of a rofession's concern that

the user become the central figure in a relevAnt le program,that is de-

pendent upon the media program that is dependent upon the media program A 1

media program which helps implement the individual school\building's education-
,

al goals and.objectives.

And the participants, 103 media professionals represen

of experience, background, and opportunities forleadership,

to think, to discuss, to argue, to shard, and to grow. We met in large

to hear lecture'se We met in small groiJps to conbern ourselves with the

ing 5 wide variety _

gatherddtor-learn, -

groups

dimen-

sions of providing media programs for the future through the use of the new

standards, information-sharing systeMS, accountability systems, and ongoing

evaluations, of educational programs. Our specific goals were spelled out in

elly communications to participantsl and were rephrased at the opening session.
.

Did we meet them?

To analyze the 1974 standards and evaluate the challenges and Problems,
of their implementation.

To discuss methods for effec ing educational change needed to implement
the new standards.

To evaluate the role and finction of the school media' center of the future
alkdescribed by recent res archers.

To identify the aspects o ttAkountability and evaluation which are viable
for the development of m dia programs.

To examine and. discuss Lerging program patterns and relationships as

ddscribed in the stand rds, relative to their role in supporting building
and district level me is programs.

And I repeat, did we meet them? I'm not really sure. Participant evaluations,

staff evaluations and hiAdsight observation, with maybe

in, may give us some cl

in our meeting these o 3
. /

activities and .the devel

schoo,1 districts.. Th

iencs observed: fru

ideas:---all were st

return home he/she m

a little bias thrown

es, but I belte-Ve-thereal proof of success or failure

actives will be repealed in the next few years in state

pment of school media /programs in school. buildings and

03 participants met in groups, small groups.. The exper-

ation, dowth, "excftement, discouragement, enthusiasm,

ations of what each participant faces when upon the

st deal with disparate grobps

t 'he demands of media rogram development.

The temptation summarize the summaries was

of the reports of group activities,

who must come to terms with

gr.qat. I mead through many

which described the development of models,

which described role playing, the playing of games, but always described dis-
/

I i
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cussion, changing positions? developing concepts. mail you some.;materials

in to or three weeks and we'll pick- up other things in ,thelproceedis, which

will be started as soon Is the business details of the *Thstitute are tidied up.

Ue.could have donetit.differently', ma,be we world have tone sd ifswe'd'had

More time,. but this is the way we did it. I've enjoyed directing the program.

I'm glad Dave Bender called me. I've enjoyed sharing my university Campus and

my city with you for a week. Come-back, but go home. now. God speed for a safe

journey, and believe me, I shall look forward ..t,v-,continued professional associa---

tion with each of you.

Ben franckowiak:
*

Thank you very much; Marilyn. This is completely not part of the program,

' but I feel i'Mpelled to say a final thing about what you're going to do now'.
!

I'd li e'to thank Marilyn again for; all the work she's done, and Bill'Hug and

Mary rances for the tremendous athount,of work they did on the Institute Staff.

However, the most important thing now rest's with you. You've been thtough it

all. Now youhave something unique which, you didn't have seven days ago. You

are the resident expert now in your state, 'in your part of the country, ih that

future program. You have a better vision of that than 'anybody else. You have

a poweul resppsibijity. It's going to weigh heavily upon you. If you go

back there, and ybu don't do everything you can possibly do as aprofessionaf

person, to develop the kinds of programs you know ought to be there for every

kid in this country, then you're responsible. That responsibility is going

to weigh very heavily upon you, but you can do something about it. You do 4'
.

make a difference. You can.create the fUture in the United States for those

kids. "The decision to),act., or to act, is up tb you. Let's go home and

do it.

J
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APPENDIX 4B -1

DIRECTORY

for, the

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTE:\FUTURISM AND MEDIA DEVELOPMENT

Alexander, E. Mona -(Mrs.)
Library Media Coordinator
State Dept. of Education
120'East 10th Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Alexander, Sheila M.
Coordinator
Library Resources Pro1 gram
State Dept. of Education
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105

Amsk, Burdena V.
Staff Librarian
Office of the Superintendent

of Public InstructiOn
State Capitol Building
Helena, Montana 59601

Anderson,- Robert FI. (Mr.)-
1

A-V ETV Supervisor
State Dept. of Education
Capitol Square,'550 Cedar St.
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

.nderson,lRonald
District Media Supervisor
Austin Public Schools
Austin, Minnesota 55912

Baker,: Linda R. (Miss)
Chairtan
Tenhessee Education Assn.
LiDrary-Section

Route 2 Box 54
Brighton, Tennessee 38011

2 '*.Barlow, Johh L. (Mr.).

Supervisor
Educatiohal Media Services
State Dept. of Education
P.O. Box 771
Jackson, Mississippi 39205
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Bender', David R.

Assistant Director
Division of Library Development

and Services
State Dept. of Education
P.O. Box 8717, BWI Airport
Baltimore, Maryland 21240

Blankenship, Winson C. (Dr.)
'Chairman
Dept. of Library Science
University ofAWiseonsin - Whftewater
Whites.ater, Wisconsin 53190

Bradbury; Ernest C. (Mr.)
Elementary School Media Consultant

',RFD #4 Box 352A
.Cedarwood Rd.
Auburn, Maine 04210

rightly, briin E.
ExecutiVe Director
Bureau of Media Services
Magsachusetts Executive Committee

for Educational Television
Dept. of Education
55' Chapel St.

Newtan MassL,chusetts 02160

Bronson, A. Esther
AdMinistrator ESEA Title II

and NDEA title III-A
,State of Nebraska
Department of Education
233 South 10th St.
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508.

Brooks, Burton H. (Mr.)
Director
Instructional Media Services
Grand Haven Public Schools
13100 - 168th St.
Grand Haven, Michigan 49417
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Buckingham, Betty J. (Miss)
Schbol Library Consultant
Iowa State Dept. of Public

, Instruction
Des Moines, Iowa' 50319

Buresh, Genevieve L. (Mrs.)
1 Library Consultant; Director

of Libr4ry Services ,

Dept. of Public Instructiorl
State Capitol
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501

Burtis, Alyce R. (Mrs.)
Director
Zuegner Memorial Library
Hunterdon Central High School
Flemington, New Jersey 08822

Burke, Harry S
Supervising

'Educational
Washington,
Washington,

Director
Media Center
D.C. Public Schools
D.C. 20016
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Butler, Naomi W. (Mrs.)
Media Specialit-
School Media Services Section
Division of Library Development
and Services

State Dept. bf Education
P.O. Box 8717
Friendship International Airport
Baltimore, Maryland 21240

Cannon, James R.
Assistant' Commissioner

"Division of Field SerVices
and Resourceq

State Dept. of Education
103'Wordell Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219.

Case, Theresa M.
Associate
Bureau of School Libraries
State Dept. of Education

. Albany, New York 12224

Castro,.Augustine C. (Mr.)
District Supervisbr
Library Services
Education Department
Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands
Saipan, Mariana Islanip 96950

N

Clemmer, Hildagarde R. (Mts.)
Administrative Assistant

to the4ftsst.Gothmis4ioner

Division of Field Services
and Resofirces

State Department of Ed4cation
103 Cordell Hull Building

.Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Coon, Nile D. (Dr.)
Chief

.1 Division of Edjcational Media

.Bureau of Instructional Services
State Dept. of%Education.
Box 911

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
. t ...

Crawford, John (Dr.)
Consultant.
School Library Programs
State Pffice Building
P.O. Box 1219
Hartford, Connekcut '06115

,Dalbotten, Mary S. -4

Asst. Supervisor of School
Libraries

Media Unit .

State Dept. of Education
Capital Square Building
St. 'Paul, Minnesota 55501

De Bruler,'Olive C. (Miss) _

Director of Library/Media
Programs

PUblic Schools
.-

of the District of
Columbia

Washington, 20016

Dixon, Rosebud B. (Mts.)
Librarian--AV Coordinatoi
Druid Hills High School
Atlanta, Georgia 30341
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Dufraine, Fran J. L.
Administrative Librarian
Coordinator of Library Services
4505 Moorhead Avenue
Boulder, Colorado p302

Earls,ilebecca J. (Mrs!)
School 'Media Consultant

State Dept. of Education
Frani;fort, Kentucky 40601

Edsa, Judith M."(Mrs.)
Educational Media Consultant
State Dept. of Education
Hayes Street
Providence, RhodeAsland 02908

Falsone, Anne Marie M.
State .School Library COnsultant
State Library
1362 Lincoln 4.

Denver, Colorado 80203 .

Franckowiak, Bernard M.,(Mt.)
School. Library Supervisor
Wisconsin Dept. of Public

Instruction....
Madison, Wisconsin 53702

George, Ray D. (Mr.)
Director of Library Services ,

Sweeny PubliC,Schools
P.O. Box 307

Sweeny, Texas 77480

. 'AY

Giorgio, 784ph-P'.:,,

Coordinator-olfarning,Resources
Fairfield PublicSCE6als
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

Gregory, Dorothy A.
'Public Library Consultant

Specializing in Work with
Children

Maine State Library
Augusta,'Maine 04330

Griggs, Beatrice E. (Miss)
Associate
Bureau of School Libraries'
State Education Department
'Albany, New York 12224
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Gunselman, Marshall B. (Dr.)
Director
Learning Resource Center
Middle Tennessee State University
Murfreeboro, Tennessee 37130

Hanna, Mary Ann (Mrs;),
Coordinator
Library Specialist Program
State Library Services
State Dept. of fducation.
735 E. Michigan Avenue
Lansing, Michigan 48913
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STATE BRAINSTORMING COMPILATION

In response to an exprksed desire to share the contents of the state

brainstorming sessions, the following,summari was compiled. Sheer bulk as

well as a great deal of repitition made the summary format a logical one. The

state brainstorming instrument was broken down by question and the recommenda-
-,

tions of each.state were listed under each question. Similar ideas were then

grouped together and response frequencies tabulat4'd. The following data is

not comprehensive, rather it identifies recommendations 4est frequently

mentioned as well as the more common responses which were only mentioned once.

1. What about the 1974 Standards?

a. How shall we introduce, interpret, and promote the standards to the
educgtional community?

The following recommendations are in rank order beginning with
the recommendation found.most frequently. The number in parenthesis
refers to'the number of states making that type of recommendation.

Articles in state level publications as well as brochures, news-
papers which would include practical applications technique. (17)

Participate in sessions held at other professional association
conferences as well as our own..(17)

Incorporate Media Programs: District and School into already
scheduled statewide workshops and meetings. (9)

Develop a public relations campaign utilii.ing the mass media.
(radio, educational and commercial TV) (9)

Compare,,revise.or develop state guidelines to support Media
Programs: 'District and School. (8) .

Devise implementation plans utilizing a state task force, associ-
ation committees or school' district personnel. (8)

Work with leaders of other association's. (7)

:Utilize visuals(16mM films, filmstrips, etc.) possibly developed
by national associations. (7)

Provide speakers and consultation services to districts and other
state departments. (7)-

Incorporate Media Programs: District and School-into university
library/media courses on the graduate as well'as undergraduate level. (7)

Present information about Media Programs: District and School
through district level meetings and local civic organization meetings.
(4)

Identify and develop exemplary programs. (3)
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Write interpretive memos to key people in the state department
of education. (3)

. Discuss Media Programs:. District and School at professional
meetings. (3)

Purchase copies of Media Programs: District-and School and
disseminate to every school system, teacher education institution,
The association officers and state-department of education personnel
in the state; (3)

tia Financial support frOm the national association for media program
deVelopment. (3)

Work with regional accrediting associations. (2)

Have training sessions for speakers. (2)

Lend tapes of the institute speakers to educational leaders. (2)

Obtain State Board of Education endorsement of Media Ftograms:
District and School. (2)

One of a kind recommendations:

Official state letter to superintendents and principals announcing
Media Programs: District and School;

Devote statewide in-service day to Media Programs: District and
School.

,Develop a workshop model for others to use.

Incorporate Media Programs: District and School into the mandatory
statewide accountability program.

b. 'What kinds of in-service programs /implementation activities can we
design for state media.professionals?

The following recommendations are in rank order beginning with the
recommendation found, most frequently. The number in parenthesis refers
to the number of states Making that type of recommendation.

Send speakers to participate in sessions held at other professional
association conferences as well as our own. (15)

Involve public relatiOrts pebple to develop a media presentation
(video tape, slide/tape) covering utilization guidelines, existing
qpality media programs. (13)

Regional and district workshops possibly utilizing implementation
packages developed by the state or,national associations. (11)

Develop inrtervice sessions for districtsk,Department of Education
and association officers possibly utilizing the statewide in-service
day. (7)

Discussions at regional and seasonal state association meetings. (6)

Develop and distribute state guidelines fOt implementation of Media
ProgramsX District and School.-(5) o

II
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Develop cadres of resource people to conduct implementation workshops. (5)

Articles in professional journals as well as bulletins and fliers. (4)

Work with other professional associations. (4)

Provide training sessions for 'resource people possibly utilizing
university faculty. (4)

One of a kind recommendations:

Have an institute every three years.

Prepare relevant bibliographies.
, .

c. What types of additional assistance and leadership do we need from the
national level?

..,

6 The following recommendations are in rank order beginning with the
recommendation found most frequently. The number in parenthesis refers
to the number of states making that type of recommendation.

Promotional materials (including news releases, TV and radio spots,
slide-tape presentations, 16mm films; posters) regarding Media Programs:
District and School should be developed and made available to media pro-
fessionals with room left for loCal material to be plugged in. (29)

Directory of resource people. (18)

Utilize some national association as a clearinghouse for the
dissemination of ideas regarding other state programs and implementation
models. (13)

National leaders to write articles for national newspapers, and
magazines as well as all professional journals. (10)

Preparation of discussion guides for local use. (5)

More situations where this type of groug,can work' together
(workshops, institutes). (4)

Establish lines of communication with other national associations
andmake presentations at their conference. (4)

Send no money for local - implementation piloting. .(3)

Develop and disseminate relevant bibliographies. (2)*

One of a kind recommendations:

Sponsor reunion of HEA Institute group for further dialogue at AECT
and AASL.

Help to develop and promote media specialist programs at higher
education institutes,

Work With accrediting agencies and regional associations.

,Workshops on Media Programs: Dis.trict and School at ALA and AECT
conferences.

'2.' What concerns of this conference (networking, evaluation, accountability)
could provide association/agency programming, ideas?
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a. Kinds of information dissemination programs:

The following recommendations are in rank order beginning with
the recommendation found most frequently. The number in parenthesis
refers to the number of states making that type of recommendation.

Articles ift professional and popular magazines. (10)

State association meetings. (4Y

Develop a networking system possibly utilizing REMC's. (4)

Sessions at estate conferences of our professional organizations
and other. associations. (4)

Educational radio and TV. (3)

Utilize available networking systems. (3)

Make cassette recordings of institute sessions available. (2)

Make institute proceedings available through announcements in
professional journals. (2)

Resource people. (42)

One of a kind recommendations:

State. agencies Could act as a clearinghouse for the dissemination
of implementation programs.

b. What kftds of cooperative planning dquld be. done to permit more effective
programming?

The-following recommendations are in rank, order beginning with the
recommendations found most frequently. The number in parenthesis refers
to the number.of states making that type of recommendation.

State agency and association could develop media program together.
(13)

4 1 Work-with other prdfessional associations. (8)

Closer coordination between school, public and highpr education
information programs. (6)

More advance notice concerning national programs and institutes
so that state, regional and local planning can be better coordinated.
(4)

Form a task force to determine the best methods for ,implementation
utilizing teachers, students, community leaders and media persons. (3)

Survey "grass roots" and association officers for ideas. (2)

One of a kind recommendations:

Make state guidelines compatible with Media Programs: District
and School.

Institute participants should remain in Close contact and period-
ically meet regionally to brainstorm.
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Breakfast planning sessions for media specialists, in urban areas.

Work with state eveluation and measurement units.

Networking through a national association.

3. How Could our state agency and our state association continue or improve
the futuring cycle?

The following recommendations are in rank order beginning'with the
recommendation found most frequently. The number in parenthesis refers
to the number of states making that type of recommendation.

By maintaining open communication channels between association and
agency. (10)

By encouraging media people to develop evaluative instrument and
then continually re-assess on-going programs making adjustment where
indicated. (10)

By providing association or agency sponsored workshops dealing
with evaluation, learner verified instructional materials, and future
trends on a regularly scheduled basis with interaction-at all levels.
(8)

By keeping ,media people informed about future needs slr school
media programs, as well as ideas, concepts and programs in other
fields which may impact on media programs. (8)

By utilizing national guidelines Media Prtgrams: District and
School to revise and up-date state guidelines. (4) ,

By holding annual institutes for agency and association people.
(4)

By utilizing'themes for state meetings which are future oriented.
.(3).

By providing the opportunity for periodic brainstoiming sessions.
, (3)

By developing long range plans. (3)

By developing information networks for the dissemination of
information. (2)

One Of a kind recommendations:

By futuring bibliographies.

By promoting leadership development.

By sponsoring joint conferences with other professiOnal organi-
zations. P

By encouraging the merger of library and audiovisual associations.

By encouraging periodic revisions of the national guidelines.

By working with library/media and education training prograMs-,4,

By keeping legislators informed.
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. TABLE 4.1

RECOMMENDED ROLES FOR THE SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST OF THE FUTURE
ARRANGED BY MEAN SCORES

Role Statement

1.13 24. Become knowledgeable about the implications of media for
learning, both in school and out, and use this knowledge
with teachers to develop and revise-curriculum.

1.15 18. Accommodate individual learning styles and abilities by
providing an appropriate number and variety of instructional
and informational resources.

23. Become knowledgeable about the total context of instruction- -
theories, methods, and applications--so that media support
can be properly integrated.

, \

1-.24 26. Help teachers develop flexibility in teaching styles by
providing alternatives (options) in resources and-by helping
them to select appropriate alternatives for specific purposes.-

_ .

L.24.)-,-, 46. Identify and acquire instructional resources tn all formats... -..:. ,le4,. .-.

--... , which are appropriate,to implement the teaching/learning',....i%". ..

,,t-- - goals of the school.

,c.''---/v24 ;,' '.',.' 47. Be alert to new instructional resources, new ways of using0 ..',",.
t*

..

resources for instruction, and new sources for obtaining
media'and media services.

1.24

1.26

1.30

52. Project role of facilitator and helper, rather than of
custodian and gate-keeper.

19. StiMulate.the effective and creative Utilization of media to
enhance learning by helping teachers relate appropriate
learning theory; behavioral objectives, and instructional
purposes to their selection of media to meet specific
learner needs.

38.,y Become aware ,of the power and potential of outside school
resources -- people., places, inAitutiOns, events natural
phenomenon- -for communicating; assist-teachers to incor-
porate them into learning experiences for students'.

''V .58. Provide in-service training and/or direct support tb every-. I , ,r

one requiring assistance in proper and effective utilization,

.. of media.
,

r% 1.43'
,'''

....

t 48., Develop differentiated media, staffs, composed of professionals: .

-7

,
. . -, and para-professionals, who bring subject orientations'.and

/.. a
specialized skills to the solution of instructional problems.

1:44
, 40. Participate in existing (or initiatedevelopment of) infor-

mation networks (regional, state, national, and/or world) so
that users have greatest possible access to information.
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Mean 36/e Statement

1.63 50.

1.70 4.

1.74 32.

140 36.

1.91 3.

1,91 21.

1 42.

1.98 51.

2.02 54.

2.04 , 16.

2.04 45.

2.07 6.

Provide a total:, learning environment by removing existing
constraints, e. g., fixed time periods and discrete class-
room space, and by substituting flexible use of time, space,

and media as determined by instructional needs.

Use knowledge of research findings and of current developments
in technology and instruction to stimulate educatfonal inno-
vations which provide improved learning opportunities.

Assume full role and responsibility of a teacher by providing
leadership in activities such as curriculum development and
-team teaching; in effect, participate as a working member of
every department, discipline, or grade level instructional
team.

Assist other educatOrs to re-orient school from a primary
function of transmitting information to one of developing
independent learning skills.

Disseminate and interpret findings of current research and,
development activities which relate to instruction and

learning.

Make joy a part of the scene.

Establish the school library media center as the bibliographic
control center for the school by providing bibliographies,
catalogs, and other locational tools to permit access to
all available information and resources.

Fit the goals and purposes of the school library media center,
to those of the school and community by including parents,
teachers, administrators, and students in policy determin-
ations and planning activities.

Develop an "autonomous learning laboratory," an experience .
center going beyond the cognitive realm to include opportunity
for sensory development (provide materials, time, space, and t

facilities for touching, tasting, feeling, acting; creating,
and experiencing in music, film, art, etc.)

Encourage and participate in the training of students to
communicate an express their ideas through a variety of
media. ,

Convert needs assessment data into programs of relevant
and effective services. 1

Help teachers to evaluate and modify existing resources to
meet specific needs of learners.

"?
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Mean Role Statement

2.09 10. Initiate, design, and implement appropriate procedures
for evaluating media services in terms of cost effectiveness,
value for learner, value for teacher, and need for improve,
ment.

2.09 28. Seek opportunities for self-education, especially in the
areas of technology and new education developments. ,

2.11 44. Assess the information and learning resources needs of the
several constituent populations of the school and community.

2.13 31. Participate in h!gh -level (administrative) decision making
concer ?ing total learning' experiences for students.

2.13',

2.17

43. Facilitate communication between students, teachers, and
community by suggesting and providing appropriate media.

2. Keep informed about current research and development activities
which effect changes in learning theory and instructional
practices.

2.17 17. Develop desirable reading, viewing, and listening patterns,
attitudes, and habits through the use of media.

2,17 27. Assist users to analyze teaching and learning problems;
suggest strategies and techniques for solving them.

2.17 37. Help students and teachers understand the unique .message
communicated by each medium in addition to the content
being communicated.'

2.22 8. Make available information regarding the validation (instruction-
al effectiveness) of print and non-print resources.

2.22 12. Help teachers design instructional resources which are con-
sistant with valid learning theory and which meet learners'..
needs.

2,22 29. Become directly involved with teachers in diagnosis and
prescription of learning experiences.

2.24
I

; 1. Keep informed about technological developments (failures as
well as su9cesses) which relate-to instruction and learning.

2.26 35. Use media to prepare students to function efficiently in a
rapidly-changing technological satiety.

2.33 11. Help teachers and learners evaluate (validate) self- designed
and produced instructional resources.

2.33 33. Help teachers apply principles of instructional development
(statement of objectives, systems analysis, evaluation) to.
curriculum development activities.
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Mean Role Statement

2.35 9.. Evaluate the effectiveness of learning experiences, especially
the contribution of media to the learning.

2.37 56. Protect the autonomy of the learner and his.right to decide
what he will learn.

2.39 7. Anticipate teacher/learner needs through a program of
continuous evaluation of existing resources in all formats.

2.41 30. Provide leadership in providing for individual, rather than
grOup, learning.

2.41 34. Develop in students a desire and a capability for life -long
learning outside formal'instruction.

2.48 57. Serve as liaison between achdol and other agencies in the area
that,are forming coalitions for sharing resources and in-
formation.

2.57 15. Provide appropriate raw materials, nebessary tools and
equipment, and ready access so that teachers and learners
can use them.to create and to learn.

2.72 25._ Demonstrate that technology can be employed for humanistic
purposes.

2.74 14. Encourage and help students to design their own instruction
in lieu of prescribed instruction.

2.74 53. Plan instructional facilities that permit activities implicit
in behaviorial, developmental, and interactive theories of
learning.

2.91 5. Participate in on-going applied research, e. g., relate use
of media to shaping of positive attitudes and self image,
appraise efficiency and effectiveness of various methodi
of instruction.

2.93

2.98

49. Organize resources and data about them in a facility open
. to the learner 24 hours every day, or make, resources and
data available through remote computer-based access systems.

22. In helping others to use media, teach bothathe broad com-
monalities and the distinctions of creative inquiry in
the humanities, social sciences, and sciences.

3.13 20. Initiate and implement the encounter between learner and
resource, i. e., provide the motivation and actual teaching
function through such mediated experiences as IP and CAI.

3.28 13. Ms.]Ip teachers and learners produce self-designed instructional
resources which satisfy artistic standards.

4 -4
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Mean Role Statement

3.35 ' 39. Facilitate access to, and continuous updating of, information
by using a computerized or similar technological storage
and retrieval system.

3.'67 55. Justify your existence in terms of delivered service.,,

4.39

1..

41. Search for and provide information needed by students,
rather than ask them to search for themselves.

A

e

O

4
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A STUDY OF THE ROLES OF THE,5CHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST OFTBE FUTURE

Delphi Questionnaire II'

Name

--.

High Low

1 2 ' 3 4

1 3 .4

1 2 3, 4

1 116.---14

3,' 4

5
'v-=-`...

1.

..,.v
,-,

5 2.

5 ' 3.

5 4.

S 5.

o t

1 2 3 4 5 6.

2 3 4 5 7.

3 4 5 8'.

1 2 3 9.

-

2 3 4 5 10.

1 2 3 11.

Research

Keep informed about technological developments (failures
as well as successes) which relatd totinstruction and
learning.

''.

Keep informed about current research and development
activities which effect changes in learning theory
and instructional practices.

Disseminate and interpret findings of current research
arid development activities which relate to instruction
and learning.

Use knowledge of research findings and of current
developmentsvSn technology and instructiop, to stimulate
educational' innovations which provide improved learning
opportunities.

Participate in on-going applied research, e.j., relate
use of media to shaping of pesitiVe attitudes and self-
image, appraise efficiency and effectiveness of media
services, evaluate effectivenessof various methods
of instruction.

Evaluation .

Help-teachers to evaluate and modify existing resources
to meet-specific needs of learners. .

Anticipate teacher/learner needs through a program of
continuous evaluation of existing resources in all formats.

.

Make available information regarding the validation
(nstructional effectiveness) of print and non-print
resources.-

Evaluate the effectiveness of learning' experiences,
especially the-contribution of media to-the learning.

Initiate, design, and implement appropriate procedures
for evaluating media services in terms of cost effective-
neSs, value for learner, value for teacher, and need
for improvement.

Help teacherd and learners evaluate (validate) self-
designed and produced instructional resources.



High Low .

1 '2 3 4 5

1 2- 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 5

1 2 3 4 5

4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2'. 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

APPENDIX

Design and Production

12. Help teachers design instructional resources whith
are consistent with"valid learning theory and
which meet learners' needs.

13. Help teachers and learners produce self-designed
instructional resources,which satisfy artistic
standards.

14. Encourage and help students to design their own
instruction in lieu of prescribed instruction.

15. Provide appropriate raw materials, necessary tools ,

and equipment, and ready access so that teachers and
learn4rs can use them to create and to learn.

4%.

Utilizattpn

16. Encourage and participate in the training of students
to commuhicateand express their ideas through a variety'
of media.

17. Develop desirable reading, viewing, and listening ,

patterns, attitudes, and habits through the use of
media.

18._ Accommodate 'he individual learning styles and abilities
by providing an appropriate number and variety of
instructional and informational resources.

19. Stimulate the effective.and creative utilization of
media to enhance lArning by helping teachers relate
appropriate learning theory, behavioral objectives,
and instructional purposes to their selection of
media ro meet specific learner needs.

1

20. Initiate and implement the encounter between,learner
and resource,,i. e., provide the motivation and actual
teaching function through Mich mediated experiences
as IPI and CAI.

Instruction'

21. Make joy a part of the scene.

22. In helping others,to use media, teach both the broad
commonalities and the distinctions o creative inquiry
in the humanities, social sciences, and scientes.

23. Become knowledgeable about the total context of in-
strUction--theories,,methods, and applications--so
that media support can be properly integrated.
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High Low

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 ,3 Li 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5'

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5'

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3' 4 5

APPENDIX E-8

24. Become knowledgeable about the implications of media
for learning, both in school and out, and use this
knowledge with teachers to develop and,revtse curriculum.

25. Demonstrate that technology 'can be. employed for hu-
manistic purposes.

26. Help teachers develop flexibility in teaching styles
by-providing alternatives (options) in tesources and
by helping them to select appropriate alternatives
for specific purposes.

27. Assist users to analyze teaching and learning problems;
suggest strategies and techniques for solving.them.

Seek opportunities fOr self-education, especially in
the areas of technology and new educational

29. Become directly involved with teachere'inIdia0osis and
prescription of learning experiences.

30. Provide leadership in providing for individual, rather
than group, learning. =.

31. Participate in high-level (administrative) decision
making concerning total learning experiences for
students.

32. Assume full role and responsibility Of a teacher by
providing-).eadership in activities such as curriculum

.--development and team teaching; in effedt, participate.,
as a worki g member of every department, discipline,
or grade 1 vel instructional team.

33. Help teachers apply principles of instructional develop-
ment (statement of objectives, systems analysis, eval-
uation) to curriculum development, activities.

34. Develop in students a desire 'and a capability for life-
long learning outside formal instruction.

35. Use media to prepare' students to function efficiently
ifi a rapidly-changintechpological society.

36. Assist othe,VeduCators to re-orient school, from a
primarrie.kinction'of transmitting information to one
of developing independent learning skills.

Communication (Information management)

37. Help students aftd,teachers understand the unique
message communicated by each medium in addition to
the content being communicated.



High Low

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 4

APPENDIX E-9

5 38. Become aware of the power and potential of outside .

school resources--people, places,-institutions, events,
natural phenomenon--for communicating; assist teachers--
to.incorporate them into learning experiences for,
students.

5 39. Facilitate access to, and continuous Updating of,
information by using a computerized or similar tech-
nological storage and. retrieval system.

5 40. Participate in existing (or initiate development of)
information networks (regional, state, national, and/or
world) so.that users have greatest possible access to
information.

5 41. Search for and provide information needed by students,
rather than ask them to search for themselves.

5 42. Establish the school library media center as the
bibliographic control center for the school by pro-
Nading biblictraphies, catalogs, and other locational

rr 'tools to permit access to all available information
and resources.

1 2 3 4 5 43. Facilitate communication between students, teachers,
and community by suggesting and providing appropriate
media.

Management

High Low'

1 2 3 4 5 44. Assess tlie information and learning resources needs
of the several constituent populations of the school_
ancCoommunity.

1 2 3 4 5 45. Convert needs assessment data into programs of relevant
and effective services.

1' _ 2 \3 4 5 46. Identify and acquire instructional resources in all
formats which are appropriate to implement the teaching/
learning goals of the *school.

1 2 3 4 5 47. Be alert to new instructional resources, new ways of
using resources for instruction, and new sources for
obtaining media and media services.

r_gt

1 2 3 4 5 48. Develop differentiated media staffs, coMtosed of pro-
. fessionals and palra-piofessionals, who bring subject

orientations and specialized skills to the solution
of instructional problems.
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'High Low

1 2
)
3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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49. Organize resources and'data about them in a facility
open to the learner 24 hours every slay, or make
resources and data available through remote cow-
puter-based access systems.

50. 'Provide a total learning environment by removing
- existing constraints, e. g., fixed time periods and

discrete classroom space, and by substituting flex-
ible use of time, ,space, and media as determin94 by
instructional needs.

51. Fit the goals and purposes of the school library ,

media center to,those of the school and community
by including parents, teachers, administrators and
students in policy determinations and planning activities.

52. Project role of facilitator and helper,"'rather, than of
custodian-and gate-keeper.

53. Plan instructional facilities' that-permit activities
implicit, in behavioral, developmental, and interactive
theories of learning.

54. Develop an "autonomous learning laboratory," an
experience center beyond the cognitive realm to include
opportunity for sensory development (provide materials,
time, space, and facilities for Couching, tasting,
feeling, acting, creating, and experiencing in music,
film, art, etc.)

55. Justify your existence in terms of delivered service.

56. Protect the autonomy of the learner and his right to
decide what he will learn.

4
57. Serve as liaison between. school and other agencies in

the area that are forming,coalitions for sharing
resources and information.

58. Provide in-service training and/or direct support to
everyone requiring assistance in proper and effective
utilization ofiedia.
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